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"I think I'll revive the old set,"
c
Said Smith; and his wife ¥eplied
"Pet.
If you'd wired it right
At first with FLUXITE,
You'd have saved yourself trouble,
1' ll bet."

.r

WIRE

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the house-garage-work·
shop-wherever speedy soldering is needed. Used for 30 years in
government works and by leading engineers and manufacturers.
Of lronmongers-in tins, 4d., Bd., 1/4 and 2,18.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL-SPACE SOLDERING SETcompact but substantial-complete with full instructions, 1/6.
Write for Free Book on the art of "soft" soldering and ask for
Lea·let on CASE-HARDENING STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS
with FLUXITE.

By courtesy of "Wireless World ..

I

Radio fuse designers have for years tried to produce a fuse which is
capable of withstanding the surges which occur when switching on a
radio receiver, and at the same time be rated low enough to protect
the small continuous overload.

THE FLUXITE GUN
Is always ready to put f/uxite on
the soldering job instantly. A
~,itti~..}~!~'!!:~~~'!C:,~.·~~
quantatyton~ the ,right. spot and
one charging lasts -for---;g;s.
lPriceJ/6.

Recently, one of our engineers hit on a bright idea. He took a nonoxidising filament of high melting point wire (nickel. to be precise),
and mounted on it some tiny explosive blobs of powdered magnesium
held in a suitable binder (Prov. Patent). The melting point of the
nickel is some 1,500' C., but the Rash point of the magnesium is
only 650' C., and on burning it instantly generates some 3.000 or
4,000' C. Thus an overload of appr~ciable duration heats the blobs
of magnesium up to their Rash point, and on burning they melt
the nickel filament and clear the fuse. High overloads of short
duration, however, do not create sufficient heat to raise the blobs
of magnesium to firing point ; in fact the blob acts as a short period
lagging on the wire which can actually be seen to reach red heat in
between the blobs for a fraction of a second while the short overload
persists.

ALL WECBANICS

FLUXITE
rr

SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

The result is that one of these new "MAG-NICKEL" fuses of! amp,
rating will resist the same surges as a I amp. conventional radio
cartridge fuse, and yet will blow on a 75 per cent. overload if the
overload persists for one second. This should at last remove all
risk of burnt-out radio sets.

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. T.V.). DRAGON WuHKS. Hl:.HMuNlJ:>t:. Y ::; 1., S.J:..I

Television ,,
Trust
experts to know!

Further advantages of this new fuse are that its nickel filament is
mechanically robust, and does not oxidise or deteriorate after long
periods of service, thus removing the objection that certain sensitive
low current fuses become brittle and likely to rupture on false alarm
due to age.

,

The resistors specified for the
"Self-contained 3-valve receiver" and the " 10-watt
Portable Transmitter " desscribed in this issue are Eries.
They are essential to every good
set. All leading manufacturers
and designers use them, because
of their absolute reliability.
Eries are specially impregnated
to withstand extremes of heat
and humidity ... hence, they
will not break down !

1/- per watt.

ERIE

Volume Control
The variable resistance
that never develops
faults. All values.
5,000 ohms to 2
megohms Price
With built-in Mains
Switch
Price 5/-

3/6

Fuse

'MAG- NICKEL'

To CYCLISTS ! Your wheels will NOT keep round and true unless the spokes
are tied with fine wire at the crossings and SOLDERED. This makes a much
stronger wheel. It's simple-with FLUXITE-but IMPORTANT.

All values.

Available m three ratings :
250 m/ A. for small receivers
(e.g., 3-valve sets). 500 m/ A.
for usual types of re..::eivers
from 4 to 7 valve, and 750 m/ A.
for large multiKvalve sets, radio~
grams, television receivers or
public address apparatus, Price
for all ratings, 9d. each.
Dimensions as standard radio
fuses, I i in. long by 1 in.
diameter, with cylindrical end
caps and glass tubes ; fit all
standard radio fuseholders ;
colour coded with rings indicatK
ing nominal ratings as standard
fuses.
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Write for Erie Colour Code Chart, Post Free.

& LEE LTD.

Cambridse Arterial Road, Enfield, Middx.

THE RADIO RESISTOR CO., LTD., I, Golden Sq., London, W.l.
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HINDENBURG 'DISASTER
Tragic News Broadcast from Schenectady for
American Listeners and PICKED UP DIRECT

mLondon on a BURNDEPT RECENER
Q N short-wave

radio . . . it came through on May 6th . . . " Hindenburg
crashing in flames." In London a listener on his Burndept all-wave receiver
heard the news direct long before any report appeared in the English newspapers.
American stations are easy for Burndept-and receivable with certainty from
mid-day on, English time.
Burndept all-wave receivers now tune continuously from 2100 metres down to
13.5 metres. And on them you hear everything in the world worth listening to.
Go to a Burndept dealer. He is the best dealer in your district . . . friendly and competent. He wifl
never importune you to buy. Spend a few minutes with a Burndept dealer and learn more about that new
all·wave receiver you have set your heart on. We will send you the Dealer's name and address if
you will write to us.

£50 FOR POST-CARD NEWS-SCOOPS
Now we want more news-scoops.
We invite Burndept listeners to send
in anything strange, exciting, unusual
or specially entertaining they may
hear. From time to time we will
make awards for what we consider
the best news-scoop-up to £50 for
just a simple post-card story !
Our decision final.

HOW TO GET FREE ENTRY POSTCARD. Cut out this advertisementwrite your name and address on the
margin, and we will send you a FREE
ENTRY POST-CARD-your next
night of listening may earn you £50
BURNDEPT, LIMITED, LIGHT
GUN WORKS, ERITH, KENT.

BURNDEPT Radio
A
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TELEVISION DEVELOPMENTS
A NEW lARGE DIAMETER TUBE FOR TELEVISION REPRODUCTION

TYPE llH
TUBE

The Ediswan Type 12H tube has a screen C:iameter of 12" giving a television picture I0" x 7f'
without distortion.
The screen is of special material giving a close
approximation to a black-and-white picture.
Specification:
Indirectly heated high vacuum tuoe.
Heater Volts
2.0
3rd Anode Volts - 6000
2nd Anode Volts - 1200
Ist Anode Volts 150-400
Sensitivity (mm.JV.)
- 950/V~
"'V = anode volts

List Price £IS. IS. 0
ENTIRELY

•

We also supply
HIGH VACUUM RECTIFIERS
GAS-FILLED RELAYS
MERCURY VAPOUR RELAYS
for Television Scanning
circuits.

BRITISH

MADE

ED I SWAN
RADIO VALVES
THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD. -

ISS CHARING CROSS RD., LONDON, W.C.2
lt.E.%99

USED BY ALL GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
386
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Editorial,

The Television Exhibition
F television is to become popular it is essential that the general public

be made aware of the vast strides that have been made and that
Itheyshould
should realise that here is a new form of entertainment within the

reach of many. Despite the publicity that television has received during
the past few months it is quite evident that there is still a large section of
the public who are not aware of its possibilities and limitations, and we
suggest, therefore, that our readers would be doing television a real ser·
Yice by inducing their friends to visit the exhibition at the Science Museum
so that they can see for themselves what an advanced stage has been
reached. The exhibition is free and it is open at convenient times.
vVe have heard the criticism that there is much at this <>xhibicion that
the average person cannot understand, and that the many details are
bewildering, a criticism which is doubtless true, but a fact which does not
in any way detract from the value of the exhibition except that it may lead
some people to think that television is such a complicated matter that the
proper operation of a receiver requires expert knowledge. That this is
not the case needs no stressing so far as our readers are concerned, but
this impression undoubtedly exists in the public mind, and we make the
further suggestion that our readers should do what they can to dispel
the idea.
Of the ultimate future of television there can be no doubt. At the
opening ceremony of the exhibition, Lord Selsdon said, " British television
,,·as ahead of the rest of the world. England was the only country where
the public could receive a regular programme in their own homes." And
Sir ~oel Asbridge, Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., gave it as his opinion
that the establishment of a service which would cover the whole of the
populated areas of this country ,,·as not an improbability. How soon this
latter ''ill be an accomplished fact depends largely upon public interest.
:\o one '' ho sa\\' the Radiolympia demonstrations last vear can fail to
appreciate that since then Yery great progress has been m<Hk, and it is
significant that we have not heard any adverse criticism rl'g:tnling the
quality of picture that is no\\' being obtained. .'\lso it is g-ratifying to
kno\\· that the veil of secrccv that has hitherto been over tckvi~inn has at
last been removed; the soon~r the public knows all about it, the sooner will
it he disposed to buy receiYers.
The organisers of the Exhibition are to be congratulated upon getting
togetlwr a most representative sho\\', and for the first t imc giving the
public an opportunity of seeing television as it really is to-da;.

IMPORTANT
''Television and Short-wave World" is registered at the General Post Office, London, for
transmission to Canada and Newfoundland
by Maganne Post.
Entered as Second-clan
mail matter, Boston, Man.

OUR COVER PICTURE.
The photograph on the cover of this issue shows Lord Selsdon, Chairman of the
Television Advisory Committee, inspecting the Emitron camera on the occasion of
the opening of the Science Museum Television Exhibition.
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SLCPHCNY
UOMMERUIAL TRANSMITTING
and REUEIVING EQUIPMENT

FIRS'l, PUBLifJ DEMONSTRATIONS
of

SCOPHONY LARGE

SCREEN

HIGH

DEFINITION

PICTURES

HOME RECEIVEH-size 24" x 22·. PUBLIC VIEWING HECEIVER (for small Halls)-size 5' x cl'

At the Seienee Museum'!! South Kensington
HOURS OF SCOPHONY TRANSMISSIONS:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.: 12-12.30,4.15-4.45,5.15-5.45
Thur.-Fri.:
12-12.30,4.15-4.45,7-7.30
Saturday:
12-12.30, 4.15-4.4.5

---------------------------

Subject to alteration without notice.

SUOPDONT

LIMITED
THORNWOOD LODGE;
CAMPDEN HILL,
LONDON, W.8
388

VISIT THE

TELEVISION EXHIBITION
AT THE

SCIENCE MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

OPEN:JUNE liTH-SEPT.
ADMISSION FREE

MON.}
TUES.
WED.

Tt1URS}

F'RI.

JQA.M -6P.M

lOAM.- 8P:M.

SAT.
SUN.

2-3QPM-6P-M
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SIMPLE WIRELESS PRACTICE
IN TELEVISION RECEIVERS
RADIO AND TELEVISION RECEIVERS ARE VERY SIMILAR
This article explains how closely allied are the ordinary wireless receiver and the television receiver and how
identical principles are employed almost throughout

M

OST people have a good knowledge of ;he construction and working principles of an ordinary
wireless receiver but the television receiver is a
mystery. They know that it employs wireless principles and that the construction appears to follow wire-

Before proceeding further it will be as well to see
of what a complete television receiver consists. First
of all we have the sound receiver. Secondly we have
TRIODE·
-HEXOOE

Fig.

I

PENT ODE

DOUBLE-DIODE
TRIODE

PENTOOE
L.S_

.-Schematic diagram shon·ing the stages of the sound receiver.

The chassis of the G.E.C. television receiver showing the sound
and vision receiver beneath the cathode-ray tube.

less practice, but it is not clear to them how these
principles and the components used arc employed to
produce a picture of something happening a number of
miles away. The cathode-ray tube also is a device with
which they have had no experience, and then again
there are many new terms used \\··hich in themselves
do not convey much information to the unitiated.

The Radio
Parallel
Now there is one very simple ,,-ay to obtain a g-eneral
idea of the make-up and functioning of a cathode-ray
television receiver and this is to find a parallel in ordinary wireless receiver practice. Actually the similarity
is so great that with but one exception \Ve can find a
parallel throughout the entire apparatus, this exception
being the arrangement provided for keeping the received picture in step, or synchronism, ,,-ith the transmitter scanning.

Fig. 2..-Diagram showing the JCanning motion of the cathode beam.

the vision receiver. These, of course, must be supplied
with filament current and high-tension as is the case
with ordinary receivers so for these we have a power
pack which is the equivalent of the low and high tension supply unit in the case of an ordinary re~eiver. It
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THE UNITS OF A CATHODE-RAY RECEIVER
is a convenience to supply !]lament current and high
tension to both vision and sound receivers from the
same unit, though, of course, it is not essential, and it
would be quite in order to treat both recei\ers as separ-

\viii be as well to get a mental picture of the cathoderay tube and the method in \Yhich it functions (Fig. 2).
\Vith this again we have an ordinary wireless parallel
in the valve. The valve has a c<,thode which gives off
electrons which are attracted to the anode, their rate
of passage being governed by the grid. The chief differences between the valve and the cathode-~ay tube is
that in the case of the latter, the electrons instead of
passing from the cathode to the anode in a sort of
cloud, as is the case of the valve, arc colllprcssed into a
jet formation and instead of finishing on the anode~ re
caused to pass through a hole in the centre and strike
a specially prepared screen at the far end of the glass
envelope which fluoresces under their impact. Actually
there is more than one anode, the object being the
aLtainment of sufficient velocitv of the electrons to
enable them to travel the comp;tratively long distance
to the end of the tube.
It \\·ill be clear, therefore, that as the action of the
cathode-ray tube so nearly approximates that of the
valve it will be necessary to provide it with the n:quisite
power supplies, that is there must be current for the
t ulw heater, and high-tension supplies for the
anodes. As the distance \\·hich the ell'ctrons have to
travel is considerable, the latter must be high, asually
of the order of three or four thousand volts, and this
calls for a special pmver pack, or in or·dinary wireless
parlance a high-tension unit.
Briefly, then, the cathode-ray tube is a valve-like device capable of producing a fine stream or jet of electrons which reveal their presence as a bright <;pot of
light by striking a specially prepared screen. Moreover, like the valve, the intensity of the electron stream
can be varied and with it the .brightness of the light
spot. There is one other important differeace and this
is the provision of two pairs of deflector plates which
by the application of suitable potentials on them c<Juse
the beam to travel across the screen and so trace out
a line of light. The generation <tncl variation of these
potentials calls for another unit ancl its :1ssociated power
supplies and this is the only one which has 110 parallel
in ordinary wireless practice. This unit is called the
time base and is peculiar to cathode-ray tube operation.

Tbe sound and z•i.rion rbas.r o/ the G.EC reaiz•er sbml'ing aerial
connection at the front and .ringle tuning adjustment in tbe right
foreground.

ate units. .\dditionallv there is the cathode-ray tube
and the high and Jm,: tension supplies for thi~ and,
finally, the time base unit for producing the 'can with
its 'lwccssary high and Jo,,· tension supplies.
As the sound receiver is the counterpart of any normal short-,,·ave receiver, this nced not be dealt with
beyond saying that it must conform to ordinary shortwave receiver prad ice. .\s sclec! ivity i,; not of importance a super-het receiver is generally used \vith a low
wavelength I. F. stage that gives broad tuning with a
corresponding decrease in volume. This makes it simple to tune in the 7-metrc signals and does away with
the need for super11ne tuning as with an ordinary shortwave set. Fig. r shows a typical arrangement schematically.

TRIODE

DIODE

I!!.T
I. F.

ZN_O

3~0

2"!..0

I. F.

I. F.

DET.

The Units
Employed
vVe can now sum up the various units that are necessary for the assembly of a complete catlrode-ray television receiver and these are as follows:
Sound receiver} and associated !mY- and high-tenVision receiver
sion supplies.
Cathode-ray tube and necessary low- and hightension supplies.
Time base and necessarv low- and high-tension supplies.
As a matter of convenience these units need not be
separate and it is common practice to combine some of
the power packs, and also the sound and vision receivers arc often built on one chassis. They may, however, be regarded as the essential units of a cathode-rav
television receiver.
'
There arc two types of vision signal receiver-the
straight set and the super-het-the latter being the
more usual type and this type only need be considered

OUTPUT

Fig. 3.-Scbematic diagram showing tbe stages in a vision receiver.

Some confusion may arise because of the terms used
to indicate the various units. The complete instrument
is generally spoken of as a television receiver, but included in the make-up of this are 1.\vo ordinary 1 eceivers,
one for sound and one for vision, so perhaps it will
be better to term the latter a vision signal receiver in
order to avoid any confusion. A vision signal receiver
is simply a multi-valve radio set plus a cathode-ray
tube, which latter we may regard as taking the place of
the loudspeaker in an ordinary wireless set, but with the
difference that the cathode-ray tube must be provided
with power supplies.
Before proceeding to consider the vision receiver it
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THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE VISION RECEIVER
for the purposes of this explanation. (Fig. 3.) The
vision receiver conforms to nonnal practice and thne
is no more difficulty in its construc!ion than there is
in an ordinary short-wave receiver, though it is essential to employ suitable components.
It may, and
usually does, consist of a straightforward super-het.
circuit. As, however, television signals occupy a very
wide band \vidth of nearly half a metre, or more accurately 2,ooo,ooo cycles, tl;e tuning has w be very broad
otherwise the picture loses definition.

In the sound receiver the second detector is
a diode which rs included m a double-diode
triode valve so as to give increased gain from
the diode circuit.
If, however, a double-diode
triode were used in the vision circuit, the inter-

How the Vision
Receiver Functions
To get this broad tuning the intermediate-frequency
stages are designed to work on a \vavelength of 15-20
metres, as compared with 2,ooo to 3,ooo metres on a
normal broadcast set. ,\]so as the transformers arc
shunted \\·ith resistances, still further to broaden the
tuning, the gain per stage is quite 10\'-'. ·1 his means
several I. F. stages in order to obtain the gain normally
obtained with one I. F. stage" hen operated at a higher
wavelength.
Although a vision signal recein~r no: mallv has three
I.F. stages it does not follow that stwh a recci\·er is

The G.EC. double time base shon'ing t•a!t·es, condensers
and neon limiters.

SMOOTHING

elect rode capacity between the triode electrodes and
across the base would form a small-capacity fixed condenser and when shunted across the circuit the Ligher
frequencies would be accentuated, and nullify the ufect
of the broadlv tuned I. F. circuits. For example, an
I. F. amplifier that will pass frequencies of up to
2 ,ooo,ooo cycles will have these frequencies decreased
to as lm\· as r ,ooo,ooo cycles merely by the capacity in
a badly designed triode amplifier. Also a triode detector, or multi-electrode detector, will have the same
eflect because the inherent capacity always forms a
condenser, so decreasing the bancl width. For that
reason a diode valve is i-nvariably used in a vision receiver as a second detector as its shunt capacity is
negligible.
As the output from the diode is so small, it is neces-

VALVE
r-U_N_I_T,__---i<O 250.v (dpf'POX)
. - - - - , RECTIFIER
H.T.
TO RECEIVER
VALVE ANODES

MAINS
TRANSFORMER

Fig. 4.-Cnits supplying high- and low-tension to the t'alves of the
vision and sound receit>ers.

difficult to construct. It should be remembered that the
gain from these three stages is less than the gain from
one normal I.F. stage, so that the problem of mstability does not arise if the receiver is built to a proper
design.
Still further to increase the gain, which is naturally
low o\ving to the use of broadly tuned circuits, a vision
receiver includes an amplifying stage at speech frequencies in front of the first detector. Actuallv the
aerial feeds into a pentode H. F. stage which, of c~urse,
amplifies at speech frequency, that is 6~ metres, and
feeds the slightly amplified signal into a detector stage
which normallv consists of a double valve of the triodehexode type . . The triode portion is an oscillator used
in a normal circuit converting the signal into one at
about 15 to 20 metres so that there is a slight increase
in gain. This, of course, is the normal super-het
principle.
After passing through three broadly tuned LF.
stages, and increasing in amplitude in each stage, the
signal is rectified by a diode second detector before
being fed into a normal low-frequency amplifier and
ultimatelv to the cathode-ray tuue.
It will~ be clear that, fu~damentally, the circuit of
this vision receiver is exactly the same as for a conventional short-wave super-het receiver except that there
are more valves and the tuning is flat. Its construction
entirely follows normal practice.

+

HIGH

VOLTAGE.

to iAe
TUBE.
ANODES

TUBE FILAMENT
SUPPLY

MAINS
TRANSFORMER L---------'1-__...J

Fig. 5.-Units supplying high and low tension to the cathode-ray tube.

sary to amplify it by means of a triode or pentode valve
of low inter-electrode capacity and arranged w that
the grid connections are at the top of the bulb, again
to reduce capacity. Though the low-frequency amplifier stage may appear complicated, the circuit is identical with a conventional L.F. amplifier except that these
precautions have to be taken.
\Ve can now consider the power pack for feeding the
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THE COMPLETE SCHEME OF A TELEVISION RECEIVER
anodes and the filaments of the sound and vision receivers. This, as will be clear from Fig. 4, consists
of a mains transformer giving high and low tension; a
rectifier, usually a full-wave valve, and a smoothing unit
made up of a choke and two high-capacity condensers.
These are wired up absolutely the same as in the case
of a standard radio set; the output is usually 250 volts
TRANSFORMER

and two smoothing units. T\vo rectifiers are needed
owing to the fact that at high voltages mercury-vapour
valves are used with a wide gap between electrodes to
prevent arcing. These are half-,vave valves and the
design of the unit are practically the same as in the
smaller power pack. T\\·o smoothing units are include:!

VALVE.

RECTIFIER
SMOOTHING
UNIT

HT.SUPPLY

SYNCHRONISING
SIGNAL FROM
VISION
RECEIVER

0 0
0 0 0

()

TIME BASE

CATHODE-RAY TUBE

Fig. 6.-Time base and S)'flchronising arrangements n·ith associated
high- and !mv-tenJion supply.

. A t;pica/ pm•·er pack for supp!ying high- and lou·-tension.

at 6o to 100 mjA. and suitable filament windings to
feed the valves in the two receivers.
As mentioned previously a power pack has also to

because every trace of mains ripple must be smoothed
out otherwise its presence will be revealed on tlw
cathode-ray tube and the picture marred. Fundamen-

SOUND

AND

UNIT

CATHODE- RAY
TUBE:
OI·POLE
AERIAL

TIME

BASE

TUBE

Fig. 7.-The complete arrangement of a cathode-ray receiur shown schematically.

be provided to supply the high voltage and filament
current for the cathode-ray tube. The high-tension is
of the order of 3,ooo to 4,ooo volts, but its provision
again follows conventional radio practice. The tube
power pack consists of a mains transformer, \dth very
high insulation between windings, t\YO valve rectifiers

tally, as Fig. 5 shows, the circuit is quite straightforward and except that one or two special precautions
must be taken to prevent breakdo,vn owing to the high
voltage employed there is no difficulty at all in the construction of such a unit. The condensers e>re, of course,
of a special kind to withstand the high voltage, whilt~
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the chokes must have very good insulation bet ween the
windings and the iron core.
It is essential with mercury-vapour valves that the
heater must be warm before the high-tension is applied.
As the heater takes 6o seconds to heat up a thermal
delay switch is connected either in series with the H.T.
supply or in some part of the drcuit to break the H .T.
to the rectifier valve anodes. This thermal delay switch
is made up in a valve and consists of a heater and two
dissimilar metals.
These two metals ,,·hen heated
slo\dy expand and make contact; by varying the voltage on the heater the contact time can be delayed from
20 seconds up to 2 minutes.
The final item is the time base. The construction of
this unit again follows radio practice though it has no
counterpart in the ordinary wireless set. The time base
is nothing more or less than a resistance-coupled network using as a rule six valves. These valves are of
special types, but are just as simple to connect and no
more trouble in operation than the normal power valve.
The function of the time base is to provide a regular
sequence of potentials to the deflector plates of the
cathode-ray tube in order to produce the correct scanning motion of the electron beam.
The maintenance of this scanning motion in strict
accordance with that at the transmitter is dealt with at

length in another article in this issue and it will suffice
to say here that the synchronising signal which is transmitted at the same time as the vision signal is picked
up by the vison receiver, filtered out after the second
detector, and applied to the time base where it provides
just the requisite amount of check to correct any inaccuracies of scanning speed produced in the latter.
As the time base employs valves it also, of course,
needs a suitable power supply and this again is a unit
similar to that supplying· high- and lovv-tension for the
sound and vision receivers. The whole scheme is outlined in Fig. 6.
From what has been said it will be apparent that there
is no more difliculty in the construction of a complete
television receiver than there is in an ordinan· wirdess
set, if we e~cept a few special precautions which must
be taken with certain parts where high voltages ;1 rc
employed. :\dmittedly the work is greater, for there
are a number of units, but the fact that the units are
complete in themselves and simple to couple together
actually makes the task more easy than \\·ould be the
case were the "·hole built up as one complete piece of
apparatus as the entire circuit diagram appears to indicate. Fig. 7 shm\·s a t) pica! assembly of the \\hole
of the units ,,·hich are employed in a complete television
receiver.

SOUND BROADCASTING
AND TELEVISION
By Harry R. Lubcke.
Director of Television- Don Lee Broadcasting System, U.S.A.
Arising out of a suggestion which we made recently that television could
be linked to sound broadcasting to a greater extent than at present we
have received the following views of Mr. Harry R. Lubcke, Director of
,the Don Lee Broadcasting System, U.S.A.
1:\CE September I, rg36, radio
broadcasting station KHJ, Los
Angeles, California, has been
used as a television sound outlet for
the Don Lee television station
\V6XAO. Operating in the centre of
the usual broadcast band, television
sound programmes have been periodicallv made a part of the KHJ schedule: On several occasions the sound
has been extended to the Mutual Network of Califomia, consi'iting of ten
stations.
The servic'; \\·as inaugctrated with a
2o-minute programme for the benefit
of a joint meeting of the Institute of
Radio Engineers and the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers,
which was held in the auditorium of
the Don Lee Building. The guests,
who numbered 350, adjourned to a
receiving location 3i miles from the
transmitters, there to witness reception on 45,000 kilocycles from station

S

B

\V6XAO, and the accompanying
sound on goo kilocycles (333 metres)
from station KIIJ.
Since that time combined programmes have been radiated regularly, usually weekly, at various hours
of the day and night in order to test
their suitability. In all, twenty-seven
joint programme... have been transmitted, each s~arting ::>nd ending
,,·ithin a few seconds of a specified
time, according to regular broadcast
practice. Thus far, not one second
of programme time has been lost on
account of technical or other difficulties. Of the various hours chosen the
later evening hours appear to be the
most suitable-somewhere between
8.30 and g.3o p.m.
A certain portion of the public receive both vision and sound of these
programmes, having provided themselves with television receivers, constructional details of which have been
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prO\ idcd by the Don Lee organisation.
The sound programmes are further
m·ailablc to all persons having an
ordinary radio receiver within the
a rca served by the broadcasting stations; from two to four million people
depend upon the net,,·ork. The reaction of the usual auditor, tuning in
a programme for the first time, is that
something unusual is going on. The
various items of narration or dialogue, with sound effects, arc presented in a manner different from that
used in sound broadcasting alone.
Many persons who are only able
to hear the sound take much interest
in visualising what is taking place on
the television screen. News items,
often broadcast, give a sufficiently
clear impression in the sound phase to
put over the meaning, but create inferences that stimulate the imagination if the auditor be in such a mood.
Persons with an interest :n television are frequent listeners, finding
a certain satisfaction in witnessing
part of a television programme, at
least. Critical auditors, or those desiring a purely musical programme,
as a dance band or chamber music,
arc not listeners. To be enjoyed, the
television sound programme mus·t be
given definite attention. Purely musical programmes arc often made the
background for other activities as is
well known, and this cannot be done
with television, either sight or sound.
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BRIGHTER AND
BIGGER PICTURES
WITH THE G.E.C.
RECEIVER
By THE EDITOR.

The larger tube is accommodatnl by increasing the
size of the bole in the mask.

F

ROM time to time durirw
,.., the
past few months I have recorded
my experiences with the G.E.C.
Model BT]iOI tele,·ision and all,,·ave radio receiver. So far as the
actual receiver has been concerned
there has been practically nothing to
record for its functioning has alwavs
~een so consistent and the reprod;ctron so good that it appeared to leave
nothing to be desired. I can again
;epeat, that throughout !his period
It has never required the attention of
the service engineers and it has not
sho:ved the slightest sign of falling
off m any way whatever. Svnchronism has been perfect and ·nothing
short of some verv violent interference would ever disturb it. These
facts speak well for the design and
the quality of components that are
used.

ANew
Tube Development
However, the G.E.C. have not
been content to rest on their laurels
and recently I was some\\·hat surprised to r~ceive a suggestion from
the G.E.C. Service Department that

the tube be changed for one that
,,·ould give " larger and .brighter: "
pictures.
Increase of prcture srze
with any receiver is a desideratum,
but it has been usual to associate
increased brightness with lack of
contrast.
The G.E.C., however,
have produced a new cathode-ray
tube with which whatever the amount
of brightness the contrast does not
suffer in the slightest, and the net
result is that an inten<>cly bright picture is available with full contrast.
The brightness and clarity of the
image on this new tube is really
amazing and although no measurements have been made the brightness appears to compare with the
average cinema picture. Perhaps the
following rough observations will
convey some idea: in ordinary bright
daylight the picture can be clearly
seen: in diffused light, as for example when the window is covered with
a light curtain, the programme can
be watched in comfor·t: in a properly
darkened room the illumination from
the tube is sufficient to allow a paper
to be read practicaiiy anywhere in
the room.
The G.E.C. receiv·~r has always

Book Review

tivc. The author deals first with
Their general theory and the origin and deProperties, Design and Practical velopment of electrolytic condensers.
Uses, by Philip R. Coursey, B.Sc., Chapters are devoted to testing
M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P. The fact that methods and apparatus, and the practhis book is the work of Philip R. tical construction of the two types,
Coursey, Technical Director of The aqueous and non-aqueous, arc dealt
Dubilier Condenser Co., is a wffi- ,,:-ith at length. Later chapters deal
cient guarantee that it is authorita- with the characteristics and :·,pplica-

Electrolytic

Condensers,
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had a reputation for very good de'lnition and now \\ iih the adckd
brightness and contrast this makes it
possible to view the picture from any
point in an ordinary sized room; <tbo
the fact that there is no necessity o
block out any stray light is a gre.tt
convenience during the light evenings.
This new tube is larger than the
old one, the actual picture size beir g·
ro ins. by 8 ins.
It is easily adaptable to existing receinTs and the
G.E.C. are making the cOin-ersi<•n
free of charge. ::\ o alteration to the
cabinet is necessary except the fittingof a larger mask. The fact that the
G.E.C. are making the ronversic·n
free of charge is a comforting assurancE' that purchasers or their recei·iers will be treated generously in the
matter:; of service and any new
developments. I understand that this
new tube is a development of the sp·~
cial laboratory which the G.E.C.
maintains for research m lumine'icencc and its applications. As is
weii known many uses for luminescent materials are bein<Y made for
ordinary light:!1g purpos~"'s.
The consensus of opir;ion of viewers who have seen the new tube :n
operation is that the results <!re amazing and that the pictures dose v
approach cinema quality, both as n;gards brightness and detail.
The
G.E.C. are to be congratulated en
this new development.

tions of electrolytic condensers. ~-e
believe this to be the lirst time that
so much information on the subject
of electrolytic condensers has been
presented, both from the theoretical
and practical points of view, in such
a detailed manner. The book is published by Chapman & Hall, 2nd tl·e
price is ros. 6d.
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THE SCIENCE MUSEUM

TELEVISION

EXHIBITION

DEMONSTRATIONS OF ELECTRONIC AND
MECHANICAL
RECEIVERS AT THE SCIENCE
SOUTH KENSINGTON

OPTICALMUSEUM,

HE ,Television Exhithere, ami at other nmes
bition that opened at
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC,
thev are operated from a
the Science Museum,
l<JC;Il transmi ter which has
JU~E liTH, 1937-SEPTEMBER, 1 937
South Kensington, is the
been installed (and can be
ADMISSION FREE
first to be held in this counseen
working)
111
the
Thursdays 1
l\londav,;
}
try on such a scale.
Its
Central
Hall
by
A.
C.
IO-(J
10--S
Fridays
·
Tuesda\·s
purpose is to enable the
Cossor, Ltd.
For the
\Vednesdays
Saturdays J
Sundays, 2.30-6
g·eneral public to appreciate
operation of the Scophony
August lhnk Holiday, 10-S
the amount of development
receivers
special
radio
that has taken place and to
transmissions are being put
show historically how the present high standard has
out from the Scophony laboratories at Camclen Hill,
been reached. The exhibition, which is of a very comKensington.
prehensive nature, is largely due to the eflorts of
All the prominent names associated with television
G. R. M. Garratt, M.A., of the Science Museum.
development are represented-Baird, Cossor, Ferranti,
G.E.C.,
H.M.V., Marconi-E.l'vi.I., MihalyJfraub,
The Exhibition is comprised of two sections, nne of
Murphy,
Pye
and Scophony and as will be :,een from
which contains exhibits of historical and scientific
the plan view of thr Exhibition rrproduced on this page
character and the other demonstration receivers of the
most of these concerns have demonstration recci\-crs
types which are at present on the market. The interest
which are being- shown in opcra1 ion. I ncicientallv, the
is increased by the fact that these receivers <He shown
arrangement of these receivers is liable to variati~n.
in operation for the greater part of the time that the
Baird
Exhibition is open. During the periods when transmissions are being made from the Alexandra Palace
Apparatus
the receivers are operated by the signals received from
Amongst thr exhibits in the rnam hall modern and
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THE BAIRD EXHIBITS
historical Baird apparatus is promine11t. Of particular interest is the Baird electron camera, \vhich consists
e>f an evacuated glass cylinder at one end of which is a
<:ircular cathode having a uniform light sensitive surface. The functioning of this camera is as follows: An
e>ptical image of the. scene to be televised is focused
by a lens on to this cathode. This produet.·s ;m electron
image, the electron density at every point corresponding to the variations of light and shade in the original

multiplier photo-electric cell, a collector plate pass:s
the electrons to the output circuit.
An interesting exhibit is the Haird Projection Cat hode-ray Tube for obtaining large pictures. This is a
small cathode-ray tube producing an exceedingly brig lt
picture, which can be projected on to :l remote scrcc:1.
The resultant picture is several times larger than is
possible by direct or indirect vie\\·ing on a cathode-ray
tube. The associated scanning· and f<:cusing cqui:J-

Thi.r photopraph ginr a ,Rmera! idea of the
exhibits in the 111ain hall. In theforeground ,.re
models of the .\mphony ligit control, the IHwll
ronrertor and the .rplit focus rystem. Controls
are provided outside the case.r and visitors can
test the action.r of tl;eH derire.r /Jr operating thue,
the result.r appMrinp 011 .rcrm!J uithin the rases.

ment together with the visiun radio cha:'.sis, an~ similar
to that used in a standard televi"ion recci\·er, but the
operating voltage of the tube is higher. A receiv"r
11·ith a small screen is exhibited, this sho11·ing an Ulmodulated scanning field.
Another Baird exhibit is the magnetically-operated
" Cathovisor " cathode-rav tube.
fhe electrons
emitted from the indirectlv-heated cathode <<re :tccelerated towards the screen ·through an aperture in the
specially shaped anode to which a high voltage is applied. This electron beam, as it emerges from the

scene. By an ingenious combination of electro-static
and electro-magnetic fields, the electron image is drmn1
fonvard to the target plane and scanned over the aperture. The electrons passing into the aperture constitute the original picture dissection signal and this is
amplified by the multiplier integral with the tube itself.
The resultant output constitutes :he camera signal for
feeding to the amplifler of the picture signal chain.
Electron multiplier photo-electric cells are also d1mvn
by the Baird Company. For the purpose of illustrating
the action of this device, the electron permeable grid

The intere.rt which i.r being erinred in the
demonstration rereiz;ers is eridmt fi-om this ,
pitture u·hich shows the crozn/ ottt.ride.tlw .rpecial
vieu·inp booths u;/;ich contain
dijferellt
sertion of
make.r of receiz•er.r. A/t/Jot~~~~
the exhibition is not in total darkne.rs t/;e
p;:tuces are c/<>:zrl)' l'i.ri/Jie.

type is shown. The incident light on the cathode releases the primary electrons and by pressing a button
the passage of a single electron call be tr<Ketl. At the
J1rst grid secondaries are released so thm three electrons pass from this first grid for the initial striking
one. At the second grid, the ~a me multi plication process takes place, and the three entry electrons become
nme emerging electrons. At the end of the electron-

orifice, is then focused through the medium of a solenoid coil surrounding the gla"s neck. A direct curre 1t
passed through this coil, produces a magnetic field
\\·hich causes the electron beam, \vhen it reaches the
screen, to evidence itself as a sharp-edged but minute
area of bright light.
Line scanning is brought about by saw-toothed
shaped current pulses being fed into the pair of air co~e
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THE COSSOR LOCAL TRANSMITTER
coils seated on the glass neck, while an i.ron-cored
electro-magnet gives the necessary frame scanning
when fed vv·ith similar shaped currents, but at a much
lower frequency.
The combination of these magnetic fields produces
a rectangular shaped scanning field and by .::tllowing the incoming television signals to modulate the

The Cossor
Transmitter
The most important piece of apparatus in the main
hall is the Cossor television film transmitter which ha:-.
been installed for the purpose or supplying signals (()
the demonstration receivers during the periods "her.

This photograph shou·s the Cossor transmitter,
n·hich is used to pro!'ide sound and l'ision signals
from film during such times as the Alexandra
Palace tran.rmitter is not in operation. All
this apparatus is nithin a glass surround. On
the left is the synchronising gear n·hirh consists
of an apertured disc. On the right is a monitor
receil'fr for checking the output to the receivers
in the demonstration theatre.

intensity of the scanning spot, <t received television
picture is produced on the screen.
A small room has been provided in the main hall for
a demonstration of the Baird 30-line transmitting and
receiving apparatus as used by the B. B.C. from August,
1932, to September, 1935- This is shown transmitting
a dummy head. A revolving mirror-drum causes a spot
of light to trace out a scanning field of 30 Yertical
lines I 2t times per second. The light reflected every
instant from the person or object within this scacning
field is picked up by banks of photo-electric cells where
the light variations corresponding to the light and
shade of the transmitted picture are con vertcd to equivalent voltage variations.
After amplitication, these
television signals are fed to the mirror-drum receiver
where they modulate a beam of light through the
medium of a grid cell. A revolving mirror-drum traces
this modulated light beam over a translucent screen so
that when transmitter and receiver arc o,ynchronised,
the picture observed is a coarse light replica of the
scene at the transmitting end. This exhibit provides
an interesting comparison with the resuli.s obtained with
the modern receivers in the demonstration the'ltre.
Associated with this apparatus is a grid cell for light
modulation and a duplicate of this is shown separately.
One of the earliest light controls suitable for use in conjunction with mechanically reconstituted pictures \Vas
the Kerr cell and the Baird grid cell unit is an example
of a commercialised form. It consists of a special
holder housing the sets of polarising prisms, hermetically sealed cell, condenser lens and projection lamp.
The cell itself, as shoVYn by the exhibit, is built vp from
a set of very thin interleaved electrodes being designed
to operate at a polarising voltage of approximately 400
volts, while the signal voltage for full modulation is
125/150 volts.

the Alexandra Palace transmitter is not in operation.
This transmitter represents perh:.;ps the most complete
development of the cathode-ray tube scanning method.
The issues involved here :tre not at all straightfonv·ard,

A view of the cha.rsis of the Scophony home receil'fr which can be contained in a
cube approximately 30 inches square.
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EDISWAN AND G.E.C.
and the complicated problems arising from the screen
time constant questions have been successfully solved.
\Vith the usc of cathodt,-ray tube scanning, the sys-

which cause the electron beam to travel in
yertical and
horizontal
directions
respectively.
The number of lines produced depends on the relative
frequencies of the two oscillators and can be varied by
altering the resistance. At the end of each line and
each frame, the time-base generators automatically re•
turn the beam to the starting point.
The motion of the electron beam may be synchronised
with that of the transmitter by means of a oynchronising
signal which actuates the scanning oscillators at the
correct instant for the start of each line.
Another interesting exhibit by this llrm is a tube
illustrating the principles of magnetic focusing. Oppo-

Edisn·an model illustrating magnetic jom.ring.

site the " gun " of the tube a o.mall screen is mounted
on a tube attached to a soft iron core. By means of an
external solenoid the core, and hence the screen, can
be moved to any distance from the focusing coil. The
dTect of varying the current through the latter can then
be observed and the focal length of the system demonstrated.

The G.E.C.
Exhibit
The G.E.C. show an ingenious working model of the
cathode-rav tube of a television receiver. This model,

Rear z·ie11J nj the Scophony receiur .rhml'ing the optical arran,RNnei1!S and light
control.

'

tcm is, of course, highly flexible. In
this transmitter a choi,-c is provided of
11vc di!Tcrcnt line numbcrs---tos, 315,
2-fJ, 187, 121, with a choice of sequential or interlaced scanni11g· in all cases.
For the first time, an II1111H dictte comparison can be made bel\\ lTn interlaced and sequential scanning for any
given number of lines. and •;uch comparisons arc most -;triking.
The transmittn also illustrates the
usc of simple tin1e base circuits to derive special forms or syndunnising
pulse. The wave for111 of the t•·ansmitter, inclusive of pictun~ and synchronising intelligence, is continuously
monitored on two oscilh;.;raphs which
can be seen near the transmitter..
Cossor television transmitting and
recteiving tubes .1re also being exhibited
in addition to the Cossnr television
receiver, which is siH'\\·n in operation
in the demonstration theatre.

(Continued on page 419)

Ediswan Cathode-ray
Tubes
Ediswan show a ~atLode-ray tube
connected to two time-b::~sc generator<>

The Scopho11J demonstration theatre in which two receirers are shon'!l in operation, one giving a
picture 5ft. by 4ft. and the other 24 inches by 22 inches.
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TELEVISION RELAYS
FOR MODERN FLATS
FIRST PUBLISHED DETAILS of a "TELEVISION-ON-TAP" SYSTEM
instruments in the various flats. To some extent the
system is analogous to radio relays to any number of
loudspeakers; it should be clearly understood, however, that this is in no \vay a system of aerial extension ,,·hich in some respects is not so good, chiefly
by reason of the susceptibility to interference from the
variety of ;electrical apparatus in such buildings as
modern flats. Such a method \vould also involve the
use of complete receivers at each point and the tuning
of these individually, whereas in the system under review the receivers arc only fitted with a switch, light
intensity control and sound volume control.
The master receiver is housed in a concrete cabin on
the roof of the building, some 100ft. abO\·e the street
level; it receives the Alexandra Palace signals on a
special aerial mounted on one of the masts of the radio
relay aerial, the lead-in being -~-in. concentric cable
run for convenience parallel with the radio leads.
The cabin contains other app:uatus, induding the

N our issue of April we illustrated a !Scheme showing
how multiple television might be made available to
a number of wards in a hospital or other ,.,imilar
institution. The scheme was suggPsted as a perfectly
feasible proposition, and in follo\\ ing- up this -,ubject

I

Arlington House, Piccadilly, n'hirh is equipped nith a telf!'i.rion relay
.rystem.

we are now able to review a sv51C'm of television relay
which is in being in a wry ·large block of !1ats i~
London; this particular case-at :\rling·tm, House,
Piccadilly. The system is rPally a rccpnt development
of the radio relay systems for flats, etc., which is a
special feature of Radio Furniture and Fittings, Ltd.,
of 7:1 Sloane Avenue, Chelsea, S.\V.3. a company already noted for its \York in relaying- radio programmes,
and for the attractive design and installation of suitable receivers, loudspeakers, electric clocks, etc.

Special ll'all plug for television and radio relqy .rystems.

In the case of television their method is to house a
master receiver on the roof of the building, isolated
from all interference and to feed amplified vision and
sound signals down to any number of modified viewing

Sectional view of Arlington House showing the aerials, roof cabin and cables
connecting to flats.
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external, but in other cases \\·here the installation \vii!
b~ made during erection of the building, the \\ irin,.;
will be run in metal tubing in the walls with conscquert
shorter lengths.

LEAD-IN

The receivers in use are not, of course, complete inas ordinarily used. Internally they compnse the C.R. tube and power pack, the time base and
its power pack, and the loudspeaker; neither vision
nor sound receivers are needed here, of course, a~
there is the " master " receiver on the roof.
st~uments

RECEIVER

TJME BASE

for"
MONITOR

TUBE.
VISION
RECEIVER

[ View on the roof of Arlington House showing the master receiter cabin.

POWER
SUPPLY

The operation and control of these receivers is sim··
plicity itself and a number are now in the hands of
persons without the slightest technical knowledge.
Several different makes of receiver specially adaptec:
for the different conditions are in use. The results ob··

TIME
SWITCH

Drau,ing shmring construction of ma.rter receiver .rituated in roof cabin

SCREENING

electric motors which drive the ventilation fans and
these do not interfere with reception although they are
only a few feet away.
The various units of this mor>itor receiver ;1re indicated in our illustration; the clock switch operates at
a few minutes to 3 o'clock and q o'clock, the receiver
comes to life and the supply is a,_;ailable at ~11 points in
the building without any personal attention from the
statT. An engineer visits the apparatus ;~bout once a
fortnight for general inspection, otherwise, it remains
untouched-indeed, locked up.
From the master receiver the supply is by screened,
t\vin cable, in vertical runs down the central well of
the building to various metal junction boxes, one of
which is provided for each reception point; these boxes
contain in addition to the connectors (of both radio
and television) a resistance network by which impedance of the lines can be balanced, thus preventing any
one point getting excess signal ...-alues and the consequent starving of other points.

•27"
TWIN
CABLE

down to
WALL PL.UG

A junction box is provided in each flat n·hich contains the connectors and
resistances for television and radio re!a_y.

tained are exceptionally good; interference is nil and
the scheme appears to function excellently.
There are other buildings equipped for television in
Berkeley Square district and Roehampton, <llJd already
the number of tenants who have taken advantage of
the scheme is considerable.

Inside the building the wiring is continued with
similar cable to 4-pin plugs (usually on the skirting)
at convenit>nt points in each flat; t\\'0 of the pins are
for television, the other two being connected to the
radio relay system. In Arlington House the wiring
was installed after the building \vas completed, and is
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BAIRD
TELEVISION
WORLD PIONEERS & MANUFACTURERS OF
ALL TYPES OF TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
BAIRD MULTIPLIER
P.E.CELLS

BAIRD TELEVISION
RECEIVERS
The Baird Receiver, Model
T.S, is the finest set offered
to the public. Although
costing only 55 guineas it
provides a brilliant black
and white picture larger
than that obtainable on
any make of receiver now
marketed.
Among the
factors contributing to the
set's performance, are
simple operation, wide
angle of vision, high fidelity
sound and excellent picture
detail.
Free installation and one
year's service.
Remember,
Baird
Receivers mirror the world !
So place your order now.

PRICE 55 G NS.

Baird Multiplier
Photo
Electric Cells are made in
two main types. The first
has a small cathode of
IS sq. ems. for use with a
concentrated light beam,
while the second has a large
cathode of 250 sq. ems. for
diffuse light.
The Baird Multiplier has a
chain of electron permeable
grid stages and current
gain factors of the order of
100,000 can be obtained.
Cathode
sensitivity
is
approximately 30 microamperes per lumen and
the good spectral response
enables the cells to be
"CATHOVISOR" CATHODE RAY TUBE Type 15 MWI Complete used for infra red detection
and
infra
red
signal
with Electromagnetic Scanning and Focusing Equipment.
amplification. Details on
application.

BAIRD CATHODE RAY TUBES
TECHNICAL DATA

GENERAL

TYPE 15 MWI.
1.8 volts.
Heater volts .. .
2.4 amps.
Heater amps .. .
Peak to peak volts, between black
30 volts.
and highlights
2 mm/AT.
Maximum electromagnetic sensitivity
2 [l[lf (approx. ).
Modulator/earth capacity
6 JJ.A/V.
Modulation sensitivity (slope)
6,500 volts.
Anode volts
3.5 milliwattsfsq.cm
Maximum input power to the screen
Maximum anode current for high100 [LA.
lights still in good focus ...
Black and white.
Screen colour

The Baird Cathode Ray Tube, type IS MWI, has a hard glass
bulb whose screen diameter is 38 ems., total length 74 ems.,
and neck diameter of 4.45 ems. Apart from manufacturing
processes, stringent tests are made for electrical emission,
tube characteristics, filament rating and screen quality, and
following normal picture reconstitution under service
conditions, the completed cathode ray tube is subjected to a
very high external pressure test.
All " Cathovisor " Cathode Ray Tubes are completely
electromagnetic in operation, a feature of outstanding
advantage. Furthermore, not only is the electrode system
extremely simple and robust, but due to the special form of
cathode employed, a high intensity cathode ray beam is
produced which results in a very brilliant picture.
The ideal tube for really large television pictures-12 in. by
10 in.-without distortion.
LIST

,-----------------------------Head Office:

GREENER HOUSE,
66 HAYMARKET,

LONDON, S.W.I.
'Phone: Whitehall 5454

c

VISIT THE

TELEVISION EXHIBITION
AT THE

SCIENCE MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

MON.}

OPEN:-

TUES.
IOA.M.-GP.M
WED.
THURS}
FRI.
lOAM.- 8P.M.
SAT.
SUN.
2-3QP.M-6P.M

JUNE I(TH-SEPT.
ADMISSION FREE
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CRYSTAL PALACE,
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S.E.I9.
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CATHODE RAY TUBES
Since 1902 Cbssor research in the design and practice of Cathode
Ray Tubes has always kept ahead of the times. As a result to-day
Cossor have available a comprehensive range of Cathode Ray Tul::es
second-to-none.
Cossor research in the field of Television too, has proved eminently
fruitful, and results have amply justified their pioneer work in the use of
Cathode Ray Tubes for Television. Progress in this sphere has
brought about many types but the Cossor full range of tubes is admitted
as being unparalleled in respect of quality, focus and brilliance.
A request for leaflet L.? 13 to Instrument Dept., will
bring full details and data of the range available.

VIS!"\ THE

TELEVISION EXHIBITION
AT THE

SCIENCE MUSEUM, SOUTH KENSINGTON.

OPEN:-

[rom the
'WIRELESS WORLD'

JUNE liTH-SEPT.
ADMISSION FREE

Ed'torial 2 .4.37 .

MON.}

TUES.
IOA.M- 6P.M.
WED.
THURS}
FRI.
lOAM.- 8P:M
SAT.

SUN.

2~3QPN-6P.M.

•

"It tt'as not until
about thi ty years
later that the catho.le-ray tube came
to be regarded as an
er cry - day instrument in the laboratory, although as
long ago as rgoz
Cossors, the t•alve
rnanufacturers,
,c·ere producing
their first examples."

COSSOR
CATHODE RAY
A.

C.

COSSOR

LTD.,

HIGHBURY

GROVE,

TUBE~)
LONDON,

N.S

1---------------------------------------------------------------------------@,' 1915
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THE A B C OF SYNCH RON lSI NG
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the time of each line was then set
aside during which no light was transmitted and the full strength of carrier
so obtained was used to provide the
energy for synchronising.
This is shown at the end of the line
signal in Fig.

I

distinguishing between the synchronising and picture impulses is that used
bv Marconi-E.M.l. in the B. B.C.
t;ansmissions.
In this system the
synchronising pulse is made in the
opposite "sense" to that of 1 he pic-

b, and in practice was .... :.:~_r_~ ...P.~.~~~-s··-~-~.:1 ...~~-~---:~.:.~.~-~~--~:.~.~:.~ ...~~

I'ig. 4.-The present signal radiated
by the B.B.C. in
n•hich the carrier
drops to zero to
provide the .rynch.
impulse.

done by masking off a portion of the
scene bv a bbck bar across the bottorn of the scanning aperture. Each
line therefore terminated in a
'' black '' impulse.· Although this
system was effective in that it provided ample energy for synchronising
it had one drm,·back. If the scene
was such that a considerable portion
of black appeared at the bottom of
the picture the black picture impulse
became confused with the " end of
line " impulse ::nd the synchronising
signal acted too soon. This is ~'hown
in Fig. 2 in \\·hich the line signal
shows a long black portion before the
actual occurrence of the synchronising
pulse. The receiving· mechanism can
therefore he "tripped" at any part
between the dol ted line and the end
of the line instead of at the correct
instant shown.
An obvious improYement in avoiding this trouble is th:o•l shown in Fig.
3 in which the amplitude of the synchronising pulse is made higher than
that of the maximum picture signal
during any portion of the line. This
means that the carrier is always
modulated to a certain depth even by
a "black" impulse (shown by the
dotted line marked "B") and there is
thus no possibility of the black being
confused with the synchronising
pulse. This system is in use in the
Barthelemy television system radiated
from the EiJfel Tov.'er, the signal
being in the form of a very sharp peak
of maximum energy occuring at the
<nd of each lir.e and each picture.*

. ~:~;~~-~tiy. ~;;·;~d···t~··;~~r;;;~d ..t~··t·i~~-·p;·~lure impulse is una!Tectcd by the synchronising pulse and vice versa. This
is done by con1pletely reversing the
modulation system so that white corresponds to ~ maximum amplitude of
carrier and full modulation is given by
the black impulses.

Full modulation in this system does
not imply that the carrier is reduced
to zero amplitude as it would be in
the case of sound Lroadcasting, but
the depth of modulation is restricted
to a definite percentage of the maximum carrier amplitude.
This has
been set at 30 per cent. of the maximum and the con1plete line signal
then appe:1rs as in Fig. 4· It will be
seen that the fluctuations in carrier
amplitude for a given line all lie between the dotted limits shO\Yn, the
highest peak corresponding
full
brilliance.
At the end of each line a pause in
the signal occurs during which the
carrier ceases altogether and it is an
absence of impulse rather than a positive "kick" which operates the timing
of the receiver circuit.
The meaning of the opposite
" sense " of the pulse is dearer if we
consider the line drawn through the
30 per cent. modulation in Fig. 4 as a
zero line from \vhich potentials can be
reckoned. If our reproducer (which
is in most cases a cathode-ray tube) is
adjusted so that there is no brightness
on the screen at this arbitrary zero
line, an increase in signal can be considered as reducing the grid bias of
the tube and increasing the brightness
of the screen.
I On the other hand, a further reduction of signal will increase the grid
bias still further and produce no f'ffect
on the tube. Now so far as the scan-

'o

1

...................................................................................

~I

-~I

~I

~,

I

-..-G=.:.:ri:a...-;=:r.....,....,._______

The Modern
Method
A different method altog·ether of
*See the issue for July 1936, p. 4or.

I'ig. 5.---How !he picture Jignal
is separated from the .rynch.
pulse. At the top the signal
is applied to the tube characteristic as shown, while the separating valve characteristic(bottom)
only passes the .rynch. pul>e.

ning circuit and its valves are concerned the opposite takes place. For
the same arbitrary zero line the synchronising pulse can be made to
decrease the bias of the valves and
trip the timing impulse while the picture signal proper produces no effect.
The difference between the two
impulses is sho1vn in the diagram of
Fig. 5, in which the characteristic of
the cathode-rav tube is shown as a
curve of brightness against grid bias.
Below this curve the signal is shown
in such a position that the picture content alone alters the bias of the tube in
the " less negative " direction. The
synchronising pulse merely increases
the bias which is already at the cutoff Yalue. Now we separate the svnchronising pulse by passing the sig.nal
through a valve in which the reverse
action takes place.
(Continued in first column of next page)
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TELEVISING WIMBLEDON
TENNIS

approximately 3~ metres and spt'cial
bt'am aerials were erected for the
occaswn.
At the commencement of the tests
the B.B.C. said that the experimental
nature of this attempt could not be too
strongly emphasised as it is the first
occasion on which use has been made
of the radio link, and much will depend on the quality of the signal
picked up at '\lexanclra Palace from
the mobile television unit at \Vimbledon.
Telephoto lenses were used when
lighting conditions permitted, and
rapid and fr,equent " panning " was
avoided, the intention being to give a
more stable picture by concentrating
on the play first at one end of the
court and then at the other.

HE televising of play on the
centre court at \Vimbledon was
one of the most successful
broadcasts to date.
J he important
part, however, was not so much the
technical success of this broadcast,
but the manner in which it was carried out. Three Y<llls, forming bet\veen them a complete television station, broadcast directly from Wimbledon to Alexandra Palace without the
nt'ed of the expensive co-axial cable.
If anything the transmissions were
more successful than that of the
Coronation, and they show that in
the future transmissions can be made
from almost any part of London or
within an area of IO to 15 miles of
TELEVISION RESEARCH
Alexandra Palace. :\' o long-er will
WORKERS
the television camera be restricted to
the range of the co-axial cable.
Probably the majority of television
This development will make a very research workers come from the ranks
big difference to future televi,..ion pro- of radio engineers, but, of course,
grammes, for their scope can be there are many specialised branches
greatly increased and producers of the subject which require specialshould be able to create programmes ised knowledge, as for instance, opof a more interesting and novel type tics and chemistrv.
There are many
than in the past when they vvere res- problems in the latter subject relating
tricted to studio shows. The tele- to television which still remain to be
vision vans are complete with trans- soh·ed, as, for exampl·~. those relating
mitter, operating on a wavelength of to fluorescence and the production of

T

"THE ABC OF SYNCHRONISING"
The pulse gives ~ momentary
increase in anode current which is
handed on to the scanning circuit
while the picture signal does not
affect it.
Two more points: The cathode-ray
tube as a reproducer has no equivalent of the mechanical interlock that
we saw in the case of the disc receiver
and it is, therefore, necessary to
provide both a pulse at the end of each
line and each picture. These are
similar in shape except that the latter
is slightly longer in duration and is
repeated several times and its action
in the scanning circuit is similar to
that of the line impulse.
Secondly, the fact that the scanning
lines are interlaced requires a slight

ccontinuedfromprecedingpage)

variation in the line impulses depending on where the timing has to
operate. As we know the picture is
scanned twice, the first scanning producing the odd lines and the s-econd
the even. To make these lines fall in
their correct place the line which
finishes
the '' odd ''
frame
is
abruptly cut off half-way along its
length and the synchronising pulse for
the picture starts to pull the scanning
circuit into step for the second half of
the total scanning lines.
The whole secret of interlacing
depends on the accuracy with which
these synchronising pulses are applied
to the scanning circuit and great care
is required in designing the circuit so
that they are not lost or distorted.
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intense light sources.
,\11 the research laboratories now ha\·e <pecialists who devote their time to the solution of problems withiri their mm
particular sphere. The highly skilled
artisan who is capable of precision
work is also finding an outlet for his
skill.

EIFFEL TOWER PREPARATIONS
Recently there has been a great
deal of activity in the snnll hours of
the morning at the foot of the Eiffel
Tower where a band of l'ngimTrs has
been engaged in the "ork of hoi~ting
up a length of sJ'cci:d television cable
to the summit of the tower.
The
manipulation of such an enormous
!eng th v:as by no means easy. ;:s can
be judged from the dinwn~ions: diameter I 5 em., length -fO:) metres, and
weight 30 kilo~Tammcs per metre, or
more than I 2 tons in all. The cable
has been specially made in Germany
and can carry 30 kilovatts of H.F.
power at 50 megacycles.

INSURING CATHODE-RAY
TUBES
It is now possible to insure cathoderay tubes used in telt:vision receivers
irrespective of type or make.
The
terms and premiums are as follows:
For limited cover against loss or
damage by fire, explosion of boilers,
gas explosion, lightning, burglary,
housebreaking, theft and accidental
breakage by extern<!! agency, but
excluding earthquake, "-ar, inYasion,
riot, strike, civil commolion, wear
and tear, gradual deterioration, use of
tube contrary to the makers' directions, loss or damage caused bv overrunning, excessive pressure,"- short
circuiting and 1 or any damage caused
directly or indirectly by the application of an electrical energy.
Rate-s per cent. of maker·s catalogue price.
For loss or damage by any accident
or misfortune other than war, riot,
etc., and loss or damage arising
through wear and tear ·or gradual
deterioration, or the use of any tubes
contrary to the maker's instructions.
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MORE

SCANNINGS

Rate-IS per cent. of the maker's
catalogue price.
The ab\n-t~ ra!cs arc? to con~r the
tubes in television sc·,-; onl\' in fixed
situations, that is, till' pri\';tte d\\'elling of the O\Yner or hirl' purchaser.
IncidPntally, it is intcrpsting to
note that since one or t ,,.o accidents
ha,·p happem·d to lhe Iconoscope
canwras at the .\lcxandra !'alan· the
B.B.C~. have t;dzen the precaution of
insu1·1ng· these ag·ainst accidental
datnag·c.

NEW B.B.C. GOVERNOR
:\Ir. Charles H(mard (;oulden
.Millis, D.S.O., M.C., has been appointed Yice-ChairnHn and (;overnor
of the British Broadcasting Corporation for a period of five years.
Mr. :\Iillis succeeds Mr. Harold
Bnl\\ n, the late Vice-Chairman, who
retired at the end of last vear on l·ompleting his five ·'ears' t~nn of office
as a Governor of •the Corporation.
Mr. :\Iillis' appointment brings the
number of Governors up to seven, as
recommended by the Bro:Hlcasting
Committee. Mr. Millis, \Yho is +3
years of age, is a partner in the banking tirm of Baring Brothers & Co.

TELEVISION IN THE PROVINCES
:\!though no decisions have been
lllade regarding· the inauguration of
ll'ln·i,.,ion in prm·inci:d ce;1tres, suitable arrang-ements alilm·ing- for its
installation are being· borne in mind
in the St'lwnws \\·hich :tre being
planned for nn1· rela\· and broadcasting stations that are. projected ..

SPONSORED TELEVISION IN
U.S.A.
Con,;idcralion is nm\· b,·ing gin·n
in the l'nitcd Stall'S to tlw appropri;tteness of ll'h-1·ision for adv•·rtising
purpo>-e;-;. fhat it '' i11 lw den· loped
for this purpose is quite cYident and
the Tcll'Yision Director of the Don
Lee Bro;tdcast ing S: sll'm recently
stated that: " It has every •>pportunity of becoming the most intimate
:tnd perhaps the most pk;,surable contact lwt ,,·een alh ert isns and the public. I envisage, along with interesting· eye-and-ear enkrtainment, the
presentation of the commercial message '' ith a thune-pictun·, a themesong- and a single \Yon!, rather than
the multi-worded commercial announn•ments in use to-dav.
Television programmes will b~ available
only a few hours per day, at first.
The concept of the " nightly r,erform-

ann· " ''ill folio\\·. L1lcr, television
,,·ill be as continuously a\'ailable as is
radio to-day.''

AN INTERNATIONAL TELEVISION
CONGRESS
\\·e undcrst;md front the French
11ireless journal, Lc !-!aut Pur/cur,
that an international congress has
been organised in conm.·ction "ith the
1937 l'aris Exhibition, having for its
object the discl):-;;;ion or all ,·adio subjects. ,\ separate section is dc·voted
to television and discnssions \viii take
place on July 8, 9 and To.
The principal quest:on \vhich \\ill
receive attention is 1hat of what immediate improvements can be made in
television and ,,·hal f;!cilities there
are to efTect them.
The technical
aspect is already ])('in~ considered in
France bv the \Iinistn of Posts and
Telegraphs and at the end of this
month the French standard will have
been tentative!\· settled in order that
the commen·ial interests mav proceed
\vith development.
Le Haul Pa1lcur invites suggestions and Clomnwnts, particularly in
connection 11·ith such f]Ul'stions as:
(.I) The ideal proportion of films to
dired sl·cnes in the programme.
(2) The most favoured time for transmissions to be s~·nt out.

TELEVISION AT THE ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY'S RECEPTION
"1\nl :\Iaharaj:ths, four Sultans, a
Zulu C hier, and about fnT hundred
other distinguished .~ueqs, sa11· tek,·ision for the lirst tiPw at the Zoological Society's reccpt ion on :\lay 2H.
By arrangemet··t;, \\it!! the Society,
:\larconiphone installed t110 television
rl'ceivcrs in the new Studi(J of .\nimal
.\rt.

AMATEUR STATIONS FOR
COMMUNICATION PURPOSES
•\mall'ur stations ·lJWr:tting- on the
Ho- and I 6o-nwt rc hands ;t rc to lw couptPd into a national organisation to
operate their stations in time of
nat ion a! emerg-ency. T!w plan calls
for t\\·o station" in aJl main towns lo
be able to CO\Tr an area of .=;o miles.
These stations \\·ill have to operate
from a pO\n~r supply other than the
normal supply main,, for in case of a
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complete breakdo\Yil they \Yill have
to maintam normal commttnications.
The usefulness of th,·se amatt>tH stations \\·as fullv ll<·monstrated in
.\nwrica during the Pittsburgh floods,
and to a lesser extent during the ren·nt Hoods in the Fen countn·. This
.'\at ional Emergency .'\ et\n;rk ,,·ill
have its full dress rehearsal earlv this
month, \Yhen some idea as
its
e!Tectivencss \\!II be ascertainl'd.

to

SIGNALS FROM THE NORTH POLE
Broadcasts can nm1 be picked up
from the l' .S.S.R. station situated
at the North Pole.
This station,
operated by members of the l' .S.S. R.
Polar Expedition, has the call sig-n
Radio U pol and operates on .:o, -to
and 75 metres \\ ith a station call of
R.\El\1, and an input of 70 \\<tlts. It
,,·ill be interesting to see \l·hich countrv ,,·ill be the first to rt'CL'in· the news
bt~lletins and \Yeather reports sent out
from this station.

TELEVISING CRICKET MATCHES
:\s lhe three I'C\Y B. B C. television
,·ans are equipped ,,·ith telephoto
lenses ;t will soon be possible for
vie\n~rs to sec transmissions of outdoor r:vcnts such as motnr r;wing,
athletics and cricket lllalclws. Tests
have alreadv been made and a sue' essful tran:'imission \\il'i made of a
cricket match so that it is not unlikclv
that transmis"ions f1 om Lords \\·iil
follow quickly on the \\'imbledon
broadcast.

THE CENOTAPH PLAN
For the first time till· ceremonv at
the Cenotaph on ::'-Jov<'mher 1 r i~ to
iw tekvi:-.~·<1. The ll'kphoio camera
\\ill again be brought into use, so
that ~il'\\crs should be abk to \\·itness
yet another swTessf,tl broadc<tst of
;m outstanding en·nt. lt is ~his type
of broadcast ,,·hich \\·ill popularise the
teln·ision receiver ratlwr than the repeated transmission of musical and
variety shows.

THE POLLSMOOR GRAND PRIX
Five-metre transceivers pro\·ed their
use \Yhcn six short-\\"<1\T stations \\·en·
in continuous opcratio:1 durino· the
Grand Prix :\Iotor Race held at Pollsmoor, South Afri<:a.
]\qJ of the
transmitters were used to communicate from the time-keepers' tables
opposite the g-randstand to the pits,
while four \vere in usc bv traffic control authorities. .\n ae;.ophne, also
equipped with a :;-metre t ransmittcr
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and rccei\·L·r, kvpl an eye on trallic
con<>T~tion and 11·as aiJle to talk to the
~
.
l
police department and adnse t lelll as
to tlw best \Yay of rclteYing· conge,;\ ion.

PYE RADIO AND TELEVISION
:\t the eighth or,\in:try general
meetino· of l'Yc Radio, Ltd., Sir
b
~
.
'
.
'
Thoma" A. l\Jbon, k.H 1<.., C.:\I.( .. ,
I'.D, chairman of the colllpany, outlitwd the c·ompany',; policy as regards
tdl·\·i,.ion dcn·!opmenl. Sir Thomas
~aid: "Our policy 11ith regard to the
dPYelopment of televisinn, although
conscrYative, has kept us 11-ell abreast
of ('l,rrent ptactice.
Our research
dcp;: rtmcnt ;,nd our factory arc \\·ell
equipped to meet the gnm ing demand. \\\~ ;:re alrcatlv in production \\ ith limited quantities of Pye
Telecei1·ers, an1 1 thcv arc capable of
reproducing an exccflent picture. The
models on the markd have been \\·ell
rccein·d and I think I can say, \\·ithout lwinb· unduly optimistic, that the
prospects for this section of our business arc ver_\ encouraging. It is the
intention of vour directors that the
name " Pvc ;, ,_hall be just as signific;lllt in the field of tch·vision as it
ha-; ahvays been in the !1eld of radio
sound."

LONG 1 DISTANCES ON ULTRA~ SHORT WAVES

MORE

REFLECTIONS

Pictures :; ft. by ·+ ft. have been
sho11·n, so illustrating· the possibility
uf the Scophony sy,tun as far as the
cinema industrY is Ulill'erned. Cirwma
interests han· -expressed the opinion
that a slight i~npro\-cnwnt in the picture delinition <tnd tire omission of
Jlickcr \\ill enable ~<'ophony to produn~ a picture suitable for the an·rage c·inema.

Superintendent ol the Zoological
Societ ,. of London, is going to give a
talk (;11 the animals in the London
Zoo. He j,._ g·oing- to bring in fnmt
of the ll'lC\·ision camera, tortoises,
parrots, and marmoset!'. This type
or transmission seems to lw very
popular, for, from tinw to time, monkl·,·s and chimp;mzees haYc been telc,·i~cd 11·ith great success.

PICTURES RECEIVED AT 6,000
MILES

SUN-SPOTS AND THE SHORTWAVES

Pictures han~ actuallv been received a distance of 6,oo~ miles from
.\lexandra Palace, in Cape To1vn. A
home-built vision receiver \Vas used
embodying the R.C .. \. 6-in. tube, and
satisfadory pictures \H're seen, but
synchronising \\·as poor. This reception has been reliably confirmed
and apparently, according to reports,
the feat can be repeated. l\1r. C. J. G.
,\ngilky, the Cape 'lo,vn ultra ~hort
\\·avc expnimentcr, is confident that
pictures can be recein~d in Cape Tmn1
,,·ith good definition and synchronising providing he erects suitable
aerials and employs a sensitive
rceetver.
1\Ir. ,\ngilley is a1 present in this
cntintn· and il is tTportcd that lw
is con.ll'mplating tire purchase of a
number of British tl'ic1 ision receivers.

The period or maxinwm sun-spot
activitv reaches peak point to1vanls
the en~] of 19~H, but already its effect
is being noticed on reception of stations belmv ~o metre,. At the present
time listeners ~trc experiencing a very
bad period for short-11·ave reception,
,,·hich is likelv to continue for some
little time.
During the past fe\\· ,,·eeks it has
been almost impossible regularly to
receive some of the 2o-rndre amateur
stations or to hear the popuhtr "lwrtwave broadcasters at anything likP
their normal stn~ngth. One prominent short-1vaH· cxpen gan' as his
opinion that the conlinucd had conditions ,,·ould adverseh aficct the
s;1les of al1-1n1 1e recc 1\· 1:rs unless tlw
elliciency or the receivers -,,·as trcmcndouslv increa,.,ed to counteract
l he reception conditions. Fort unate!v
some or the .\mnican broadclstcrs
are 110\\. using hi;.:her po1n'r and special beam aerials, '' hid1 has lwlpl·d
in a \\·av to ,·ountcract \\·hat \\'Otdd
otherwis~~ be an unustiallv bad time
for tlw short-wan' li-.terw~.
It is hoped that ~hort-\\·an· col1llit ions 11·il1 reach ;; peak for good reception about rq.p, although one cannot
forecast just ,,·hat may happen quite
so far ahead.

R.M.A. OFFICIAL SCHEDULES

Cencrally speaking, record breakThe R.:\1.,\. lraw add<_•d to their
ing on \\"avelengths belo\Y ro metres ollicial sclwduh-s mall\ items incluclis conl1ned to the \\·inter months, for i ng tdl'\· ision receiv<·rs, cathode-ray
;tlthough, for cxampll', :;-metre sta- tubes and holders, b;1rn·tters :111d intion~ do e:-:tremeh· \\Tll during sumdicators or all kinds.
This nwans
nwr months, ext rL:melv long distances that Regulation P, or the R.:\L\. hy<trc not hridg·ed. De~pite this, how- la\\·s dealing \lith the prohibition or
l'Yer, ;.onw interest in;.:· 11 ork has hecn .goods of foreign manufacture will
put in by Briti~h and .\nwri,·an ama- apply lo all these teln·ision componteur ,.lations 11·ho are able to span the ents.
i\tlantic rea,.,onablv well, but ~o far
thl'Y han· not bec1-1 ah1e to \York one
PUPPET ORCHESTRAS
an1;thn.
On Julv ~and 10 a puppet orchestra
Hmvever, :he 7-nwtre tcll·vision is being teh-1 is1·d in the afternoon
signab are being· pid~l'd up n~ry con- programmes. This puppet -;hm,· is
sistently in Cape Tlmn hy 1\Ir. the joint ere at iun of Jan Btissell, one
C. G. J .. \ngillcy, using wry ~imple of the produn·rs at ,\lly l'ally, and
equipment.
His reception of the his wife, .\nn Hogarth. ,,·ho han~
.\lexandra Pabce tr;msmis-;ions are made all the small figures, measuring
perhaps the farthest on record yet to r_:; ins. in height, mini;1ture stage,
he confirmed.
scenerv and dresses. ·1 here are t1n·
player~ in the pupp<'t orclwstra and
BIG SCREEN TELEVISION
thev 11·ill be 11·orked bv three operaThe film world is taking a keen tor~ on an invisible ro~trum.
interest in rhe Scophcmy big screen
television demonstrations at the tele- ZOO ANIMALS TO BE TELEVISED
vision exhibition being held at the
On Friday, July 2, Dr. G. M.
ScienC'e Museum, South Kensington. Yevers, F.Z.S., M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.,
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MORE TELEVISION FROM
WIMBLEDON
The more recent transmissions
fmm \\'imblcdon have proved so
good that in the opinion of many experts thc·re is little to choose between
the teln·ision screen and the average
ne\\·s-rcel, except that the latter does
not last so long.
Definition is no\\. ,.:o good that
small details could he recognised;
\\·hen Miss Mary Hardwick laC'ed her
shoes the lacing 1\·as clearly noticed.
The match between Miss Marble and
Miss Harclwicke could be clearly
followed.
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THE

THEORY

OF

LUMINESCENCE

This article is an abstract from a paper read before the Royal Society of Arts by]. T. Randall, M.Sc., of the
G.E.C. Research Laboratories. The Paper, was entitled Luminescence and Its Applications and is published
fully in the journal of the Royal Society of Arts. In view of the continuous development of screens for cathoderay tubes this section of the paper is of particular interest.
AXY subst:lJlces exist, a few of
them in nature, that are capable of transforming the energy
of ultra-violet radiations and cathoderays, for example, into radiations
detectable by the eye. This is the
study of luminescence, and it is seen
that it is only a special branch of the
transformation
of
" invisible "
energy into
" visible " energy.

M

-.x

Fig. I.-Possible energies (indicated by hatchinR)for
an electron moving in a simple periodic field.

Sometimes the substances that effect
this transformation are referred to as
'' fluorescent,'' sometimes as '' phosphorescent " and less frequently as
" luminescent."
The terms fluorescence and phosphorescence are frequently used
vaguely in a synonymous manner.
When ultra-violet radiation of a
given wave-length falls on certain
classes of matter, visible radiations
are emitted and continue to be
emitted so long as the ultra-violet
falls on them. This e!Tect is referred
to as fluorescence.
We have long been familiar with
the excitation of the spectra of single
more or less isolated gas atoms such
as, for example, are obtained in a
low-pressure gas-discharge.
We
know that, to speak in the older and
more familiar descriptive language,
that an electron is raised up from a
lower energy level to a higher one,
and that the process of dropping back
results in the return to a lower energy
condition and the consequent emission of energy.
To come now to the case of fluorescent solids involving impurity
atoms, we see at once that the pro-

cess of light emission must involve substances we are interested in that
the absorption of energy in the first the top band is empty; that i,.; to sa:1,
place, and to this slight extent the there are no electrons of these enerprocesses are similar to those of the gies. The band belo\1· this is a "forindividual atoms. Except in the r·ase
of organic compounds we must realb
ise that there are very few substances h
in which individual molecules can be
distinguished. Solid bodies are, in f
general, a continuous array of closely
packed atoms in which we cannot
distinguish one molecule more than a
a
another; it is only correct perhaps to
refer to the whole crystal as a molecule. Instead, therefore, of dealing
with single atoms or molecules we
_______
have, in considering the reasons for
the existence of these particular fluor- h s<:ssss" , ~ 1 t~
escent bodies, to deal with the pro- - - __L__ perties of hosts of atoms; with, in
fact, the ,,·hole crystal lattice.
f
From the present point of view we
may regard a crystal as a very large a ~~~
number of negative and positive elec- ~~
trical charges at 1-ixed distances apart.
'l'l
. regu ] ar arrangement 1s
• on ] y anrul
. 11s
other way of saying that there is a Fig. z.-Eiectron~c e'!ergy bana's ~n fl_uorescent s~l~dr.
regularly varying electrical field with- The .downward pomtmg a:r~ws mdtcate transrtzon.r
tMPTY

.

I~ th~ ~rystal._ If the cry~tal was for
sunpliCity a stngle row of atoms, the
fleld would vary in some very definite
way. V!e now come to a very interesting point. If we calculate the possible energies that a single negative
charge of electricity may have in
such an electric field, we find that
they are not continuous. This can be
seen from the comp:u:uively simple
example of Fig. I, where the field
U(x) is of a sinusoidal type. Possible
energies which the electron may have
in this field are separated by forbidden bands, and the electron can only
have energies represented by the
shaded portions. As the possible
energies increase and we move to the
top of the diagram, the forbidden
bands get narrow, but they never disappear. These remarks apply to a
real crystal in three dimensions, only,
of course, in a more complicated way.
Each atomic plane in the crystal has
its own set of energy levels. The important point about these levels is
that they belong to the crystal as a
whole; they are not "atomic" levels.
For the problem of fluorescence we
need only consider the uppermost
energy bands. It is known for thf'
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leadmg to fluorescence emrssron and the shaded bands
marked I, I 1 and I 2 are new levels introduced by
impurities.

................................................................................ ·
bidden" one, and the bottom band is
full of electrons. Suppose now that
ultra-violet light falls on a crystal
with bands as in Fig. 2 (i). If th·.~
forbidden band is wide, nothing will
happen. If, however, it is sufficiently
narrow, electrons will jump from a to
b. When these electrons return from
b to a, we get fluorescent emission.
This would represent the case of a
pure substance, and it is possible that
the fluorescence of the platinocyanides can be explained in this way.
Usually, however, the band f is too
wide for this to happen. If the "-idth
of this band is greater than the dif..
ference in quanta! energy between
blue light and red light, the chance
of an electron jumping from a to b
is very small.
Suppose now an impurity is incor··
porated in the material. The im··
purity atoms will set up new localisec
energy levels, but their position in the
crystal will be so far apart that the~
will not affect the energies of tht
main " lattice " levels. If the natun
(Continued at foot of next page>
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A FRENCH
TELEVISION RECEIVER
FROM THE LABORATORIES OF MARC
CHAUVIERRE
The following is a brief description "of the television receiver developed in the
laboratory of M. Marc Chauvierre, using a Cossor 12in. cathode-ray tube.
The designer claims that the receiver can be adapted for any type of future
transmission and the conversion is covered by guarantee.
_j

The 11nits of the Cha11vierra receiver.

s

will be seen from the photograph, the Chauvierre receiver
comprises two separate chassis
placed end to end and fastened to a
common ang-le strip. The total area
of the whole chassis is approximately
24 ins. by 12 ins., and the separation
into two units facilitates wiring and
adjustment.
The tube is mounted horizontally
above the chassis and supported on
two cradles as shm\ n. Behind the
tube are the two H.T. supply units,
one of 3,500 volts for the tube and
the other of I ,ooo volts for the time
base. The latter is of the thyratron
type with a push-pull stage and the
line screen shows no trace of trapezium distortion.
The front chassis carries the vision
receiver and an all-wave receiver,
both of which are fed from a common
H.T. unit.
The VJSJ0n receiver
covers a range of 6 to ro m. and the
sound has three ranges: IS-so m.;
200-560 m.; and r ,ooo-z,ooo m. and
is of the conventional type with variable selectivity. Special precautions
arc taken to avoid interference from
the line-frequency time base.
In the actual model shown the
vision receiver is <tdjusted for the rSo-

A

"The Theory of Luminescence"
(Contin11ed from previous page.)

of the impurity atoms are such as to
put the new localised levels somewhere in band f we :;ee that the impurity has added a new rung to the
ladder. When ultra-violet radiation
now falls on the crystal, it is possible
for the electrons to jump from a to I
and from I to b (Fig. 2-ii). When
the electrons fall back, \Ve have fluorescence emission.
Many possibilities with regard to
the position of the impurity bands can
arise, and two of them are shown in

D

line Barthelemy transmission and
comprises a frequency changer, steepslope I. F. amplifier, pentode detector, and two viueo stages. The total
number of valves in the set is 1S.
Although the design of the 2mplifier follows standard practice, exceedingly good results are obtained
by careful attention to circuit c haracteristics and appropriate compensation in each stage. The I.F. :;tages
are fixed frequency and arc not fitted
with trimmers.
An original feature in the receiver
is the method of separating the ~yn
chronising signal-the receiver -does
not usc either a phase reverser or amplitude illtcr, but the circuit has its
time constants carefullv selected to
conform to the received ·signal. Phase
reversal is effected magnetically and
the picture is held perfectly steady
provided that the signal-to-synchronising signal ratio is maintained.
Another interesting feature of the
receiver is the H. T. transformer
which is of a special construction with
a negligible stray field. This <'!voids
the use of a shield round the tube and
considerably reduces the price.
The receiver was designed with a
view to easy adaptation to any type
of transmission, e.g., 400 lines inter-

laced, pos1tlve modulation, independent line and picture synchronising,
etc., and for the purpose two extra
sockets have been provided in the
chassis.
The controls are as follows: Sound
receiver: -tuning, volume, wavechange switch, and selectivity. _Y'isi.on
receiver: -tuning and modulation mtensity-six controls in all.
The remaining pre-set controls are
concerned with the focusing and
time-base speed.
The whole receiver :s mounted in a
cabinet 65 ems. high by 70 ems. deep
and 35 ems. across, the size of the
picture being 17 by 20 ems.
Valves used: Type So, 2 Mazda
thyratron type Two*, 4 Philips'
valves tvpe EL.2, for the time
base.
EZ-4-EK.z-EF .s-EBC.3EL.3 in the sound receiver.
EK.2-3 special type 4673 in
the vision receiver.
The I .F. transformers were !'pecially designed and wound in M.
Chauvierre's laboratory.
The receiver is soh! under a guarantee that it will be converted to any
type of transmission radiated in the
future.

* French

"Mazda "-Ed.

(iii) and (iv). The exact conditions overlap and broad bands, in general,
under which emission takes place and result.
With regard to phosphorthe probable details of the spectrum escence the impurity levels are few
depend to a large extent on the nature and far between; consequently, once
of the impurity and whether it is free the electrons are raised to the higher
to give up or absorb electrons.
level, appreciable time is taken for
It is easy to see, however, that the them to find appropriate levels to
general ideas provide an adequate which they may return.
qualitative explanation of the width
The burden of these ideas is this :
of the spectrum bands and also of theoretical physics has at last prophosphorescence.
The
impurity vided us with a framework on which
levels are of finite width, and each we may now build; so far it is only a
plane or direction in the crystal has its framework, but there are strong reaown levels; as a consequence the in- sons for believing that it is one built
dividual contributions to the spectrum on solid foundations.
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METAL RECTIFIERS FOR TELEVISION
We give below details of some useful applications of the metal-type rectifier in television circuits.
be seen that in some respects these offer certain definite advantages over the valve rectifier.
ET AL rectifiers have a considerable number of applications in television ~eceivers and
in some cases oJfer definite advantages over the valve rectifier, which
would be used for a corresponding
purpose. Below we give a brief summary of the principal uses to which
the metal rectifier can be put in television circuits. The Westinghouse
Brake and Signal Co., Ltd., of 82

M

To
DEFLECTOR

volts at so milliamps., and for this
output the H. T.g rectifier used in the
voltage-doubler circuit with two
4 mfd. condensers can be recommended. The A.C. input for the
above-mentioned output would be
approximately 200 volts at 170 rnA.
This rectifier is, however, quite suitable for a maximum output of 300
volts at 6o milliamps., in which case,
the input would require to be increased to 200 mA. at 240 ,·olts.
The advantages of the voltagedoubler circuit also apply here, and
either of these rectifiers are suitable
for the average hard valve time base.

York Road, King's Cross, London,
N. I, will be pleased to supply any
further technical information that may
be required.

H.T. Supply to

H.T. Supply to
Time Base

H.T. Supply to

The current consumption of the
present design of vision receiver
varies from about 200 volts at 40 milliamps, to 230 volts at so milliamps., and for these outputs the
use of r-ectifiers style H.T.12 and
H. T.g in the voltage-doubler circuit
will be very suitable.
D.C. Output.
200 V. 30 to 40 mA.
230 V. so mA.

The requirements of thyratron tube
time-base circuits vary from about
goo volts at 14 milliamps. to r,ooo
volts at r8 milliamps. For the latter
output two H.T.g rectifiers connected
in series, and used in the voltagedoubler circuit, will be found excellent. The voltage-doubling condenD.C. Output.
3,ooo V. 0.75 rnA.
4,ooo V. 0.75 rnA.

Vision Receivers

Rectifier.
H.T.I2
H.T.g

The great advantage of this arrangement is that the use of the voltage-doubler circuit limits the output
current of the rectifier, and accidental
short circuits, which are particularly
liable during experimental work, can
do no damage to the rectifier or
transformer.

H.T. Supply to
Sound ReceitJers
H.T. consumption for the sound receiver is normally of the order of 250

Supply to Picture
Shift Circuit
An output of about 250 volts at 4
milliamps. is usually required for this
purpose, and a suitable rectifier is the
H.75, which may be used in the halfwave circuit as shown by Fig. r.
For this output, an input voltage of
approximately 230 volts 8 milliamps.
r.rn.s. will be required. The rectifier
is, of course, quite small, and takes
up very little space. It can be supported by reasonably heavy wiring·,
or, if this is not convenient, a small
clip is quite sufficient. The rectifier
is capable of a maximum output of
10 milliamps.

PLATES

Fig. 1.-H.T. supply to picture shift circuit
employing a metal rectifier

It will

Rectifier.
2 units
}.176
4· units
].I25

sers should each be 2 mfd. 750 volts
working, and the A.C. input 460
volts.
The advantages of the voltagedoubler circuit are even more marked
at this voltage, as the transformer
can be wound for a very much lower
voltage than if valve rectification
V.D.
Condensers.
4+4
4+4

A.C. Input (approx.).
I 40 volts, r 20 rnA.
r8o volts, •70 rnA.

were used, and this results in a
smaller and cheaper transformer. The
elimination of the high voltage
secondary winding also has an important hearing on the question of
safety from shock, and this is particularly
important
in
home-constructed apparatus.
A further advantage is great stability of output,
since vibration and sudden draughts
will not affect the D.C. voltage, and
this results in freedom from drift, and
reliable operation of the time base.
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Cathode~ray Tube
Cathode-ray
tube
requirements
vary from 3,ooo volts at 0.75 miLiamp. to 4,ooo volts at o. 7S mil' iamp. "J" type rectifrers are quite
suitable for these outputs as sho\Yn
below:V.D.
Condensers.
o.s +o.,:;
(2,ooo V.).
o.s+o.s
(3,ooo V.).

A.C. Input (approx.).
I ,200
r ,300 volt:;.
I,6oo

I

,/00 YOlts.

The advantages of cheapened
transformer construction and greater
safety from breakdown and shoe k
J-25

PoT.
CHAIN

"AAVV'
SHIELD

+~

.1\IIN'--~J·iS
BIAS

Fig. z.-Double Modulation circuit employing
metal rectifiers

are again very marked when dealingwith the high voltages required f(>f
the tube anode supply. The automatic protection afi'orded against
damage by short circuits, nwntioned
above, also applies in this case, and
in addition, full wave rectification is
obtained. The " J " type r-ectifier
(Continued at foot of next page)
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THE MURPHY
TELEVISION RECEIVER
It is interesting to note that Murphy Radio, Ltd., have entered the television field.
in this article.
URPHY RADIO, LTD., have
now entered the te!eYisi<:m f1~ld,
and a model ot tltetr hrst
recctver was demonstrated at the r
Science Museum Exhibition.
The:
:Vlurphy A.pV receiver is designed for
the television transmissions of the
c\lexandra Palace station, together i
with the accompanying sound. It is
a television receiver onlY.
The set
operates from .\.C. main-s of the standan! voltages, 200 to 2;10 volts, and
so cycles, the consumption being 200
\Yatts.
Reception is, of course, by the
cathode-ray method.
A t\\·clvc-inch
tube is en;ploved, which is mounted
in the cabinet at an angle considerabh· less than the vertical.
The
im~ge is viewed in a mirror carried in
the lid of the cabinet, which by virtue
of the sloping of the tube, ope~s to an
angle greater than the U'iU:ll 45°,
thereby increasing th•c angle of Yision
in the vertical plane.
This feature
permits of the usc of a low and compact cabinet.
An aluminised mirror
is employed giving high efficiency and
absence
of
secondarv
reflection
effects. The colour of the picture is
black and white.
The front and sides of the cabinet
arc veneered \\ ith Bombay rosewood.
The outside edges of the top are
veneered with quilted mahogany,
surrounding a large leather-:ovcred
frame which forms the picturesurround and also the back-plate for
the control knobs.
A rectangular

M

" Metal Rectifiers for Television "
(Continued from preceding page)

units are capable of a maximum output of 2 milliamps.

Restoration of D.C.
Component
The circuit, Fig. 2, presents a particular application ''here the use of
metal rectifiers shmvs a marked saving in space and increase of :-afety.
It is understood that this circuit is the
subject of a patent application, but
this need not prevent its use experimentally.
As the present tendency is to earth

mask of black felt encloses the picturf', and the cathode-ray tube is pro-

T/;e "\lurp!y A42 V Teletision Rmil'er.

tected by a sheet of plate glass. The
lid is in black pearwood with ,,-bite
inlaid lines and white handle.
The
;-;peaker aperture is covered with
copper wire mesh.
The receiver employs the supersonic heterodyne principle "·ith a
common frequency chang-er for o-ound
and
vision.
,\
sig·nal~frequency
amplifier precedes the frequency

Their receiver is described

changer, amplifying both sound and
vision signals, 1\'hich are separated in
the anode circuit of the freqllency
changer. Fou: vision and two sound
intermediate frequency stages arc
used, the band width of the latter
being of ample ,,-idth to take up any
frequency drift occurring in· the oscillator.
The Yision intermediatefrequency circuits employ high frequency pentodes of very high slope,
and have an overall band width of 4
megacycles.
Both sidebands of the
vision signal are thereby amplified,
ensuring the maximum signal to
noise ratio in the receiver.
The time-base circuits each contain
three valves, electrostatic def!ection
being used in the cathode-ray tube.
Four valves are used in the filter circuits which separate the synchronising impulses from the picture signals
and from each other, a special circuit
arrangement producing a very sharp
, frame-synchronising impulse to ensure steady interlacing.
The power pack delivers current at
:;,ooo, 1,200 and 2.')0 '"olts for the
operation of the cathode-ray tube,
time base and radio receiver respectively.
A neon-stabilised supply at
1 2.) volts is also provided for certain
of the receiver valves.
The receiver contains a total of 27
valves of which six are of the
" midget " type. The aerial is of the
half-"·ave type and is connected to
the receiver by means of concentric
cable.

able development since then and the
author has therefore devoted approximatelv two-thirds of the present edition to modern practice. In its present form it deals with earlv methods
and apparatus suillciently• fully to
enable the student to obtain a thorough grasp of the principles involved,
and then gives a clear exposition in
simple language of modern highBook Reviews
definition television. The treatment
Telec•ision Up to Date, by R. W. is necessarily somewhat brief as the
Hutchinson,
M.Sc.
(Cniversity author covers a great deal of ground,
Tutorial Press Ltd.). This book is but it is suflicient to enable ~,nyone
a revised edition of one of the same to obtain a sound kno\vledge of the
title originally published in :935. principles involved. The price of the
There has, of course, been consider- book is 2s. 6d.

the tube anode, the use of diode rectifiers in the positions shown necessitates highly insulated heater windings. It will be seen that the above
circuit provides double modulation
and restores the D.C. component of
the picture signal which is normally
lost 1vhen V. F. amplif~cation is used.
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THE SECOND KERR
MEMORIAL LECTURE
N May rg, at the Royal Institution, Prof. J. T. MacGregorMorris delivered the second
Kerr Memorial Lecture to a large
audience of members of the Television Society and their friends.
The chair was taken bv R. A. \Vatson-\Vatt, Esq., who i~ well-known
for his work on the application of the
cathode-rav tube to the studv of the
ionosphere·, and the subject; '' The
History and Development of the
Cathode-raY Tube,'' was one in which
Prof. MacGregor-Morris himself had
played an important part.

O

Early
Experiments
One of the first experiments performed at the lecture was one which
Prof. :VIorris had carried out in r8g6
under the direction of Prof. (now Sir
Ambrose) Fleming in which a magnetic field ,,-as applied to a Crooke's
tube in order to reduce the potential
required to produce the discharge.
The lecturer also found that the field
due to the coil had a focusing eflect
on the cathode-rays--a principle
which was subsequently developed by
other workers and applied to later
types of cathode-ray tube.

Book Review
Fundamentals of Vacuum Tubes.
A. V. Eastman. ·(McGraw-Hill Co.
438 pp., 364 figs. in text, 20 tables).
The high reputation of the McGraw-Hill Company ;n the technical
publishing world is maintained by the
latest addition ~o their list. "Fundamentals of Vacuum Tubes "is a comprehensive book covering all the
various applications of thermionics
and includes the latest types of gasfilled tubes and photo-cells in 'lddition to the all-metal vc-,Jves of the
R.C.A. and acorn tubes.
The chapter headings give ,,n idea
of the wide field covered and include :
Oxide-coated .1nd thoriated tungsten
cathodes; laws governing emission;
rectifier circuits; mercury arc rectifiers; reversed feed-back. amplifiers;
screen-grid thyratrons; ignitrons;
Class B and C amplific:1tion; magnet-

Another early experiment which
was tried in Prof. Morris' laboratory
\vas that of using a hot cathode, and
the witnesses to this were Mr.
\Narren, of the Experimental Department at Woolwich, and Mr. Frank
Murphy.
Prof. MacGregor Morris said:
" \Vhen one is surveying the field of
research of the cathode-rav tube one
has to pay a high tribute to' the manufacturers and experimenters who have
provided means of producing a really
high vacuum.
The degree of
vacuum in Faradav's time was nothing in comparison 'with that given by
modern technique.
Then a vacuum
of 1 I I ,oooth atmosph~re was considered good, but nowadays we think
nothing of going down to IO I I ,oooths
of an atmosphere."
After describing the de\Tiopment
of the tube to the present day, the
lecturer then showed slides illustrating special types of tube and some of
the ,,·ork \l·hich has been done in high
voltage and insulator testing.
A
small 40 kV transformer \\·as used·to
demonstrate the corona on a transmission line and the loss which
accompanied it. Another interesting
experiment was the elfect of ultra-

high frequencies on :he sensitivity of
the tube and to demonstrate this the
lecturer used a 300 mC. magnetron
oscillator.
In concluding, Prof. MacGregorMorris paid a tribute to the work done
by 1\fr. \Vatson \Vatt and his colleagues of the Radio Research Board
and suggested that a new layer in the
ionosphere should be associated '' ith
one of them in name.
He also
acknmdcdged the help that he !~ad
received from his nssistant l\1r.
Grisdalc, and the staJf of the R.I. in
the preparation of the experiments.
Mr. \Vatson \Vatt in a \Iitty speech
returned the thanks of the meeting to
the lecturer for the trouble he I- ad
taken in organising such an !nstnctive and interesting paper, and 1he
meeting closed after the Rev. E.
Goodchild had acknowledged rhe
kindness of the Chairman in sparing
time from his numerous engagements
for presiding ..
A full report of the lecture Y:ill
appear in the Journal of the Television
Society in due course.
[An article on the history of 1he
tube appeared in the issue :·or
February, p. 8_:;.-ED.]

rons; beam pO\\er tubes, etc. At the
end of the book there is an appendix
giving the Fourier analysis of
periodic functions \Yith examples of
its applications to the analysis of complex \Vaveforms. This is perhaps the
most abstruse mathematical reasoning in the book, as for the most part
the treatment of the theory is delightfully simple and easy to follow.
The author points out that no
attempt has been made to deal with
the circuits in which the valves are
used although sul!icicn t "skeleton"
circuits are described to enable the
theory of operation to be fully understood. In most cases reference is
made to lengthier articles in which
the subject is dealt with by a
specialist.
It is with regard to these references
that the first· criticism of the book
arises.
The Proceedings of the
I.R.E. are quoted with such fre-

frequency as to suggest that the
author had no other rderence work
available. This must obviously not
be the case, but the value of the book
as a standard work of reference :'or
students would be increased if the
existence of other equally authoritative publications were acknowledged.
It must be remembered that the
book w·as written in America for
American radio engineering students,
but the usefulness of such a complete
work is in no way climiuished by the
examples confined to .-\merican valve
practice.
The theorv of thermionic Falves is
fundamental; and British readers will
derive as much information from it
as if it had been written in this country. In fact, with the rapidly growing popularity of American valves in
this country a book of this type
should find a reach· and well-deserved
sale among radio. students.
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PROJECTION WITH
CATHODE-RAY TUBES
AN ACCOUNT OF SOME RECENT ITALIAN
DEVELOPMENTS BY THE SAFAR COMPANY
By A. Castellani.
The following is an account of experiments in cathode-ray projection by S.A.F.A.R., the Italian
Radio Company, which has been responsible for the development of television in Italy. Signor
Castellani will be remembered as the author of several papers and inventions in television and
allied subjects.
N this article it is proposed to discuss the dependence of the dimensions of the picture on the ~ize of
the cathode-ray tube and how it can
be eliminated.'
The improvements in the cathoderav tube which have been made in
ne-arly every country haYe practically

I

proved costly and dangerous to
handle.
With
the
excention of von
Ardenne, very little· seems to have
been done by investigators on the
possibility of using smaller tubes for
projecting the picture, but recently
the Telefunken laboratories have pro-

Fig.

Fig. r

Electrode .rtructure of SAFAR tube,
1934 type.

reached finality in a tube lasting for
some z,ooo hours and reproducing a
picture of adequate sharpness measuring 240 mm. square. It is not
surprising that those who have endeavoured to improve on •hese results have not met \Yith success from
the commercial point of view, since
apart from the technical difficulties
the larger cathode-ray tubes have

2.

A piece of bard glass is joined to
the end of the metal tube to act as
an intermediarY between the stem
and the bulb itself and the stem is
sealed in by means of the usual
machine.
The electrode mount was the normal Safar 1934 pattern (Fig. 1) with

Three ~ypes of bulb for projection tubes-meta!, quartz and ceramic.

duced a hard glass projection tube
which has given satisfactory results.
Some little time after this the Safar
Company attacked the problem and
produced cathode-ray tubes in metal
envelopes, the first patent being taken
out in February, I9J4·
'
The first tests were conducted with
metal bulbs and a screen of hard
glass.
The construction of such
bulb,; took time, since the material
had to be found for making a satisfactory joint between the bulb and
screen. It may be not(?d that the
JOmmg of metai to glass in the case
of a power triode is a simpler operation since it only involves joining two
co-axial cvlinders and not the fusion
of a cylin~ler to a flangl'd end. This
difficulty was eventually overcome by
the use of special f umaces and glass,
the strain produced bv the fusion
being removed in the- subsequent
optical machining- opemtions.
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the final anode omitted, the place of
this being taken by the metal bulb.
The following conclusions were
-·····-·········-·····················----·-·········· ····························
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Fig. 3• Characteristics of prqjection tube.
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arrived at as a result nf the preliminary tests:
Owing to the high insulation between the final anode and the remaining parts of the system (breakuo1vn
voltage 2oo,ooo) it was possible to
apply a high anoue potential and thus
obtain a very high degree of luminosity corresponding to a cathode current of several milliamperes. (The
luminous inten!'.ity of a picture :wo
mm. square on a standard tube is
about 0.2 Hefner candles per sq. em.,
corresponding· fo an anode current
of .05 milliampere.
The possibility of applying both
electrostatic and electromagnetic deflection was investigated, but the
latter was found to be limited to the
picture scan since the higher frequency saw-tooth became distorted,
possibly owing to eddy currents in
the bulb.

materials 11-ere therefore made, with
a view to their production on a
moderate scale, and among these
materials quartz and porcdain were
found to give excellent results.
In both these insulators the anode
can be obtained by silvering the interior of the bulb, and from the point
of view of production the insulated
bulb has several advantag•.::s, notably
in the ease with which it can be refilamented.
The ceramic bulb (Fig. 2) can be
produced for a standard anode voltage of 7,ooo, which can be raised to
r 2 ,ooo in the latest type allowing a
system of double metallisation (inside
and outside coatings, electrically connected) in the bulb.

At 7,ooo volts it is possible to obtain pictures of :;oo mm. square eq wl
in size and clarity to those obtaired
from the best direct vision tube. The
characteristics are sho11·n in Fig. 3.
The electrode construction is of 1he
1935 type sealed in with a flux of special glass between the porcelain and
the stem. The use of porcelain in the
construction of the tube electrcde
system makes a more rigid structure
and tends to minimise the aberrations which are so frequently found
in high-voltage tubes.
The life of the latest tube is ·guaranteed for 3,ooo hours at 7 ,ooo volts
and 2,ooo hours at 12,ooo volts. It
is hoped to describe the application
of these tubes in a future ctrticle.

The Exhibition Handbook

D.C., mains-dropping resistances,
chassis, new cadmium plated at
IS. 6d., loudspeakers, new permanent-magnet at 7s. fid., partly assembled television cha~sis at 2s. 6cl.,
mechanical scanning apparatus, etc.
Lists will be sent on ren·ipt of a postcard or callers may personally selc ct
\\·hat they require.

In connection with the Television
Exhibition at the Science Museum a
Projection
handbook has beer, prepared by lVIr.
G. M. Garratt, ~LA., assisted by
Tubes
members of the Exhibition CommitTo compensate for the use of the tee. This handbook is in no f'ense a
metal bulb and its relative cost, the guide to, or catalogue of the exhibits;
possibility of using smaller bulbs vvas its purpose is to present to those who
investigated (6o mm. by 250 mm. have but a scanty knowledge of telelong) and projecting the picture to vision an outline of the principles in- Mullard Cathode-ray Tubc~s
the dimensions given above (300 mm. volved in the various systems 11·hich
The price of the Mullard cathodeare demonstrated.
square).
The contents of the book include ray tube, type E.-J.O-GJ, has been reIn the early types of tube, hm1·ever,
duced from .£4 I.')S. to .£3 Ios. T 1e
the anode voltage r'ould not be raised the history of television, photo-elecE.4o-G3 is a precision tube of 3-in.
above 12,ooo 1vith an anode current tricity, picture dissection and synscreen diameter, operating on 500
thesis
by
scanning,
light
control,
of o.6 mA., since at the higher volttubes
and
electron volts. Its \Yide Jlcld of utili tv h Js
ages the screen became discoloured cathode-rav
Jed to an increasing demand, . enabby overheating. The screen material cameras, .details of the Alexandra
ling
large-scale production to )e
used at that time 1vas a mixture of Palace transmitter, descriptions of
undertaken with consequent decrease
receivers
and
information
on
telezinc and cadmium sulphides. Comof cost.
parative tests showed that the com- vision aerials.
Although
the
handbook
rs
necespound deteriorated at about 250°
under the anode voltage mentioned, sarilv some11·hat technic~tl it ~hould
and that the darkening of the screen prm:e of great use to visitors 1vho
The I.S.W.C.
also depended on the binder 1vhich have little knowledge of ,television
.
\11
short
wave enthusiasts should
became unstable at temperatures ex- and enable them to take ;m increased become members of the International
interest
in
the
exhibits,
which
are
ceeding 300°. The trouble 1vith the
Copies 11·ill he on Short YVave Club. Membership co!'ts
binder was first eliminated by ·;arying- demonstrated.
sale
at
the
Science
:Museum, or may .:;s. per year and begins from t:le
its composition and the method of
month of joining. A specimen copy
application and attention \\·as then be obtianed from the publishers, of the Club's magazine will be sent
H
.M.
Stationer}
Office,
.
\dastral
turned to the preparation of fluorto any reader. Meetings are held in
escent substances which \\·mild he House, Kingsway, prir:e 6cl. (by post, several of the largest towns where the
;cl.),
or
through
any
bookseller.
stable at high temperatures.
members are able to meet others who
A suitable mixture of synthetic
are also interested in short wa·;e
silicate and specially prepared sul- Surplus Television Apparatus radio. Lectures and demonstratio1s
phate was eventually found which
H. E. Sanders & Co., of 4 Grav's are given, and visits arranged to
g-ave satisfactory results at a tem- Inn Road, Lo;1don, \\'.C., have for places of interest.
The London
perature of 7_10°, an ample margin disposal a largE> qnantity of surplus Chapter meets every Friday evenin,~·,
for safety.
television and short-wave experimen- 8 p.m., at So Theobalds Road,
At the same time it was realised tal apparatus, and are offering to \V.C.1. The Brighton Chapter eve7
that the mass production of metal readers of this Journal compo~wnts at Wednesday evening, at 100 Cromwell
Road, Hove, and the Guernsey
tubes was expensive and only justi- very low prices.
Among the apparatus .1re high- Chapter every Tuesday evening, 1t
fied by production on a very large
scale. !Experiments on other bulb voltage condensers, valves A.C. and 5 Well Road, St. Peter Port.
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RECENT
TELEVISION
DEVELOPMENTS

A RECORD
OF
PATENTS AND PROGRESS
Specially Compiled for this Journal

Patentees:- H. P. Barasch .. M. "on Ardenne .. The General Electric Co. Ltd. and D. C.
Espley ·· The British Thomson-Houston Co. Ltd. .. H. W. W. Warren and W. ]. Scott
Baird Tele"ision Ltd. and]. R. H. Forman
..
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd.
Prolonging Life of Cathode-ray
receiver is sometimes caused by ex- material of the order of 5 megohms.
Tubes
ternal fields of force which stray into This converts both pairs of deflecting(Patent No ..-J-62,243·)
N indirectly-heated cathode is
mounted so that it can be moved
relatively to the other electrodes
of a cathode-ray Lube. The object is

A

the space between the pairs of deflecting plates used for scanning.
According to the invention the
edges of the plates are connected
together by a layer of high-resistance

electrodes into open-ended '' boxes,''
which give free passage to the electron stream, but prevent any stray
fields of force from entering at the
side.-AI. von Ardenne.

Supplying D.C. Voltages to a C.R.
Tube
(Patent No. 462,488.)
The figure shows a method of denvmg D.C. voltages--of the order
I ,ooo to 3,ooo \'olts-from a 220-volt
D.C. mains supply, to energise the
electrodes of a cathode-ray tube. The
mains voltage is first applied to a
back-coupled Yalve V which proConstruction of cathode-ray
tube with rotatable cathode in
duces continuous oscillations in a
order to change the operative
tuned circuit L.C.
These oscillapari of the cathode surface.
tions are then fed to a rectifier valve
Patent No. 462,243.
R through a step-up transformer T,
and the resulting D.C. voltage is fed
p
through a smoothing circuit S to the
electrodes of the cathode-rav t ubc.
The frequency of the valv~ generator V is stabilised by feeding into the
grid circuit, as shown at N, a voltage
derived from the transmitted synchronising signals.. This prevents
------··---------·------·------·------------------ ...........................................................................................................................................................................
any interference effects,··············-···············
due to imto change the " working point " of
the emissive surface from time to
time, so as to lengthen the effective
life of the cathode, and therefore of
the tube.
As shown in the figure the cathode
C is carried on a support which is
provided with two extending arms
R, R1 fitted with magnetic end-pieces
P, PI. A horseshoe magnet is then Method of deriving volt- r----~ 1-----+
applied, from outside the tube, to ages from a 220-volt
I
mains supply to enerrotate the cathode as a whole rela- gise the electrodes of a
tively to the aperture A through cathode-ray tube. Patent No. 462,488.
which the main electrode stream
passes. In this way when one part
of the cathode surface has lost its
:missivity a fresh part can be brought
mto play.-H. P. Barasch

R

*

Preventing Distortion
(Patent No. 462,275.)
Distortion in a cathode-ray

tube

The Information and illustrations on this page are given with permission of the Controllor of H.M. Stationery Office.
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perfect smoothing of the output from
the rectifier R, from showing themselves in the picture.-The General
Electric Co., Ltd., and D. C. Espley.
Metal C.R. Tube
(Patent No. 462,6oo.)
To reduce the risk of a highlyevacuated cathode-ray tube collapsing under the strain of external airpressure, the body of the tube is made
of metal, and the fluorescent screen
is deposited upon an end-piece of
glass. The glass is connected to the
tube through an intermediate piece of
metal having the same coefficient of
expansion as glass. It is fixed to the
glass at one end, and welded to the
metal body at the other end.
Another advantage of using a
metal casing is that a breakable soldered or brazed joint can be made at
the lower end of the tube so as to
allow a new cathode to be inserted
when the first has lost its emissivity,
thereby prolonging the life of the
tube.-The British Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., H. W. W. Warren,
and W. ]. Scott.
Electron Multipliers
(Patent No. 463,061.)
Two light-sensitive " cold " cathodes C, CI are branched across a coil
.-----11--1---)~

R

A

Ught-sensitive electron discharge device giving a
high output potential. Patent No. 463,o6r.

··················------------------------------------····························
L, which is fed from a high-frequency
source S so that the cathodes carry
.
.
A .
h
d
a Iternatmg potentia1s.
nng-s ape
anode A is located between them and
· f d f
l
f
F
IS e
rom a ow- requency source .
When light enters the tube through
the central aperture in the cathode C,

it first falls on the cathode Cr and the magnetic focusing-coil of a cathliberates electrons, which are at- ode-ray tube.~4. H. Gilbert, L. R.
tracted back towards the cathode C, Merdler, and Baird Television, Ltd.
as the latter becomes positive, the
(Patent No. 462,684-)
ring-anode A allowing them free
Deflecting coil with adjustable polepassage.
pieces for eliminating stray fields in a
Secondary electrons are produced
cathode-ray tube.-A. H. Gilbe •t,
at the cathode C, and, as the potenL. R. Merdler and Baird Television,
tials reverse, these are urged towards
Ltd.
the cathode C1. The process is con(Patent No. 462,877.)
tinued, whilst the electron stream
System
for televising pictures
rapidly increases in strength. After
a certain interval, the anode A is simultaneously, 'Without the use of
thrown positive, and so collects a scanning apparatus.-Standard Teiecurrent which is proportional to the phones and Cables, Ltd.
intensity of the light first entering the
(Patent No. 462,929.
tube. This is used to produce an
Television system in which all tb.e
amplified signal voltage across the " peak " vnlues of the transmitted
resistance R.-Baird Television, Ltd., signal are brought to a constant
and]. R. H. Forman.
value.-Radio Aht. D. S. Loewe.
Voltage Supply for C.R. Tubes
(Patent No. 463 ' 253 .)
Three New Cossor Valv·es
Part of the scanning-voltage applied to the deflecting-coils of a cathThree new valves, including two parode-ray tube is rectified, and is then ticularly suitable for use in televisi·)n
.
receivers, have just been released by
applied to the anode of the tube. The :\. c. Cossor, Ltd. The first is the
deflecting coils are shut1ted by a vari- M.V.S./PEN.B, a variable-nm screened
able resistance in series with a (1iode pentode for high-frequency or mterrectifier and a condenser. The diode mediate-frequency amplification. O·Ni 1g
is so arranged that it is non-conduct- to a high impedance, providi 1g
ing during the deflection stroke, but it is used with the correct anode load,
comes into operation as a rectifier high gain, coupled WJth good selecduring the idle or " flyback" stroke. tivity, is obtainable.
The D.C. output from the rectifier
Fitted with a ?-pin base it has the
conventional B.V.A. basing with t':te
goes to charge up the series conden- control grid to the top cap and the supser. The latter is shunted by a poten- pressor grid brought out to an external
tiometer resistance, from which a contact.
The mutual conductance of
tapping is taken to the anode.-M ar- this valve is 3.0 majV, and it has va -iconi's Wireless Telegraph Co., Ltd. able-mu characteristics.
The M.S.jPEN.B, similar to he
Summary of Other Television
previous valve, has a fixed grid base
Patents
and a maximum slope of 3 5 majV. It
(Patent No. 462,IIo.)
makes an ideal grid detector with a
c
· f "
b · h
.0001-mfd. condenser and 1 megohm
orrectmg or
uneven
ng t- leak with a . 5 megohm series scre•'m
ness '' of the picture produced in a resistance, and a .1 megol:lm external
cathode-ray television transmitter.- anode impedance.
The ;naxirncm
E. L. C. White.
gain is approximately 100 times with an
(Patent No. 462,247·)
input of .2:; volts.
Both the- previous valves are of he
:Means for ensuring correct " con- indirectly-heated cathode type with
trast" values of light and shade in 4-volt J-amp. heaters, but a third valve
television.-A. f. Br07rm and Baird designated the zoz S. T. H. has a 2o-volt .
Television, Ltd.
.2-amp. heater.
This valve is an
(Patent No. 462,330.)
indirectly-heated triode-hexodc for use
Television receiver in which a bank in AC/DC super-het receivers.
It is
d f
ideal for use on short-waves, since by
h 1 b
or c cc {er oar o small lamps is separating the two sections of the vah e
controlled by a number of light-sensi- degenerative effects between them ar~
tive cells.-M arconi's Wireless Tele- avoided.
graph Co., Ltd., and R. ]. Kemp.
The hexode section has variable-mu
( Patent No. 6 2 ,sso.)
characteristics so that it can be eJn4
bodied in normal A.V.C. circuits. T':te
!elevision transmitting systems heterodyne voltage for maximum conusmg electron tubes of the " image- version conductance is 8 volts r.m s.
.
dissector " or " Iconoscope , type. with a conversion conductance of c·.6
-H. Miller.
mAjV.
Full details regarding these
Patent No. 6 2 68 )
va 1ves can be obtained from the manu(
.
.
.
4 • 3·
.
facturers, Messrs: A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,
Cylmdncal sh1eld for surroundmg Cossor House, H1ghbury Grove, N.s.

The information and llustratlons on this page are given with permission of the Controller of H.M. Stationery Oflire.
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A MONTHLY CAUSERIE
on

Television Personalities
and Topics

-

by K. P. HUNT
Editor of "Radio Pictorial"

HE temporary cessation of tele·
vision transmissions from Alex, · andra Palace for three -.veeks
beginning July 26 will provide a wellearned rest for the B. B.C.'s staff. A
few already have enjoyed their annual holidays, such as Peter Bax,
who has just returned from the
Riviera; but the majority at the

T

play from a Danish station during her
stay in the country !
You cannot
escape from radio these days.
I have not heard where Jasmine
Bligh is going to for her holiday, but
wherever it may be of course she
will take " Gay " with her. " ( ;ay,"
as readers know, is her \YOnuerful
little dog, who made his television
debut a few weeks ago. Somebody
asked me in a whisper the other day
how long it will be before Elizabeth
Cowell brings a kitten up to the
studio to keep " Ga v " company. I
\\'Onder.

*

AulikkJ Rantawara, Finni.rh
singer, who recently marie her
television debut.

Palace are planning to make this
period their annual respite and certainly no better time of the year could
have been chosen.
Gerald Cock, the popular television
chief, will be having his first holiday
for three years, but I have been unable to find out where he is going.
D. H. Munro, the energetic productions manager, no doubt \viii repair
to his native Aberdeenshire mountains, and most likely go there by
road overnight.
This overnight
travelling, by the way, is quite a
habit \\'ith Mr. Munro. On one celebrated occasion of which I have heard
tell, this human dynamo left London
late at night in a Ford car and was
home in Aberdeenshire for breakfast
on the following morning. He travelled absolutely non-stop all the \\·ay.
Elizabeth Cowell, charming hostess announcer, is, I learn, ofi to Denmark to spend her three weeks'
vacation.
" I'm going to forget all a bout
television and dance bands-in fact,
about everything," she said.
But not long after somebody discovered that Henry Hall is going to

*

*

Leslie Mitchell, the peripatetic announcer, provided something for
everyone to talk about for a long time
as a result of his recent daring adventure ,,·ith the fire escapes. Regular
televie\\·ers ,,-ill recall that a few
Saturdays ago he took charge of an
O.B. designed to sho,_,. the history of
fire engines and their associated
equipment during the last 150 years.
As a grand climax Leslie himself
mounted the latest type of fire escape.
This took place before a record
crowd in the park.
Before anyone, inclnding Leslie himsPlf, quite knew what had happened,
he \\·as shot up Ioo feet into the air.
The ladder is of the telescopic variety
and the sight of it shooting out made
a remarkable picture.
Leslie was
strapped in, of course, so there was
no fear of him falling off, and after
reaching the aforesaid dizzy height
-\vhich, by the way, is well above
the tower itself at Ally Pally-he was

5_ylvia Welling, the well-known stage
and concert soprano, wbo appeared
in " Regatta," tbe television revue
transmitter/ on Saturday, june rz.
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able to give his impressions \ ia a
microphone which ascended \vith him.
On reaching the top he bravely admitted to '' feeling rather sick.'' He
\\·as " not used to such heights."
Then he was half lowered into a position where he could be seen by another television camera.
\Ve11 done, Leslie ! This was a

A new photograph of Irene Prador
who is now starring in many
television programmes.

stout effort and provided a real thrill
of a picture. Leslie Mitchell is tIll'
Peter Pan of television-the boy who
never grows up, but certainly go('S
up!

*

*

*

No startling changes, I hear, arc
to be made in the studios at Ally Pally
during the holiday. So far as I can
gather there is going to be a general
clear up, and that is all.
Apart from the holidays the important topic of conversation at the
moment is what is going to happen
about television at this year's Radiolympia-Britain's
great
annual
radio exhibition, which this year will
be from August 26 to Sept~mber 4·
It is now no secret that the
B.B.C. is all out to make this winter
a " television winter," and although
continuous publicity during the year
has been doing a lot to popularise this
new form of entertainment, undoubtedly Radiolympia provides th\'
one unexcelled opportunity to focus
the attention of the general publi(upon recent developm('nts in 1\'kvision in a really big way. Last year,
visitors to the television booths
could
not
help
having
mixed
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feelings. On the one hand, we all
felt the greatest adn1iration for
the B.B.C. and R.l\L\. alike for the
wonderful way in which almost at the
last moment a show vvas put on. The
new service was hardly ready hnd the
regular programmes had not begun,
yet thousands of people were enabled
to get a first glimmer of what this
new wonderful science soo1.1 might
mean.
But it is a moot questior. whether
the whole thing provt:d to be a real
service to the progress of television.
Long queues of visitors were formed,
waiting to pass through the booths,
and they were necessarily kept moving most of the time when they got
inside, with the result that most
people just saw a few minutes of television which obviously could not be
typical of what programmes as a
whole were like at that time.
From the point of view of publicising television ellccti vcly and giving
a great fillip to public interest, it is
imperative that the tdevision arrangements at Radiolympia this year
should be reall.)' adequate.
*
*
*
At the B.B.C. end, the matter has
already been given very close consideration and skeleton programmes
already prepared.
The definite
scheme of these programmes has
been worked out on the assumption
that visitors to the booths at Radiolympia will be able to enjoy an uninterrupted view of the programme for
I 5 minutes, during which time several
short but thoroughly representative
items will be televised.
There will be the usual film programme from I J.30 a .. m. to 12.30
p.m., but the special Radiolympia
transmissions will be ..J. p.m. to 5 p.m.
and 9 p.m. to 10 p.m.
I am told that these two latter
transmissions each will consist of
three separate programmes to the
hour, with an interval of 5 minutes
in bct\veen.
The type of programme will be as
follows:Five minutes, say, golf, this being
a typical O.B.
Five minutes, popular comedian,
such as, for instance, Leonard Henry.
Five minutes' music, say, syncopated pianist, such as Billy Mayer!.
Then follows an interval of five
minutes which it is expected will be
occupied by people filing out and the
new audience taking seats. Thereafter a second similar programme of
I 5 minutes' duration will be broadcast, and so on.

At the time of writing these r.ot~s,
no definite information is available as
to the facilities to be offered at Radiolympia, but I understand that about
12 booths at least will be in service.
If we assume that 3u people can be
seated in comfort in each booth, about
I 8o people could be •~ccommodated in
one booth for the six programmes in
one day.
This \\-otdd mean that few more
than 2,ooo people woald be able to
sec the programmes each day, but if
,,-e assume that the hour of fllm transmission in the morning also will be
used for demonstration purposes,
3,ooo visitors per day.

Anne Twigg-tbe first lir! to be televised with her
bead under her arm ! She took the part of Anne
Boleyn in the telePisirm burlesque of Henry V!Il
surrounded b)' the jeering ghosts of his 1vives.

It seems to me that these prog-rammes \vill be ven suitable for the
purpose, but the in{portant question
is what number of p(·ople -,vill be able
to enjoy these programmes in an uninterrupted manner. I think everyone \Yill recognise that it is most
important that the audience should
be allowed to remain and wit ness the
whole of one of the si:--. 1 :;-minute
programmes per day in comparatin·
comfort, because if they arc moved
on, as happened last yea·r, :md individuals only see a small portion of the
transmission which is unrepresentative of the television programmes as

Les A lim, the dance band vocalist,
who makes first television appearana on July r.

a whole, the inevitable result, I am
afraid, will be damag-ing rather than
helpful.
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My purpose in making· this little
calculation is to point out that unle's
much more comprehensive arrangements are made than at present arc
spoken of, one of two things will ha"Jpen: either only a tiny percentage qf
the visitors to Radiolyrnpia will be
able to see the television transmissions, or the general public will n•lt
be able to sec a whole programme
through because, as last year, of the
pressure of others \vaiting.
I have no doubt that the R.M.A.
officials arc intending to cope wl1 h
this difficult situation, and will do ,;o
with their customary efficiency. But
it seems to me that the onlv solutic•n
is instead of having, say, -I 2 scab,
one in each bcoth, each manufao_'turer should be i m·ited to demonstrate simultaneouslY \vith four n·ceivcrs, making- clo~e on so in all.
This would immediatdy multiply the
number of people who could see tl· e
programmes at once.
It has also been suggested that
instead of tr;Jn~mitting special prog-rammes to Radiolympia for t\\ o
hours only dt.ring the run of the Exhibition, the B.B.C. should extend th~
programme time. The official reply
to this is that at1V such extension
would impose too g~eat a strain upon
the staff at- Alexandra Palace, and is
quite out of the question. It is not
practicable to increase the Haff at a
moment's notice, as it is with other
types of work, so that it looks as f
the solution of this problem, wha·ever it may be, will have to be found
at the Radiolympia end.
One thing is certain : television has
now become such an important factcr
in the radio world that everv visiter
to the Exhibition should h~ve the
opportunitv to see this new ,yonder
and be con"vinced of its entert'linment
value. It is up to the Exhibition offcials to ensure this.
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THE TELEVISION EXHIBITION

(Continued from page 398)

picture 6 ins. by 8 ins. In addition to these two receivers a number of polygonal line multiplier drums• arc
sho\vn indicating the reduction in size that has been
made in this moving part during· the last four years.
The early drums were about -1 ins. in diameter and
8 ins. high; the present d.-ums are about 1 in. in diameter and -~ in. high. :\ number of stationary mirrors
rings are also exhibited, showing the reduction in the
number of stationarv mirrors and in the size thereof.
Older models used ~o or even 30 stationary mirrors,
the modern -to.s-line rccei \-er uses only live stationary
mirrors, which are extremely small, and are of an improved construction, which avoids any necessity for
adjustment.
In another section of the exhibition a number of
experimental Kerr cells are shown, indicating the
development of these, starting w-ith a rather crude form
of multi-plate cells and ending with a lm\· capacity
2-gap cell of very simple construction.

which can be operated by visitors, shows how the invisible electric " cathode-ray " beam is shot from a
" gun " and is focused so as to build np the television
picture on a screen inside the end of the large glass
bulb of the cathode-ray tube. Cleverly arranged devices
are used to show in slow motion the movements of the
scanning beam which normally travels towards the
screen at the amazing speed of ;o million miles per
hour.
Alongside the model an actual cathode-:-ay tube is
mounted as in a television receiver. The controls, arranged for operation by the public, are " ganged " to
the model as well as to the real tube.
Alterations of currents and voltages to the tube electrodes can be observed on a number of meters ,:.t the
same time as the consequent eflects on the screen, ·whilst
the model displays the same effects pictorially.
Other interesting G.E.C. exhibits in addition 1o their
standard television receiver, which is demonstrated,
include a number of vacuum-type photo-cells, showing
the stages in the development of the latest type cell designed for television purposes. Among them are "everal
thick-film cathode cells which were the only type ;,vailable prior to I929. The remaining cells all incorporate
the modern thin-film caesium cathmle, a far-reaching
discovery which was first developed and applied in this
country by the G.E.C.
The latest advances in photo-cell design are represented by the secondary emission cell, and the electron
multiplier. tThe G. E.C. are exhibiting an example of
the former which is now commercially available, and
also an electron multiplier which is arranged \vith coatings of a fluorescent material on ;ts plates to demonstrate to the public its method of operation.

Scophony Large-screen
Television
For the first time Scophony have publicly revealed
some of their optical-mechanical secrets, and in the
main hall are shown models of their supersonic light
valve, the split focus system and the beam convertor.
These are in glass cases and are constructed so that
they can be operated by visitors and the principles
demonstrated.
Of very special interest is the Scophony demonstration of large-screen television, particularly as this is the
first time that the general public have hcid any opportunity of seeing the work of the Scophony laboratories.
Two receivers are shown in operation at certain times
in the special demonstration theatre-one giving a picture 5 ft. by 4ft., and the other (the home receiver)
providing a picture approximately 2 ft. by 1 ft. JO ins.
Both these receivers are being operated from a special
transmission from the Scophony laboratories at Kensington with a picture frequency of 25 and a line frequency of 24u~,~
The s-ft. b:v: -t-ft. picture is rear projected by :!pparatus using the Scophony supersonic light control \vhich
in this particular case uses So picture elements simultaneously, and the split focus.
The apparatus uses as a light source a high-intensity
arc consuming 100 amps., this being of the standard
cinema type. The first scanner is a high speed polygon
5 em. in diameter and only 3 mm. wide. This rotates
from a synchronous motor at I8,ooo revs. per minute.
The second scanner is a low-speed drum employing 20
mirrors and rotating at a speed to give the 25 pictures
per second.
The total number of valves used for this receiver is
I2. Sound is received \\·ith a separate receiver ir,corporating four valves on a separate channel.
The 2-ft. receiver uses an identical optical lay-out, the
only difference being the sizes of light source and lowspeed scanner drum. The light source used is a small
microscope arc consuming .soo watts or a high-intensity
mercury lamp which has been specially developed in the
Scophony laboratories giving nearly twice the light of
the arc but consuming approximately 300 watts. The
same radio receiver employed to drive the big screen
projector is used to drive the 2 ft. home receiv~r.

MarconiE.M.I.
In addition to a display of cathode-r,tv tubes, Marconi-E.M.I. show several pieces of appanitus which are
in actual usc at the Alexandra Palace. There is, for
example, an Emitron camera and visitors are able to
~ee l_ww ~y meat_JS of a secondary lens which by operattng 111 umson wtth the actual electron camera lens the
operator can keep the image being tclevi~ccl focused and
in the correct position.
The very fine model of the television outside broadcast van is another very interesting exhibit of l\1arconiE.M.I. This has the roof partly removed and its construction can be seen to the sm~tllest detail. This firm
have also provided a model of the system of television
proposed by Campbell Swinton in J9I I and which was
described in our June issue.
-

The Mihaly-Traub
System
The I.M.K. Syndicate are showing '' number of
exhibits in connection with the development of the
Mihaly-Traub system.
'
On view is_ an original_Mihaly lj_pc of receiver, using
a .compl~te Circle ~f stat.tonary nurrors i11 conjunction
wtth a smgle rotatmg mtrror, and designed for go-line
definition. Another model which is bein<Y shown is the
I ~o-line Mihaly-T;aub receiver using "'2o stationary
mtrrors and a g-stded polygon. This receiver is extremely neat and compact, and was designed to give a
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Outt Readetts'

Vi~ws

Correspondence is invited. The Editor does not necessarily agree with views
'
expressed by readers which are published on this page.

The Guaranteed Receiver
SIR,
I think you may be interested to
hear of the excellent results I am
obtaining with a television receiver
constructed from a kit supplied by
the Mervyn Sound & Vision Co., Ltd.
The definition is extremely good
and synchronisation is effected without difficulty.
The Mervyn people have given any
advice necessary and my thanks are
due to them and to you for publishing this excellent design.
W. KEITH HILL (G2VT)
(Croydon).
SrR,
I have completed the construction
of your Guaranteed Television SeL
and must say how delighted I am
with the results I have obtained. I
get a good bold picture, using an. indoor aerial. I thank you for makmg
it possible for the amateur to produce such a fine set.
W. BIRKINGER (North Finchley).

4.15 p.m.
No intcference of any
sort was experienced and the signals
were extremely clear. :My receiver is
of the straight-det. 2 L.F. type.
At my house I have an aerial 25 ft.
high at the house end and 6 ft. high
at the other, and 40 ft. long, pointing N. E. at the 6 ft. end at app1 oximately sea level. The signals received on this aerial with the same
receiver rdrely reached Rs.
1This
aerial is, uf course, screened by the
South Downs, which lie to the north.
N.D. \L\TTflf'K
(S 1:0rf· 11;,u.1-by-Sea).

Eiffel Tower 7-metre
Transmissions

SIR,
You may remember receiving a report from me last Ocrobcr regarding
receptiv·
·~xamL·a Palace.
My
reason
repnn
7 metre;,.
band a signal at R;- was ru;ed in,
The Beginner's Transmitter
and a lady and gentleman were r,ecitSrR,
ing short verses alter:;:dely in
I should like to take this oppor- French, music followed bt't'Yeen each
tunity of thanking you for the design verse; this continued for about five
of a very satisfactory and remarkable minutes. I then switched off to adshort-wave transmitter. I have had just the aerial coupling condenser,
some very fine reports from other but when I switched on again the
stations regarding
QRK on 40 station had closed down and was no•
metres. n,r
' days I heard again. The aerial used is vertihave contacted 1.
,~.,.--·~' and 10 feet in length with lead..:.t the top. The set is a detector
out exception u'.
QSAs with very good . ,cul quality. coupled by a 4-I transformer to a
Twenty of these stations were Scot- L. F. valve and recent ion on eartish, I I French, 3 Danish, 9 Belgian, phones. As I have ;1ot heard this
stati Jn before ' ·,·cit lllP'k it was
4 Dutch, and 5 Irish.
FRANK LuciE (GSNA). ca,;sed
tre<~k r~nrl;<·ions r r did I
[The Beginner's Transmitter was hear the end 01' tne evt:nmg broadfully described in the April, 1937, cast. I also heard the Berlin teleissue of TELEVISION AND SHORT-WAVE vision station last August for about
WORLD.-ED.]
half-an-hour one evening, but did not
hear it again, thev were then broadTelevision Transmissions from
casting a variety concert to an
Alexandra Palace
audience, which could be heard apSIR,
plauding the artists.
I have, during the last few weeks,
] . TAYLOR (Isle of Wight).
been receiving the television sound
signals very weakly. On Saturday,
April 3, I carried my set to the top
OUR POLICY
of the downs here, about 300 ft.
The Development
above sea level and with an aerial
about six feet long and two feet off
the ground, I received the wund signals at RS QSAs and listened te> the
TELEVISION
whole of the programme from 4 to
J

of
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Palace Transmissions at 120
Miles

SrR,
I feel I must write to thank vou and
your contributor, Mr. 0. J. Russell,
for the excellr>nt article in the recent
issue of TELEVIS!Ol\' AND SHORT WAVE
\\'oRLD, in which a super-regenerative receiver was described.
I have built this receiver at \cry
small cost, and am '.:arrying out e;_haustive tests with it.
Using it vvith I L.F. stage I enjoy
loudspeal;,er reception of the Alexandra Palm·e sound transmissions. I
am, I believe, about I 20 miles from
the transn.: "Pr.
Although, a
1l1is time of
the year the Io-meLrc band is '"dead,"
I h;,,··· received several local "Hams"
on 5 metres and I find that the rig i!•
stable and easy to handle on all band~
even down to 3 metres, on whid,
wavelength it oscillates fine.
I might add that I am using this
receiver to investigate (on behalf of
my emplov•·rs. Norwich Relays, Ltd.),
the strength
\Vith various aeria::
systems, of Alexandra Palace.
ALA!\' H. CUTllUSH
(Norwich).

Superspeed Flux-cored Solder

W

E h.ave rercived for test a
sample of a new flux-core('
solder which has been spe-·
cially pro<.ltwcd for electrical and
radio work. The makers arc Superfluxes, Ltd., of Aintree Road, Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex, and they
"" ,im for this solder: (a) extreme
"tJeed and thoroughness in working,
and (b) complete freedom from dry
and corrosive joints. The solder is
a cored 1in-lead alloy made in all the
usual proportions from ns T.j35 L.,
down to 20 T. /So L., and in all
gauges from 3 s.w.g. down to 21
s.w.g. The 6oj4o alloy in 14 s.\\·.g.
is the particular quality and size most
called for in radio work and the sample which we tested appeared to be
very easy to use and the joints were
quite sound without any indication of
" dryness."
Superfluxes also market a special
flux for electrical work, known as
" Purpose " flux, for use 'Yhere '1
flux separate from the solder is preferred. A test of this showed that it
also was quick in action and enabled
a sound joint to be made. It is approved by the Air Ministry whose
tests have shown it to be noncorrosive.
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A tO-watt
By KENNETH JowERs
Portable Trans01itter
This portable equipment can be run entirely from a 6-volt accumulator, and although rated for 10 watts
input, will provide a maximum of I 5 watts with full modulation. We believe that it will be ideal for
amateur portable use, while many beginners would be advised to consider this equipment in view of its
simplicity and easy construction.
HIS portable transmitter has
been built as simply as pnssible,
and designed to handle
1 ~ "''
mum of 15 watts input with full modulation. The entire equipment obtains
high-tension from a vibrator which is
in turn powered by a 6-volt acct:mulator.
One very often ln ·us of the difficulties experienced by amateurs in building portable apparatus, not so much
in the design, but with the layou' and

T

directly between grid of the 6Cs and
the common earth line. Bias is obtained
by means of a w,ooo-ohm resistor in
parallel with the crystal and this need
only be of the 1-watt type.
A rather large condenser is needed
to tune the anode circuit of the crystal
oscillator. This is rather bad practice,
but in the circumstances is permissible
for it doe;, not call fo:: accurately wound
coils, while extreme sensitivity is not

Tbree

ftw'

J

r::~. tJ8eded,
I ''d on ad~ ,mals
-~"'J'J u""J!;fe
"nrt

plug-in former is required that is already threaded.
Constructional data
on this coil will be given later.

Suitable
Chokes
It is important to use an efficient R. F.
choke in this stage, so for this reason
a Bulgin type S\V68 was chosen and
connected in the wiring between H. T.
positive and the H. T. side of the C.O.
anode coil. In view of the low voltage
cmplo\'ed throughout this transmitter
it \Yas not considered desirable to have
a split-stator condenser in the C.O.
stage. The only material advantage
would be that the by-pass condenser
could be omitted, but in view of the
low cost of this component it was found
hetter to use a straight condenser and
by-pass condenser. Actually the C.O.
t~n~ing, condenser is a special Eddystone component having a maximum
capacity of .ooo192-mfd.
With portable equipment of this kind
it is essential that it be carefully wired,
so that should any of the leads be unduly long even though 12-gauge wire
is used, support them off the baseboard
bv a wood-screw to prevent movement.
'Consider the push-pull power amplifier stage using two 6Ds's in a straightforward neutral;
rruiL The grids
are tuned \\~ith
em! again home
constructed on a
pl uc_; in +ormc;r
plus a 40-mfcL
The exact
centre of the coii
d and through

construction. To tbis end the equip- \ necessary from the crystal stage in this
ment was built bread-board fashion with . particular circuit owing to the high
:,sitivity of the driven 6Ds's. The
the minimum of loose connections ar: ~·
c'rv:ital oscillator anode coil has to be
wired with rz-gauge copper wire.
Although the original design \Yas for hC:me constructed and for this a 4-pin
40-metre working, the appamtus lends
itself for use on any of the lower-fre~~-------quency amateur bands by interchanging
'
R~F.C~
coils and crystaL

MODo----c

H.T~
250~'11~

Three
Units
The apparatus is constructed in three
sections, these being transmitter, modulator and combined poKer packs. First
of all consider the transmJtler, the circuit being ,;hmYn here.
[ t \Yill be .
noticed that American valves are used, I
and it is not recommended that ;~nv
devi;~tion from these he made. Thes~
valves, of the metal type, are very
''"hust, have a comparatively low filament consumption, and 1un from a
A
6-volt accumulator.
H.T.As a crysta I oscillator, a 6C 5 triode
is used in the conventional circuit, but
with link coupling between anode and
A
the following grid stage. It is suggested that a 7-mc., that is 40-metre Here is the complete circuit for tbe transmitter. It consists of a triode crystal oscillator link coupled to
crystal, be used, and this is connected
two neutralised triodes in push-pull.

-.
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The Coils

..

this point bias is applied to the grids
of the output valves. In series with the
grid return is a high-frequency choke
followed by a w,ooo-ohm 3-watt resistance which supplies a percentage of the
bias required, and also a bias battery.
The w,ooo-ohm resistance and bias bat-

Constructing The Transmitter·
in the ,,·iring should be anchored \\·here
necessary to wood-screws into the baseboard.
It will be appreciated from the
theoretical circuit that the crystal oscillator and power amplifier circuits a ·e
quite separate until the link couplirg
is included. This is quite a useful felture for it enables stages to be check<·d
individually without having to discon·
nect permanent wiring.

capacity. An alternative arrangement
is to remove all but one rotor and two
stator plates, as this makes neutralising
even more simple.
Many amateurs are inclined to neglect
the aerial with portable equipment and
to use at the best of times a simple

The
Modulator
That is sufficient for the time being
, about the transmitter, so here are some
' details regarding its associated modulator. Actually the modulator caused
more trouble ir1 design than the transmitter. :\ot from any technical aspect,
but from the fact that the power supply
was so limited and that an audio output of 7· 5 watts was essential for a Iswatt input. However, the dilliculty was
overcome in rather a simple way. Here,
again, American valves had to be used
' for they were the only ones that woul :1
give the output with the voltage availThe modulator is very similar to the transmitter, consisting of a triode amplifier and two pentodes in Class A
able.
push-pull. Approximately 8 watts output can be obtained.
First of all a carbon miorophone of
\Yith this the single or double button type is
tery are shunted by a .002-mfd. con-~ tapped on arrangement.
equipment a di-pole has been used that advisable. Actually, in the original
denser.
1
does not need any feeder tuning con- circuit, a single button was used, but
CoPPer-tube
densers and is eaoy to erect. Full de- for those who can obtain a double butCoil
tails Vl·ill be found in the operating ton type from Raymart, certainly do sc,
The only bulky coil is in the P.A. data.
for the output is very much greater \Yith
anode circuit and this is constructed of
better quality than with the sing!~
copper tubing and mounted on beehive Precautions
! button type.
stand-off insulators
Actually in the to Take
The microphone is fed into the grid
original transmitter the coil was silverOne or two points should be con- of a 6C5 metal triode through a multiplated, but this is not really necessary sidered before the transmitter is con- I ratio midget microphone transforme1.
in equipment of this kind. The effect structed. First of all the adjustable · The correct ratio has to be found by
of the silver-plating only shows up on brackets are not entirely suitable as experiment and is usually about I-JC.
high power and when a number of simi- supplied by the makers for use with the A I ,ooo-ohm resistor in the cathode of
lar coils are employed.
simple tuning dial specified. Two the 6C5 shunted by a 25-mfd. condenA double-spaced .oooi-mfd. conden- round-head bolts are supplied with the ser provides the correct amount of bia",
ser parallel tunes the tank coil and the brackets and these foul the dial if it is but this value again is subject to exreasons for using this type of condenser mounted flush. So before fitting either periment for it depends solely on th:~
in preference to a split stator are the bush-off the dial from the bracket or characteristics of the tJC). For guidsame as explained for the crystal oscil- substitute counter-sunk bolts for the ance, however, the anode current flo\\'
in this circuit should be lirrited tu
lator stage.
round-head bolts supplied.
Ill:\.
At this point make a mental note that
Arrange for all the components to be
a common earth bar is fixed right down
the centre of the baseboard and to this
all earthy returns are made. It is rather
important that this be remembered for
it materially helps i!J producing a
stable transmitter and one that can be
easily neutralised.
Talking about neutralising, the system employed for push-pull is rather
different from that used for a singleended amplifier. Instead of the neutralising condenser being connected
from grid to the H. T. side of the anode
coil, the condensers are connected from
A f!,Ood idea of the la)'OUt of the components can be obtained from this plan
the anode of one valve to the grid of
rieu·. A crystal stage i.r on the extreme right, n:hich is link coupled to a
the other. Actually with the 6Ds's 8- 1
pair of z>ail•es to the left.
mmfd. condensers are needed, but as
For a coupling transformer a Ferthe·re are none of these available a 20- mounted so that the interconnecting
mmfd. condenser is employed in each leads are as short as possible, while ranti AFsC is rmployed. Despite the
section and used with almost maximum those components, which are mounted f;1ct that this is rather heavy the qualit:r
1

1

1

I

I
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Modulation

..

and efficiency is so much better than
when miniature units arc used that it
was considered essential to use it.
In the primary a s,ooc:-ohm resistance with a 2-mfd. by-pass condenser
was found to provide ample decoupling
without reducing the voltage to too low
a level. Throughout the design of this

Vibrators Energ-ised From L. T.
from the vibrators so giving 250 volts
at 6o mA., or lower voltage and a
higher current as r equirecl. The vi bralor is si1nilar in appearance to an <'lcctrolvtic condenser, but is fitted \l·ith a
spe~ia] 5-pin val ve-ho]cJer type ba!'e.
Precautions have to be taken to prevent
interference due to arcing contacts, so
that a comprehensive filter circuit has
been embodied.
To give some idea as to the effectiveness of the filter, the three-valve bat·
terv recei\·er described in the June issue
car~ be used side-bv-side \Yith ·the "ibrator without picking np interference.
The circuit on p. 422 sho,-.·s the power
pack, of which two are required, on<·
for the transmitter and one for the
modulator. Both power packs are fed
from the same accumuiator, but a separate accumulator is recommended for
feeding the filaments of ;,11 valves.
The MT 5 transformer, which steps
up the low-voltage A.C. to 250 volts is
supplied with long leads. The primary
has one plain wire, one \Vith a ~ed spot,
and a twisted pair. The secondary has
a centre tap of green ''ire and the
outers of the secondary yellow and blue.
Sufficient smoothing can be obtained

which is very good indeed for such a
-,imple amplifier and 1-JII' voltage.

Power
Supply
In anv case this tran;;mitter could
not have. been designed \1 ithout the use
of the ne1Y Bulgin viiJrator converter

All connections are made n-itb beazy gat(~e n'ire, for 1ritb portable u·ork
notbing must come loose. Tbe la)'OUt of tbe componmts can be seen from
tbis illustration.

amplifier the fact that 250 volts at
6o rnA. was the maximum available had
always to be borne in mind.
The modulators are pentodes of the
6F6 metal type with the screens connected directly to high-tension poc,itive.
This point is important for if the voltage is reduced, the audio output drops
very quickly. Bias for these valves is
obtained through the current flow
across a common 2oo-ohm resistor. A
so-mfd. capacity shunting the resistor is
essential, otherwise ther<' is noticeable
bass attenuation.

rmits, which are about the cheapest
components of their kind we have so
far tried. Tlw transformer and vibrator are shmYn in the ill\hlratiun. The
vibrator is fed from a (J-\'(dt accumulator and gi\·e, <1a ,\.C. output of -t

Tone
Correction
Top note response is automatically
corrected by means of the r o,ooo-ohm
resistor in series with a .01-mfd. condenser connected from anode to vnode
of the 6F6's. The only other point in
the anode circuits is that the centre tap
to the output transformer is by-passed
to cathode by an 8-mfd. condenser.
The output transformer, T3, is the
Ferranti OPMI split prim.ny with a
I-I ratio. The secondary of this transformer is connected in series with the
H.T. supply to the transmitter ;,s indicated in the circuit.
As with the transmitter, the modulator is mounted on an inch plank and
wired with r2-gauge wire. In this way
it is very robust, will stand any amount
of mishandling, and only has four external battery leads and two contacts
feeding the modulation into the transmitter.
There should not be any need to experiment with the value of cathodebias resistor in the r,F(J circuit, but it
should be checked and if necessary
adjusted to give a total anode current
of so rnA. for the 1\vo valves.
In such circum;ctances the maximum
audio output is in the r~gion of 8 watts,

1

On tbe rigbt of tbi.r
illustration can be
seen tbe output transformer, tbe secondarv
of 1vhicb is connected
to the transmitter.
The tll'O 6F 6 pentode
valves are operated in
pusb-pull and
mounted on stand-off
insulators, on:inJ!. to
tbe fact that no baseboard type octal TJa/vebolders are az•ailablr.

1

volt:'.
Thi, voltage is fed into the
primary of a con\·cnti,mal tran:'former
and is stepped up to ~ ;o HJlb.
,\n output of 15 \\<tth i..; a\·ailable

These two units, tbe ribrator converter on tbe left, and step-up
transformer on tbe rigbt, provide
250 volts at 6o Mja with an input
of 6 volts only.
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with one high-inductance choke plus
two S-mf d. condenser,;.
:\gain, as with the previous units,
both pmncr packs are mounted on a
zo-in. by r-in. board, so that ultimately
the three units can be bolted together
and fitted with a carrying handle at
each encl. Tt is not convenient to wire
up the po\\·er packs with 12-gauge wire
..;o single flex is 1iScd throughout.
In ca..;e r•~ackrs should query our not
using a Class B ;nnplifier so as to obtain
a high-audio output \Yith the minimum
amount of trouble, the reason can be
found in the power supply l.Tnless the
anode current flow is steady the voltage
from the vibrator will not remain constant, so making Class B operation out
, of question. Also owing to the limited
'upply it is not ieasibk to fit the con, \·cntional hullers to take up variations
i in current flow.
1
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Link Coupling
The previous details should make it
easy for all constructors to build these
three units, but here is some more information on operating. First of all the
transmitter.
The oscillator coil is made up of 20
turns of 22 gauge wire spaced according to the threads on the former. The
following grid coil is made up of 26
turns of the same gauge wire but centre
tapped.
The link coupling is not wound in

Two rif these units are needed to drive the complete
transmitter ; one for the modulator and one for the
oscillators.

the same manner. A cingle turn of
flexible wire is wound around both the
H. T. end of the oscillator coil and the
centre of the grid coil and connected
together by twin lamp flex.

••
••

Tuning

.••.

With voltage applied to the oscillator, but omitted from the output valve,
tune the oscillator circuit to give maximum light in a looped lamp circuit or
minimum current in a milliammeter
temporaril v conr.ected in series with the
H. T. supp.ly. Then tune the grid circuit of the 6D 5 to give maximum light
in a loop lamp and adjust the link in
the C.O. circuit both for coupling and
number of turns. The number of turns
in the grid circuit should also be varied
in order to obtain maximum light. For
those who have a low-reading milliammeter available, connect this in
series with the bias supply to the 6Ds's
and adjust the crystal oscillator and
P.A. grid circuit to give maximum grid
current reading. This should be of the
order of ro mA., when the high-tension
is omitted from the P.A. stage.
After these adjustments have been
made, disconnect the H. T. from the
crystal oscillator--the quickest way to
do this is to pull out the coil and apply
H.T. to the (1D5's. This will cause a
certain anode current 11o", so grid bias
should be increased uutil this current
flow drops to ;·ero.
Reconnect hightew,ion voltage to the crystal oscillator,
after 11·hich an anode current of ~·bout
50 mi\.. \vill flow in the anode circuit
of the output valves.
Quicklv tune the .ooor-mfd. condenser across the tank circuit until the
anode current drops to as low a value
as possible. For guidance, unless the

Components forA 10-WATT PORTABLE TRANSMITTER.
BASEBOARD.
1-20 in. by 6 in. by t in. deal plank.
CHOKES, HIGH FREQUENCY.
3-Type SW68 (Bulgin).
COIL FORMS.
2-4·pin threaded type CT 4 (H.aymart).
1-Type 6T6 (Rayman!).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
3-.ooz·mfd. type 6zo (Dubilier).
2-.01-mfd. type 4421/E (Dubilier).
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE.
1-942/18o (Eddystone).
r-Type goo/40 (Eddystone).
2-Type goojzo (Eddystone).
r-Type 979 (Eddystone).
CRYSTAL.
I-7 me. standard type mounted (Q.C.C.).
DIALS.
3-Type 1027 (Eddystone).
FEEDER WIRE.
r-Length 72-obm cable (Belling· Lee).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
3-8·pin octal (Clix).
1-4-pin type 949 (Eddystone).
1-5-pin type 950 (Eddystone).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
r-ro,ooo-ohm r-watt (Erie).
r-ro,ooo-ohm 3-watt (Erie).
1-30·ohm humdinger (Claude·Lyons).
SUNDRIES.
4-Coils Quickwyre (Bulgin).
z-lnsulated terminal blocks type SW 47 (Bulgin).
2-Stand·off insulators type SG (H.aymart).
6-Stand·off insulators type 1019 (Eddystone).
3-Adjustable brackets type roo7 (Eddystone).
VALVES.
1-6C5 (Premier Supply Stores).
z-6Ds (Premier Supply Stores).
MODULATOR SECTION.
BASEBOARD.
1-20 in. by 6 in. by t in. deal plank.
CHOKE, HIGH FREQUENCY.
1-Type SW68 (Bulgin).

CONDENSERS, FIXED.
1-2-mfd. type BB (Dubilier).
3-.01-mfd. type 4421/E (Dubilier).
r-8-mfd. type o2Br (Dubilier).
1-25-mfd. typf' 3016 (Dubilier).
r-so-mf<L type 3004 {Dubilier).

HOLDERS, VALVE.
3-8·pin octal (Ciix}. •
MICROPHONE.
r-Type double button DBM (Raymart).

RESISTANCES, FIXED.
r-r,ooo-ohm r-watt (Erie).

r-s.ooo-ohm r-watt (Erie).
r-ro,ooo-ohm r-watt (Erie).
r-zoo-ohm 3-watt (Erie).

SUNDRIES.
2-Coils Quickwyre (I3ulgin),
2-Dozen 6 B.A. round-head wood screws.
2-In~ulated terminal blocks type S\V 47 (Bulgin).

TRANSFORMERS, LOW FREQUENCY.
r-AF6 (Ferranti).
r-OP,Y!r (Ferranti).
TRANSFORMER, MICROPHONE.
r-MidRet type LF35 (Bulgin).
VALVES.
r-6C5 (Premier Supply Stores).
2-6F6 (Premier Supply Stores).
POWER SUPPLY.
BASEBOARD.
1-20

in. by 6 in. by

t

in. deal plank.

CHOKES, HIGH FREQUENCY,
2-Type HFgS (llulgin).
CHOKES, LOW EREQUENCY.
2-Type LFqS (Bulgin).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
2-8 x 8 type 0288 (Dubilier).
6-.01-mfd. type 4421/E (Duhilier).
6-.1·mfd. type 4423/S (Dubilier).
CONVERTERS.
2-Vihrator type HTVr (Bulgin).
SUNDRIES.
1-Coil Quickwyre (Bulgin).
2-Tenninal blocks type SW47 (Bulgin).
TRANSFORMERS.
2-Type MTs (Bulgin).
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The Licence
anode current drops to s rnA. from so,
the stage is not working efficiently.
N eutralising is rather important.
With the transmitter tuned up, disconnect H.T. from the 6Ds's and cou:Jle
up a single turn loop lamp to the tank
coil. If the circuit is unneutralised ·:he
lamp will light up, in which case, the
neutralising coJtdcnsers should be adjusted until this light disappears.
For an aerial use a di-p0le of halfwavelength, that is 66 ft. long and 40
metres, coupled to the transmitter tank
coil by a length of 72-ohm Belling-Lee

c
The Bulgin H. T. vibrator is made up
internally in this way. The multi-contacts
explain the need for so many buffer
condensers.

cable terminated in a single·turn coil.
\Yith the anode current of the ouq: ut
valve reduced to 5 rnA., the single turn
coil should Le pushed inside the ta 1k
coil until the current rises to so mA.
The transmitter is then all ready fen
operation.
Before connecting the modulator to the
transmitter, connect a high-resistance
speaker across the secondary of the T 3
and check for quality and output. Thc:re
should not be any possibility of hum
being introduced, particularly if the
power pack is at a short distance frc•m
the transmitter. On the other hand,
when all three units are mounted together any hum that may be noticed c.m
be removed by rotating transformE·rs
T r, T2 and T3 until it is cancelled out.
After these tests have been made the
secondary of T3 should be connectod
in series with the H. T. supply to be
6Ds's after the H.F. choke, as indicated in the theoretical circuit.
It will be noticed that butTer condensers have been incorporated across <.11
heaters with a buffer resistance across
the heaters of the valves in the trar smitter. The idea of this is to enacle
the apparatus to be used from a power
supply on A.C. mains, for it is not intended that the transmitter be us•:d
solely for portable work. Owing to ;ts
simrJlicity, low cost and easy construction, it is ideal for the beginner.
It should be remembered that before
this apparatus is constructed a permit
must be obtained from the Post Office
and it is suggested that constructors, not
so licensed, should write to the ~j
n~r-in~~hie.f, R~io Djyjsjon Generi!J~t Qffict Armour House, Aldersga!.:__
Street, E. . r.
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Miniature Uathode·ray
Oseilloseope
We present this mzmature oscilloscope, designed by G. Parr, for the keen amateur and
experimenter who realises the uses to which it can be put.
The instrument is more
complete and flexible than the average oscilloscope of this kind.
HE new R.C.A. 913 cathode-ray j is obtained from the mains it \Yill be from one transformer specially made
tube with a 1 ln. screen dia- found adequate for most .\.F. wave- to the specification given in the panel.
meter is now available in this I form investigations and a consider- :--lote the method bv \vhich the H.T.
and the H .T. for
country and \\ith its aid a remark- able ,aving in component-; and valves for the amplifier
Briti;.;h valn·s han~ been the tube are both obtained irnm a
ably neat miniature test equipment results.
The
can be constructed at a very reason- used \\ herevcr possible, but there is common secondary \\·inding·.
able figure. The vollage required for no objection to the use of equi\·alent I maximum rating of the tube .. i~ _;oo V
exciting the tube is moderate and the
whole circuit can be accommodated
in a box less than 1 foot long. The
sensitivity of the tube is sufficient to
enable it to be used direct for monitoring transmitter circuits, while the
addition of a single stage of amplification before the deflector plate gives
a reasonable amplitude at low inputs i
such as would be obtained from a grid
signal input.
The following appan.tus has been
designed with a view to providing the
advantages of 1he cathocle-ray tube as
a test indicator combined with the
most economical circuit.
Certain elaborations are possible,
however, and room has been left in
The panel t·im· lr quite .rymmetriral, the r-;n. tu.he being mounter/ as sh01m.
the box to provide for additions at a
later date.
types of American valves if they are H.T., but 300 will be adequate for
The
available.
The windings on the work in subdued daylight and has the
Circuit
transformer will have to be modified advantage of giving increased -;ensiThe circuit for the tube has been accordingly and attention has heen tivity.
VI is the amplifier H.T. rect~fier
based on that recommended by the drawn to this point in the specification
R.C.A. with the exception of the for the latter.
and can be of the standard type, say,
linear time base. If a so-cycle sweep
The whole of the supply is taken Mazda UU.3, but a Type 8o r,·an be
used if available. V2 is the I-V rectifier, and the heater of this valve is
connected to the same winding· as that
of the tube itself.
'
The amplifier V 3 is of the screened
pentode type and can be either an
ACjS2.Pen or the American equivalent 6}7. A low-capacity changeover switch connects the input to the
plate to the grid of this valve or direct
to the plate.
The timing sweep is pro\·ided by a
separate winding of 150 volts which
is sufficient to carry the beam well off
the screen on either side. The central portion of the sweep is thus substantially linear. Normally, owing to
the return of the beam being at the
same speed as the sweep, a wave
would be traced twice on the screen
and appear as a serie5 of loops, but
this is overcome by applying a smalf
Fig. I . - This is the complete circuit showing the power supply and the tube time ba.re.
voltage to the grid of the tube and

T

Vi
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The Layout

Complete Smoothing

cutting- oiT the ht·;rm on the return
tranJ. This is done by connecting a
potentiometer in series \\·ith the grid
lead and applying about 1 o volts A.C.
to it as sho\Yn. Tlw tapping on the

H+H mfd. condenser is a dose f1t in the r-\' rectifier is usuallv of the
the box and the height of the bracket chassis type as the basebo<inl type is
on ". h i1·h it is scrc1n~d must not be I dit1ieult to obtain, ar~d it will therefore
more than enough t(; dear the leads han· to be held off the baseboard bv
from the baseboard. The socket for ' four drilled rods of ebonite or paxoli;1
··································································································································-········································
long enough to allm1· the sockeh to
clear.
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These are the dimensions for the screen u•hich is fitted across the box.

@
9

·potentiometer Rs can be adjusted
when the equipment io: tested. The
focusing control is the potentiometer
.R3 connected to the lirst anode of the
tube and the brightness is controlled
by the bias potentiometer R4.
R8
is also brought out to the front panel
and serYes to 1·ary the input to the
.amplifier stage.
The resistance or this is 2 meg .
. and this should be bornt~ in mind as
it represents the eJTel'tive load of the
tube plates on the n:1ernal circuit.
"Note that the heater of V3 is supplied from a separate \l·inding marked
.a a, and this should he specified according to the type of vah·e used.
Before the la ,·out of the components is comnwnc:ed, one or t\\·o auxiliary pieces \\ill h:1 \·c to be made.
Thc:se arc the hrackels for holding
the electrolytic condensers.
The

OV.I.

l;iR. 3.-Component.r are laid out in' this manner in
order to keep uirin.R as neat as posszNe.

Components for
A MINIATURE CATHODE-RAY OSCILLOSCOPE
CABIJ'o,;ET AND CHASSIS.
li:-Sted cabinet, rr in. by 8 in. by 6 in., V·.'ith
cf'ntre partition rr in. by 5} in. (BurneJanes).
I·--~ -in. wooden baseboard r r in. by 8 in.

CONDENSERS, FIXED.
2--Electrolytic 1::\ mfd. type o8zr (Duhilicr).
I-.s·mfd. type 4426 (Dubilier).
1-.zs-mfd. type 6goW (Dubilier).
r~..;-mfd. Type zqzr (Duhilier)

CHOKES, LOW FREQUENCY.
1-Tvpe LF,14S (Bulgin).
KNOBS.
4-Special knobs (Webbs Radio).
HOLDERS, FUSE.
I--Single pole tvpe FI7 (Bulgin).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
1-4-pin baseboard type 949 (Eddystone).
3-0ctal (Ciix).
PLUGS, TERMINALS, ETC.
2-Sockets and plugs type IOI5 (Belling-Lee).
r-Mains plug and socket type 1099 (Belling-Lee).
1-Tcrrninal type B marked Earth (Belling-Lee).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
x-I,ooo-ohm type x watt (Erie).

Before screwing dmn1 the components, prepare and drill the o:ceen
\Yhich runs across the box.
The
dr<m·ing for this is shm1·n in Fig. 2,
the dotted rectangle representing the
Bulgin s-,,·ay group board.
The
socket for the tube is mounted in the
centre and the holes for mounting it
should be slotted as shmn1 to allm1·
of aligning the tube after it is fitted
in. The operating instructions, :;ay,
" The 913 is based so that trace given
on the screen b_v deflecting plates Dr
and Dz is paralld. to the line
JOining- pins Nos. 3 and 7·"
This

r-6o,ooo-ohrn t;,:pe I watt (Erie).
r- 40,ooo-ohm type r watt (Eri<').
I-)O,OOO·Ohlll type I watt (Eri~).
r-roo,ooo-ohm type r \vatt (Ene).
r-z-me.u:ohm type 4 \Vatt (Erie).

RESISTANCES, VARIABLE.
I··-r,ooo-ohm type H (DnbiliCr).
z-ro,ooo-ohm type B (Duhilicr).
r-2s,ooo-ohm type B (Dubilier).
I-2-megohrn type B (Dubilier).

SUNDRIES.
1-5-way group board type C3I (llulgin).
r-Dozen 6 B.A. nuts, bolts and washers.

SWITCHES.
I -Type SSOT (Bulgin).
1-Type I-22 (Wright & Weaire).
TRANSFORMER, MAINS.
r-Special to specification (Premier
Stores).
VALVES.
I-Ygi4 (Mazda).
I-6]7 (Eves Radio).
I-I-V (Eves Radio).
I -C , R. tube RCA9I3 (Eves Radio).
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Supply

position is when the key is pointing
up11·ards as· sh0\n1.
BeloiV the .tube
socket is a clearing hole for' the
potentiometer R:;. The holes marked
11·ith an asterisk are for· leads and
need not be critical.
Before going further, check that
the hole in the screen is in line with
the hole in the front of the box for
the tube.
\Vhen fitting the socket in it
is advisable to interpose a mica cisc
between the contacts and the screen
in the ~ase of porcelain sockets as it
will be found that the contacts are
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A 1-inch Screen

Low Voltages

sufficiently moveable to touch the [ Fig. 4 sho\YS the drilling of the ' ately made of diJrcrent types to avo d
metal. The l\H) holes in the ··ight- ' front of the hox for those \Yho do not con fusion.
A small hole should be drilled at
1 the left-hand "ocket 1 o allo\\' a le<' d
"t
"
"
"
! to be pushed through
from the I_:,o
f<---2~-!--~-- 2Y4- --~- --2;{-- -~-- -2/4--- -J>
volts winding, and this should be
1
fX. "
connected to the shrouded plug.
l'\carlv all the \l·iring should he
done b~forc the sen-en is fitted n
I
place as it \\ill he dillicult to fini,.h
I II
some of the joints ,,·ith it screwed
2%
do\\'n. The \1-holc of the rectifier wirI
I
ing can be done and the connectious
I
.
I
I
. ¥2"
fnilm the resistance chain to the tube
J.-.Eif~~li.
socket ,,·ith the exception of these to
I
the variable resistances, The ampli--$---$.-I
flcr can be ,,·ired complete <except the
L-1'-;--t' _...J 11"
lead from the changc-m;er switch ani
potentiometer. \Vhen the screen is
Fig. 4.- The box is drilled uith several holes, the exact dimensions being as abou.
ready to be fitted, cut t\\'O slots from
the bottom edge to clear the win~s
hand corner are for the mains plug, purchase the finished article. The already in place. These slots are
and in fixing this care must be taken holes at the bottom front arc for the indicated in the dnl\l·ing of Fig. 2.
that the prongs do not project beyond Belling-Lee sockets which are deliber- The screen should be earthed to the
the edge of the baseboard or it ,,·ill
not fit in the box without trouble. A
slotted hole is cut in the side of the
box to correspond \l'ith the position
of the plug.
Do not screw the screen on the
baseboard until a greater part of the
wiring has been done, and now proceed to the fixing of the components.
These are shown in position in the
drawing of Fig. 3 which is almost
self-explanatory. The scn·cn is fixed
with its flange turned to11·ards the
back of the board as indicated. The
position of the mains plug is shO\\'Il
at the left of the boanl, and the fuse
can be screwed dmn1 bet'' een the
transformer and tlw ;,crcen, or in any
Tht 111ai1H trmi.~{ortiler and Jpnia! elatro(ytic conden,rer tan f;f .reen in thi.r illustration.
other convenient posit ion.
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Resistances are
mounted on a
board,
group
u·hile the tube
can be seen
mounted horizontally.

transfornwr core\\ ht·n linally in place.
The earth terminal can he scre\n·d
into the box at the back or in a11y
convenient place on the front paneL
To provide ;-:unicient support for
the tube the clcar<•ncc hole in the bc•x
has been made as small as possible,
and it \\·ill not be possible to insert
the tube after the screen and baseboard are in place.
The easiest
method is to slip lhe tube through the
hole in the box and allow it to rest
loosclv there \\-bile the baseboard is
eased- into place with the screen.
The tube can then be guided back
in its socket. At no time should
direct pressure to be pnt on the glass.
The resistances in the front panel
and the switch arc the last to be \Yired
and care must be takeo that the leads
(Continued on page 444)
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By A. C. Weston
Pro;:ra101Des Cor
Short-wave Listeners
F
ORTUNATELY the
American
broadcasters have great! y increased the po11·er of their shortIYave stations, and in many cases
erected aerials directional on Europe.
In normal circumstances this would
have had the effect of great! y increasing the signals in strength, but owing
to these improvements being coincident
with a very had reception period

Bad reception conditions have been
accidentally counteracted by the fact that
American short-wave stations are now
using higher power and directional aerials.
Listeners should make a point of hearing
some of these programmes during July,
which can be heard through the regular
short-wave broadcasters.
day. This is one of the most popular
features of its kind amongst American
listeners, while already their fan mail
is coming in from Europe.
" The Magic Key " is another oldtimer that can be relied upon to provide
an entertaining hour. It is scheduled for
7 p.m. every Sunday; it includes
amongst other items an excellent Symphony Orchestra under the direction of
N.B.C. conductor, Frank Black.
Paul Martin and his l\lusic, relayed
from San Francisco via Boundbrook, is
another good feature at 9·30 p.m. on
July 4. It is followed by a relay from
Montreal of the Canadian Crenadier

H<re are the Southemaires, the famous
mgro quartet,'.which are such consistent
broadcasters.

listeners ha vc so far not noticed very
much difference.
However, it can be taken for granted
that without the extra
power and
directonal aerials English
listeners
11ould be very badly off for reception of
the American programmes. I anticipate,
however, that by August conditions will I
have improved again-there is a ten-~·
dency that way already-and then
American short-wavers should be heard
at a strength greater than ever before.

Boundbrook
Many of the stations have also increased their operating times by as much
as two hours. For example, the General
Electric station, WzXAD, at Schenectady, operating on 19- s6 metres, has
a new schedule and will be operating
from 3 p.m. until 1 a.m. The higher
wavelength counterpart of this station,
\V 2XAF, on 31.48 metres, is still keeping to its normal schedule of 9 p.m.
until 5 a.m. These two stations radiate
programmes created by the N a tiona]
Broadcasting Company.
On Sundays during July the Boundbrook station on 16.87 metres will commence transmitting at 1 p.m., and although at this time signal strength is
not very great, programmes can always
be heard on a loudspeaker with any
good modern all-waver. The first programme is a Melody Hour with an orchestra under the direction of Josef
Honit, followed by " Coast to Coa.st on
a Bus," or "The \Vhite Rabbit Line,"
featuring Milton J. Cross, at 2 p.m.
Those old favourites, the Southernaires, a negro quartet, are scheduled for
5 p.m. through this station every Sun-

I
Eiinor Harriot takes the part of all
the extras in the ..Amos 'n' Andy programme. Listen to this t•ersatile artist
at midnight each evening except Sunday.

Guards Band at 11 p.m., a Golden Gate
Park Band Concert, relayed from San
Francisco, finishing up at midnight
with Helen Traubel.
Mondays through Boundbrook bring
" Rise and Shine," featuring Harry
Levey's Orchestra at 12.30 p.m., and
the
Japanese
xylophonist,
Yoichi
Hiraoka, at 12.45 p.m. "An Hour of
Memories" by the U.S. Navy Band
directed by Charles Benter is being relayed from Washington at 7.30 p.m. on
July 5, while Anne Hard, the versatile
journalist, has another 30 minutes at
3.30 p.m. on the same day.
Barry McKinley with Hugh Barrett
and Orchestra feature in "Melody
Revue " at midnight, while on the 6th
and 7th at the same time Jane and
Goodman Ace have 30 minutes to them11
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selves. At 8 p.m. on Tuesdays a featme
entitled " Airbreaks Varietv Show " is
11ell worth hearing: It is s~heduled for
45 . minutes and includes many gut>st
artists.
.\ star orchestra is usual!\· radiated
at 11.5 p.m. each evening. bn July 6
;\leredith \Vilson comes to the microphone. The following day Harry Kogen,
1vhile Bert Block, Chick \Vebb and
Jesse Crawford, all have schedules at
this time.
It is 1vcll worth 11·hile IYaiting up to
hear Ben Bernie and all the lads at
2 a.m. each Tuesday night, for it is one
of the star features of the 11·eck.

A Special
Feature
Personal Column of the ..;,ir 1s
scheduled each day for 4.15 p.m., while
on July 7 at 8 p.m. the Southernaires
have another 15 minutes. Mrs. Franklin
D. Roosevelt makes another of her now
more frequent appearances at 1:. rs a.m.
on \Vednesday, July 7· It is claimed
that she has one of the biggest American radio audiences of anv similar
broadcaster.
·
H a! Gordon can be heard most Thursdays at 6.15 p.m. His first schedule is
'Jn July 8. The programme is being relayed from l\ ew York 1·ia Boundbrook,
and according to reports he is going to
be a new radio star.
A new male quartet, "The ReveleE,"
are scheduled for 11.35 p.m. on Fridays
from July 9, while if you care for a
selection of American orchestras, listen
on Saturday, July 10, to some of the
following: Harry Levey at 12.30 p.m.:
Bill Krenz at 3·45 p.m.; George Hessberger at 5.30 p.m.; Jesse Crawford at
7.30 p.m.; Chick Webb at 8 p.m.:
Ricardo and his Caballeros at 8.30
p.m.; Harry Kogen at 9 p.m.: Bert

When .rou hear a tmor l'Oice in tbe
jack Benny programme every Sunday
night it belongs to this nen; N.B.C.'.
star, Kenny Baker.
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N.B.C. and Columbia Programmes
Block at IO.JO p.m.; and l\Ieredith The Collegians have r 5 minutes from
\\'ilson at 1.30 a.m. through Bound- 7·43 p.m. on Tuesdays, while Don
brook on 49· r :> metres.
\Vinslow of the Navy, at 10.30 p.m. on
A selection of Baron Mi.inchhausen's the same day is another good feature.
stories are being relayed from Zeesen Amos 'n' Andy are still listed for midon July 1 r. These are scheduled for 30 night every week-day and are well on
minutes and should be very interesting. the way to breaking new records for the
I shall make a special point of compar- greatest number of radio broadcasts.
ing the German Mi.inchhausen with the Chick \Vebb and his Orchestra are quite
American ,·ersion portrayed by Jack regular broadcasters, and his next listPearl.
ing is July r at 10 p.m. On the same
.-\ star feature from Zeesen is a solo day Cappy Barra's S\ving H3rmonicas
concert by Maria Schwamberger at 7·45 I are listed at I 1.35 p.m. on \Vednesdays;
on July 26.
This programme is in- 1 the Rhythmaires at I 1.45 p.m. on the
tended for North American listeners, same day.
but should be well received in England.
I notice that 'Vladimir Brenner has 15
Incidentally Germany is collaborating minutes from II.I) p.m. on July r,
with .\merica in celebrating the Fourth while on the same day at z a.m. R1Idy
of July by presenting a ,·ariegated pro- 'Vallee repeats his variety hour.
The
gramme of speech and music suitable " Story of 1\Iary Marlin " comes on the
for the occasion. The time is 9·30 p.m. air at ;.r; p.m. on Friday, July 2, with
luh· 4·
" \\- ords and :1\Iusic " at 6. 30 p.m.,
· 1\w very good items should be heard Barry McKinley at 11. I) p.m., Amos
through Schenectady on I(). 56 metres 'n' Andv at midnight, and fina!lv Uncle
any Sunday at I 1.30 and midnight are Ezra's Radio Station at 12. I 5 a.·m.
".-\ Tale of To-day" and Jack Benny
Dixie Debs are scheduled for 4-45
and '\Iary Livingston. The new film '
star Don Ameche is now being featured p.m. on July 3, while the Golden
in a (,o minute variety programme from ;
r a.m. through this station each Sunday i
night.

Dutch
Programmes

Broadcasts from
the Air

scheduled for 10.30 to I2 on July 20,
which includes some super variety.
A popular concert from the Atlanta
Hotel, Rotterdam, is scheduled for
Saturday, July 24, at 3.30 p.m. The
\vavelength of this station is r6.S8
metres. Another " Happy " programme
i,; scheduled for 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
July z8 on I(). 71 metres. A programme
from the Carlton Hotel, Amsterdam,
sh<;lldci be worth hearing at 3.30 on July
31. This programme is on 16.88 metres.
Kenny Baker is the timid tenor in
Tack Bennv's broadcasts. He can be
heard every Sunday at midnight over
the N.B.C. Red network.
Roy Shields Encore i\T usic is scheduled for IO p.m. on Sunday through
Pittsburgh, while Frank Morgan and
guest artists are a special new feature
through this station at I r. IS p.m. Gale
Page can be heard over the N.B.C. Red
network every Monday at 3·45 p.m.,
when she takes the part of Gloria Marsh
in a feature entitled " To-day's Children." Lowell Thomas is another very
regular broadcaster and can be heard
every week-day night at I I -45 p.m.,
while another good listing is Jack
Dempsey's fights at 2 a.m. on Mondays.
The Kidoodlers are another N.B.C.
listing at 8.30 p.m. on Tuesdays, while
the King's Men can also be heard at
10.45 p.m. through the same station.
Yic and Sade have 30 minutes at 4.30
p.m. on \Veclnesclays, while another
new feature is the "Ink Spots " at
8 45 p.m. A new organist is Bernie
Armstrong scheduled for I2.45 a.m. on
\\'eclnesclay nights.
(Continued on page 444)

Joe \Vhite, the :.J.B.C. tenor, is
scheduled now for 6 p.m. on l\Ionday
evenings, while " \Vords and l\Iusic "
have .30 minutes from 6. 30 p.m. The
:\merican Travelogue broadcasts \vhich
origin;tte in an aeroplane are radiated
at 1I. 15 p.m. each Monday through this
station. Various places of interest are
being described from the air, and for
July the following have been included:
San Francisco on July 5, Saratoga Hot
Springs July I2, Kiagara Falls July I'),
the Caves, Mammoth Carlsbad and
Lura\· July 26, and on August 2 Yellowstone Park.
Cleo Brown is a new listing for 6 p.m.
nn Tue-days, commencing on July 6.

The part of Gloria A!ar.rh in
To-day's Childrm et•ery Mondav
on the 7'\.B.C. Red netu·ork i.r
/,;ken h) Gale l'aj!,e. Here she is.

I
'

I
1

!

I

I

Lowell Thomas does not need any
introduction. Hear him every weeknight at I 1.45 p.m.

Melodies have 30 minutes from 7.30
p.m. followed by \Valter
Logan's
Musicale at 8 p.m. \Veek-end Revue
at 8.30 p.m., the Top Hatters at II
p.m., and a Spanish
Re\·ue, " El
Chico," at midnight.
Ace organi~t, Archer Gibson, has I 5
minutes at 10 p.m. through W2XAF on
July r. Also on this day are Lanny
Ross at 2 a.m. and Bing Crosby at 3 a.m.
Barry McKinley has another I5 minutes
from I 1. I 5 p.m. on July z, while Saturday Jamboree is listed for I a.m. on
July 3·
Elinor I-Iarriot takes the part of all
the women characters in the Amos 'n'
.-\ndv programme. Included in her repertoire are the ,-oices of Mrs. Amos
Jones, the little orphan girl, Arbadella
and 1\Ir~. Kingfish. Listen to this programme through the X.B.C. Red net''ork.
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Eindhoven on I6.83 metres is relaving a programme entitled "Our Music~]
Voyage" at 3.30 on July I8. There is a
special broadcast from this station on
31.28 metres at 2 p.m. on July I(). .-\n
experimental programme on I9·7 I is

When you hear Saturday 1'-.-ight Party
ot·er N.B.C. Red net1vork listen to
Donald Dickson, one of the new stars
of the radio.
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Applications of the Tnno;rraph
To U. W. TransJUitters
By W. ]. Purvis
A

L THOUGH the Tunograph has
been used in commercial Ieceivers for some coTJsiclerable time,
a,; far as the writer kn.:nvs, its possibilities in the amateur field have bv no
means been fully exploited. \Vhi(st it
"- cannot be classed as a piece of laboratory equipment it can, in many ways,
take the place of measuring instruments
that are usually far beyond the reach
of the average amateur; its applications
are practically unlimitt-d, ranging from
a tone checker to a visual ;nonitor.
Apart from the uses outlined below it
"·ill be found th:1 t there are dozens of
interesting experiments that can be performed with the tube and much practical data collected.

Construction
The construction of the tube is simplicity itself, consisting of a .6-volt
heater, one anode tied internally to the
fir:;t deflecting plate and a second deflecting plate; the latter brought out to
the grid pin of the normal 4- cr s-pin
Engli,;h base.
1 The heater is either
:\.C. or D.C.) In the following examples the t\Hl anodes \vere coupled to
their respective points by approximately
t\\'0 feet of ordinary lighting flex, to
provide a slight coupling, and the heater
should be earthed in commcn "·ith the
transmitter heaters.
lt is advisable
that the tube be mounted in a box constructed of either aluminium or copper
as the tube is verv sensitive to magnetic
influence \Vhich ~\·ill distort the beam.
:\!though the rated filament •:oltage is
.6 volt, this figure can be exceeded as
the life of the tube dr<Jws short as it is
virtually a current operated device and
not voltage; the anode and first deflecting plate must be connected so that they
are positive \Yith respect to the second
plate, \Yhen the beam ,,·ill traverse the
tl uorescent screen f rorr, right to left.
A typical circuit b slro11·n l1ere;
\\'hen the tube i,.; connected across the
tank coil of a nv,tal oscillator and the
circuit is oscillating a beam should be
,;truck in the tube. Too much <Jttention
should not be given to the nature of this
beam at first as it is on] v to be used as
a basis for comparison. - \\' ith a 'f(J or
T 7 note the l'eam \Yill have rather
rough edges, not too clearly defined and as the tone is increased the
Pdgcs 1vill tend to sharp•,,n.
:\s power is increased the beam \\·ill
\\·iden and <tssumc a clccpn contrast,
but if tlw edges ]o,e their clarity it
sho1\'s that tl1c increase of po\HT is accompanied ,,·ith a loss of quality. In
the circuit leads ;\ 1, :\2 may be t<1pped
dmn1 the coil as c](•sircd, hut up to voltages of 200 it 11·ill mo-t probably be

The Tunograph, introduced by Messrs.!
Standard Telephones & Cables, Ltd., :
can be utilised as a visual monitor in a ! One could carry things further and
transmitter. A simple circuit is des- I carefullv wind all chokes to peak
cribed in this article.
exactly ~where de,ired, but it is doubt1

found necessary to utilise the whole of
the coil. Above that rigure a dropping '
resistance should be used or the leads I
tapped well down the coil.
.
It must be borne in mind that the I
tube is measuring the R. F. voltages developed and not the D.C. voltage. The !
D. C. developed across a few turns of a '
coil are practically nil in comparison
with the amount of R.F., consequently;
care should be taken \Yhen first connecting up the instrument.
To prove the virtues of the in:;trument a T.P.T.C. \\·as constructed and
thorough] y tested \Yith the tube to find
out exactly \Yhat irr.provements could
be made.
Tlw increase of output
1

ful whether or not the gain would
justify the labour. It is worth noti~g
that when the faultv choke was m cncuit a fair amount O'f R.F. could be obtained aero,;,; a resistance inserted in th·~
positive feed in the po\\er pack; however, as that i,; ratl1cr abnormal it is not
\\·orth while checking the power pack
unless other cures have failed.

1

Results

The power of the oscillator "·as then
pushed up to some 250 \Yatts and tht:
antenn<ce insulator:; checked.
;\\'hils
dry there was no sign of R.F. aero so;
them, but ,,·hen they ,,·ere damp a bean 1
approximately 1.5 centimetre long ap·
i peared, thus indicating a voltage loss of
, approximately 24 volt:;. (The beam is
sensiti ,.e to r (J. 5 ,·o] ts per centimetre.''
The change in the aerial ammeter read·
ing after the in,.;ulatOJ:; had beer
damped ,,·as not noticeable, therefore it
would be mnth spending a short tinw
checking the antcnn;e system.
As the Tunograph draws an anoclr
current to the order of microamps. it
\Vas decided to instal it permanently
E-'RTHED
across the output sli1gc anode rnilliaam·
TO XMITTER
B+
meter \Yhcre it sern's ;•s a visual moni·
tor. There is nonnallv a steadv beam
This miniature cathode-ray tube can be connected i
when the drive is there' and the i,ev de.
t•ery simply to a C. IV. transmitter, and, as explained
pressed, but ;tc; soon as nne of the driver
in the text, has numerous use.r.
stages stops \vorking·, or for any Hez~oon
slips more than a [(~,,· kc. oft' reason·
reached the astounding figure of 42 per ance, the beam cchortcns rapidly or comcent. ! It must be noted that the oscil- pletely disappear:<
Consequenth·, if
lator \\·as con5lructed in a perfectly nor- the tube i,.; mounted ,,·ithin easv reach
mal manner and all possible impro\·c- of the eye, any slight failure is ir~stantly
ments had been attempted before it was noted.
" ,·etted " "itl1 the Tunograph; the
l\1uch more could be said concerning
secret lies, of couro;c, in the fact that the the u.o.:cs of the tube ln;t anv con,tructo!·
Tuongraph i,; far more ,.;ensitive to \Yill rea(lil\· find connth:s,; \\'lt\., in
,;mall changp,; of output than ~n <>rdin- IYhich it ca;1 be uti]i,cd.
ary measuring· in-trument and therefore i
a large number of minor changes can be I
notPd that amount to something wortl1
while \\·hen taken collectively.
A Radio Society in Liverpool
Short-\Yan~ rPacler.s ,,·ill be intere-;tecl
How I.t Works
to knm1· that a T<aclio Socid\' i' hPingThe Tunograpl1 ,,·;rs fiL,t connected 1 formed in Li1erpoul \rhich Is open to
acro:;s the anode milliaml'ter where a ;111\' bona·iiclc expcrirm ntn in either
considerable amuunt <lf R.F. was found: reception
or
tr;lJbllli'sion.
Full
1·arious ronclen<ers \U're triPd to tie the , inft)rn1~1tion can b<· oiJt~tin('d front the
anode to ground but without visible in- Secrctan·, C. E. CunliJ;e, 11 \V;J·.ntr('c
crease of etlicicncv and it \\';ts when the Ro;td, LiverpooL ;.
H.F. choke \\'as ~hangt~cl tl1at the R.F.
across the mctn dropped to a small
The Spring Callhook
fraction of its former Yaluc. Cpon exSupplic,; of tlw btc-;t edition ,,j' the
;1mination the clwkc "·as found to lw Radio .\Jilatcur Ca]]])()ol~ ;nc JlO\\. availdamp internally '"ith a consequent drop ;,!)]e from F. I_. J'o,tlctln\·aite, Cd-:.\,
of impPd:tncp at it-; 'latural frequency. 1 .p 1\.inf;ruw; J<r,:td, (;ou<:rt:;lH'', li.Jord.
1
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Test Equip111.ent for Experi111.enters

Desi;:nin;: a Multi-ran;:e
MilliatniDeter and V oltn1eter
The test gear described in this article should be of particular interest to keen amateurs. The
material has been supplied by Messrs. A. C. Cassar, Ltd., who have carried out a considerable
amount of research on instruments of this kind.
sertecl in series \vith the filament of a If n is the ratio by which the range rs
battery Yah·e will reduce the yo]tage to be extended, then the \'alue of shunt
applied to the ,-ah·e by about o. r volt,
Rm,
when gi,,ing a full deflection, and pro- resistance required is - - where Rm is( /l- I)
portionately if the scale readmg is less
Ith
than maximum.
Used as a ,-o]tmeter the power con- the resistance of the meter, smce ·-- ot
II
sumption is specified as the " ohms per
volt,'' "·hich is the total resistance of the total current flows through the
the meter on any range divided by the meter and the remainder through the
,-oltage which gives full-scale deflec- shunt. .-\nother method is to shunt the
tiOn on that range; in other words the meter by a resistance "·hich increases
current flowing through the meter on
any voltage range is equal to the current rating of the instrument \\·hen used
as an unslwntecl milliammeter. For example, a ro-milliamp. meter used on
COMMON
the roo-\·olt range will have a total resistance of ro,ooo ohms; it is therefore
Fig. Ia. Extending the range of a milliammeter roo ohms; ,-olt and when measuring a
by a shunt. Ib. Another method of extending the hundred volt batterv will draw a currange of a milliammeter.
rent of IO milliamp;.
Fig. 3a. This is a more satisfactory means of
For radio work it is desirable that the
sn•itching shunts across a milliammeter.
ment manufacturers, are comparati\·elv ohms per volt should be as high as pos,;imple to build, providing a few tech- sible, and a o-r miA or o-1.5 m/A meter
nical points are borne in mind.
should he chosen where\·er possible, ! its range by say two to one, and then
All the pieces required are a single thus gi\·ing r,ooo ohmsjvolt and 6(J(> [to t:rp do,,·n this n•,;i,tance for the
range milliammeter, a switch, and a few ohmsjvolt respectively.
I (b).
1 higher ranges as :-hmn1 in Fig.
reels of resistance wire for the shunts
The
\·alue
for
l~s can then be found as
An example will best shO\\' the
and series resistances. It is proposed to , reason for this. If the Yoltage on before, \Yhile the adclitwnal multiplydeal '''ith the problem of design in the anode of a valve is actuallv ing factors for the tapping pointo are
general terms rather than to describe
Rs
100 Yolts, and it has in its anod~
one specific instrument. One then has circuit a clecoupling
resistance of given byall the data that is necessary to make
Rr
w,ooo ohms, the yo]tage at the anode
either a simple or elaborate instrument, read on the IOo-\·olt range of a I ,000
The method of 5witc:hing the shunts
which easily em be adapted to fulfil ohmjYolt meter will be 95 volts, \\'hile across the meter presents pitfalls for the
any special need.
the reading on a roo ohmj\·olt meter unwary. It is \cry important that the
\viii be 66 volts. If the measurement resistance of the "''itch contacb <hould
Moving-coil
had been taken on the r ,ooo- 1·ol t range not be included in the shunt circuit
Meters
of a I ,ooo ohm/vS'lt meter, the reading i 1vhich is acro,;s the meter, ,;ince on the
For the measurements usually made ···················· .............................................................. high-current range,; this n•sistance "·ill
be comparable with the resistance of the
in radio work the moving-coil type of
shunt {tself and \\'OUld therefore cau~e
instrument is now almost universally
considerable error.
w;ecl because of 1ts numerous achantages. It is \cry rugged and mechanicCorrect
ally stable, and "·ill ,tancl momentan·
Switching
o,·erloads of several hundred per cent.
,,·ithout damage. Electrically it gi,·es
Fig. 2 shm,·s tlw \l·ay the -'Witching
an open and linear scale and consumes
should not he clone; l·'ig. 3 (a' ~:nd (b;
little power from the circuit in whicl1
sho\\· the correct methods. It \1"1\l bv
it is being used.
seen that \\·hile ·'"·itch _\ carrie> the
·X·:\foreover, by the addition of a suit\vhole current, the re,i,t<:ncr of it' n•n::ble metal rectifier, it can be made w Fiz. 2. If a milliammeter is .rhunted in thi.r ll'a)' it tacts is not included in the meter cirread A.C. ,-olt:rgc and current at an;,
c:rit and can therefore Gl\lcl' JW error,
, ran rause ron.riderablr error.
:ruclio frequenn·, ,,·hile m::intaining the
while the contact I"l''icUtnce of B j, in
,;mw de,irablc characteristic; that 1t ll'lllllcl Le lJfJ·S ,-olto:. It i,; important, ceries ,,·ith the meter onh. :rnd j,.
n:hibits on D.C.
thcreforP, to cono;idcr the load impo,ccl negligible compared with the; re-i,tance
\Vlwn u,;ed as a milliarrwter the by the nwter \\"hl'n measuring potential,; of the latter, \\·hich i~ of the orc!<-r ol
po\HT consumption is usually spccificcl
100 ohms.
in a high resistzmcf' circuit.
i11 terms of the "mi!Ji,olts drop"' acros'
The r·xt•.·n,ion <>f the:
of a milliSuitable t"·o-polc switcht"' arc
the ttbtrunwnt, normally of the order ammeter i-.; el.tr•ctccl in itc mplr 't form
obtainable ha1·ing up to t1ve!le
"f ;:;-1oo milliYo]ts. So an ammeter in- b\' reci,tanceo; rar:r lle !eel ;\cross the tions. E1ther the spt'cial meter 3\\itchcnieter terminal~ a,; shm1n in Fig. I (a). sold h\· sn·eral iw,trunwnt manufar

NE of the most important pieces'
of equipment for an amateur is a
comprehensi \'e meter to measure
current flow and Yoltage. Unfortunately, cost is usually prohibitiYe and
amateurs are inclined to make use of
inaccurate milliameters and low-resistance Yoltmeters which do not giYe true
readings.
Multi-range meters, which are supplied by most of the high-grade instru-
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The Right and Wrong Methods
turers or the type of multi-contact
switch :1ow being used in all-wave re<:eiverco are quite satisfactory. The contacts ohould be of the " shorting "
type, in \\·hich the rotor as it is turned
does not lea\·e one contact before making on the next. Otherwise there is a
danger of the meter being overloaded
when changing range while the meter is
connected to an external circuit, due to
the meter switch (B) making contact
before the shunt switch (A).
A multi-range voltmeter is constructed bv the addition of resistances in
series with the milliammeter. A separate
resistance can be used for each range as
sho,,·n in Fig. 4 (a), or more
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bined to form a combined voltmeter and
milliammeter.
When building a multi-range milliammeter it is a good plan to increase
the resistance of the meter, by means of
an external series resi~tance, by about
2 5 per cent.
Then should the instrument at any time be badly damaged, a
new one can be fitted without having to
readjust the shunts on each range; all
that is necessary is to readjust the value
of this series resistance, so that the total
resistance of the meter circuit remains
unchanged.
In order to save time when making
tests it is \'ery desirable to make the
instrument easily readable on all
ranges; each small division on the ?Cale
should, therefore, be made to read
either I, 2 or 5 units. So if a o-I mfA
meter is chosen which has so small
divisions on its scale, the various
ranges should be chosen from the
sequence I-2.5-S-!0-25-SO-Ioo, etc.

Construction
thermo-electric effect
between
two
metals. If this current is allowed to pass
through the meter it can give rise :o a
considerable error.
Three gauges of wire are sufficient to
wind resistances to cover most rar.ges
in a meter for radio work, but for convenience, endeavour to use double silk
covered wire. Also if the correct gauge
of wire to carry the required curreut is
not a vail able it should be rcmemb<:red
that two or three strands of wire can be
twisted together so as to carry twc• or
three times the current as the case may
be.
For guidance the following details
should be noted. A table is given showing the resistance and maximum :;afe
current value:; of three of the most '1Seful gauges· of copper, Eureka md
N icrome wire.

Building
the Units

Construction of the various resistances is by no means a difficult matter.
~
Lower values under about s,ooo ohms
1·r~ another ejficient n;ay of J·hunt switching. should be wire wound, and in this
category are included all shunt resisteconomically a tapped resistance can ances and series resistances for the
be med as in Fig. 4 (b). Either ar- lower voltage ranges.
rangement is quite satisfactory.
The
Either copper wire can be used or any
value of ~eries resistance required (R) of the special resistance wires, such as
Eureka or Nicrome, the latter having a
R=E
Rm where E is the much higher resistance for a given diaIm
meter and length of wire than has copOhms/yard.
G-auge.
Copper.
Eureka.
Nicrome.
Max. Current.

. >

t

--·-----· --------1--------1---------1------20
.66r
ramp .
.0236;
r.s6
. 26211 !
9I milliamps.
32
I 7·3
7·35
1
I<)8.o
S.o
2.985 11
• • 83·7
44

full ~cale ,·oltage required, Im is the
full scale current of the milliammeter
and Rm the resistance of the meter.
Due to the high values of resistance
used on the voltage ranges the contact

per, so that the shunt would be less
bulky. The resistance of Eureka wire
is 28 time? that of copper, while
N icrome has a resistance of no less than
66 times greater than c.opper.
It does not follow, however, that the
higher resistance wire is always the best
to use, since_ if the length of wire is too
short the shunt becomes difficult to adjust. For example, to shunt a I milliampere meter to read I amp. a shunt of
o. 1-ohm is required. Wire tables show
that No. 20 gauge wire will carry this
current without overheating, and that
the resistance of copper wire of this
gauge is 23.6 ohms per 1,000 yards. This
means that 12 ft. 8 in. of copper wire
would be required.
\Vith the Eureka wire, however, the
40· . ·l good method of constructing a multi-range length required is only 5·4 in. or 2.3I in.
voltmeter.
for Nicrome, so in this instance Eureka
would be the most suitable.
resistance of the
switch
can be
When using Eureka or Nicrome it is
neglected and consequently a single- important to remember that the shunt
pok s\\·itch only is required. Fig. 5 can only be r:hecked accurately when
sho,,·s how the switching arrangements cool, for quite a large current can he
of Figs. 3 rb) and 4 (h) may be com- generated at a soldered joint by the
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4b.

This method is very economical and ca~ be
recommended.

Construct the shunts in the following
way.
First, calculate ,·ery appiOximately the resistance required and
select a gauge of wire to carry the required current without overheatingthe current density should not be
greater than I ,ooo amps. per square
inch of wire diameter-then find the
length of wire required and allow 10 or
15 per cent. extra for adjustments. The
shunts should then be wound and adjusted, together with the same length of
lead that will finally be used "·hen it is
connected to the meter.
A convenient way of winding '"ire
thicker than 32 gauge is to wind ttem
in bundle form. The wire should be
\Yotmd bunched up on a thin piece of
card about an inch in width, and then
slipped off and bound up \\'ith tape.
(Continued

011

page 444)

5· The switching arrangements in FigJ. 3b and 4b
can be used to form a combimd voltmeter and milliammeter in 1his way.
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A Sel£-eontained
Three-valve
Receiver
By Kenneth Jowers.

Tbe rereirer in a black crack!e-fini.rh cabinet of thi.r kind assumes a l)jJital!y
co!llmercia! appearance.

made, the rotor must be independently
earthed to the common bolt in the
centre of the chassis.
.-\!though large holes have been
drilled so that the rotors on the bando-et condensers do not make contact
\l·ith the pand, slight inaccuracies in
mounting can pull the condenser out
of true, so that the spindle short-circuits
to the chassis.
Before these two condensers are
mounted, solder to the rotor plates a
length of \\'ire so that after the condenser has been mounted there is a
sufficiently long lead for connection to
be made to the proper point. Owing to
lack of space it is impossible to make
contact with the rotor plates after the
condenser has been mounted.
Tile (,-pin coil holder can be fitted in

0 as to make quite sure that no
reader;; will have any difficulty
building this threc-\·alve receiver,
here are some more purely practical
notes \vhich should be observed before
construction is begun.
Several of the points have come to
light after building one or two of these
receivers, but if the correct procedure is
obsen·ed then
construction \vill be
straightforward and snag-free.
First, Messrs. A.P.A. who supply all
the metal work, have designed a cabinet
\\'ith crackle-finish that is equal to anv
commercial article I have ever seen'.
The use of such a cabinet greatly improves the appearance of the receiver
and is preferable to the conventional
aluminium finish.

S

Earth
Points
,\s, ho,,·ec·er, a black crackle-finish
is much thicker than normal enamel, it
i" not so easy to obtain an automatic
earthing point. Before mounting any
of the components the cabinet must be
scraped in the following places. Both
holes. fo r th e b an d sprea d con d ensers
must be \\'ell cleaned. Also the back of
the panel behind the dial light and
loudspeaker · ack. The aerial terminal
1
has to be cardullv
insulated and
b I
r d'
I
•us 1es are supp Je by t 1e makers for
this purpose, but the metal bush supplied with the earth terminal should
k
t
· h
f II
]
]
ma e con act Wit a care U y C eanec
circle on the back of the paneL
On the under side of the chassis remove the bolt which secures the dividmg screen. Clean all around the hole
and before n:placing the \Yasher and
,
Jd ·
b o It nu t fit t wo or th ree 4- B . :~.
so enng
tags.
:'\~ the spindles of both the volume
and tone con,trol are dead there is no

need to worry about hole-cleaning with
these two components.
But the reaction condenser has its rotor connected
to earth so that unless the reverse side
of the panel is cleaned where contact is

How to construct this short-wave receiver is fully dealt
with in this concluding article. A full-size blueprint
is available, so that even amateurs without any
knowledge of hew to build a radio set will be able to
receive short-wave stations without difficulty.
three positions for the mounting holes
are all equidistant. In order that all the
connecting wires be of equal length
arrange thio coil holder so that whe1~
,-ie\\·ed beneath terminals 4 and 6 are
nearest to the !eft-hand corner of the
chassis. Similarly with the aerial coil
holder.
Make quite sure that the
normal grid contact· is close to the front
panel, for this makes for symmetrical
wiring.

Transformer
Connections
A colour code is used to indicate the
primary and secondary on the intervalve transformer.
This component
sh_ould be mounted so that the primary,
wHes red and green, face the hack of
the chassis. For guidance, grey is con-

Components for
A SELF-CONTAINED THREE-VALVE RECEIVER
CABINET.

'
:
,
:
:

I
I

1

.

1

1

PANEL,

CHASSIS
AND
(A.P.A.).
1-Stee! panel to specification (A.P.A.).
I-Stee! screen to specification (A.P.A.).
r-Steel chassis to specification (A.P.A.).

'-St~e?~!fn~i to specification

CHOKE, LOW FREQUENCY •
I -Type L.F.I6S (Bulgin).
COILS.
1-Set type 959 six-pin (Eddystone).
1-Set type 932 four-pin (Eddystone).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
4-.0I·mfd. type tubular (Dubilier).
1-.ooo3·mfd. tvpe tubular (Dubilier).
3-2-mfd. type BB (Dubilier).
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE,
2 - Tvpe IOI3 (Eddystone).
z-Type 000 ; 20 (Eddystone).
r-Type 957 (Eddystone).
DIAL.
I-Standard drive (B.T.S:).
DIAL LIGHT.
I-Type Dg (Bulgin).

I-5o,ooo-ohm type !-watt (Erie).
I-5oo-ohm type I-watt (Erie).
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE.
I-5oo,ooo-ohm type B (Dubilier).
I-to,ooo-ohm type J (Dubilier).
SUNDRIES.
2-Coi!s, screened wire (Bulgin).

;;-=:_;;no~~A~ ~~~~\~~~s71'ke ~~Tt~ (~l:~n~};:e~.nd

0

washers (Bulgin).
3-vards I mm. flexible wire (Bulgin).
2-Coils Quick·wyre (Bulgin).
3-Wander plugs type I276 marked HT+,
HT- and HT +I (Belling Lee).
1-Pair accumulator connectors type Io 3 I
(Belling Lee).
2-Insulated terminals type B marked A. and
E. (Belling Lee).
I-Insulated coupling piece type Ioog (Eddy·
I-Ja~i:'~~~e 12 (Bulgin).
1-Plug type P5 (Bulgin).
i-lb. 22 enamelled wire (Webbs Radio).
TRANSFORMER,_LOW FREQUENCY,
I -Type LF37 (Bulgm).

HOLDERS, COIL.
ACCESSORIES.
1-Type g6 4 (Eddystone).
I-Type 1073 (Eddystone).
ACCUMULATOR,
4
HOLDERS, VALVE.
I-Type PYV (Oldham).
z-+·pin tvpe \'5 Jess terminals (Clix).
BATTERY, HIGH TENSION.
I-s-pin type \'5 less terminals (Ciix).
I-Izo-volt type I348o (Vidor).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
HEAD PHONES.
I-I,OOO·ohm type j--watt (Erie).
I -Pair super-sensitive (Ericcson).
I-2·megohm type j--watt (Erie).
VALVES.
1-5oo-ohm type j--watt (Erie).
1-SG22oSW (Hivac).
I-Io,ooo·ohm type j--watt (Erie).
I-DZioSW (Hivac).
L---'--2-o,;..o_oo_·_oh_m_t.:.y.:..pe_;_t-_w...;a.:.tt_;_(E_r_ie..:.)_._ _ _ _ _ _,_-_P_E_N_'2..:.3_'..:.(_M_a_zd_•..:.l.:..·- - - - - - - - - - -1
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How to Make the Most of this Receiver
nected to earth, yellow to the coupling
condenser from the anode circuit, red
to the grid of the output pentacle, and
green to the grid-bias circuit.

Valves
Owing to the grid contacts on the
high-frequency and
detector valves
being brought out to the top cap to reduce inter-electrode and pinch capaCity,
some slight modification of connections
has been madt>. For example, with the
detector, the Hivac D210S\V, the grid

point m construction. The top edge of
the front panel should be cleaned for
its entire length with a file, and also
the underside of the front of the lid. If
this is not done the cabinet will not be
strictly at earth potential, causing hand
capacity and making the receiver quite
difficult to tune.
This receiver is a reliable one, but
as it tune~ down to an easy 9 metres,
the slightest suspicion of a bad earth
contact or a loose component or faulty
, joint, would cause crackling and unre-

tended in the main part for portable
\\'ork it is imperative that the ar:ocle
current be kept as low as possible. Ihe
Pen231 is an entirely new valve of low
consumption which gives a reasonably
good output. limn~ver, for those ·,vho
1 equire greater volume, a Pcnzzo can
be used without alteration. This will
gtve approximately
200
milliwatts
greater output with a current increase
at maximum voltage of 2 l\lja. If, rowTHE 6 WAVEBANDS COVERED
Range r
Range 2
Range 3
4

BB g-14 metres.
LB 12-36 metrf';->.
Y 2 2- .~ 7 metre..;,.

H.

5
\\'
6 coil'- P
(<,ib

4 r -<_H

metrE'~.

;6-170 metres.
metn's.
2,ooo metres are

e\·Pr, the bias is increased from its Jresent 2.5 volts to 4.2 volts, then the ,:urrent consumption of the Pen231 and
Penzzo will remain equal at 5 l\lja for
the anode and 1 l\Ija for the screen.

Full-size
Blueprint

2

L------+--~------~~--~--~-L--~-L--~---L-'1~\~

L.T
~--------~-------L--------~---------L----o+

The numbers

011

the coil.r agrre ll'ith the numbers that can be found on the base of the Eddystone coil holders.
These should be strictly followed.

pin at the base of the valve is blank,
the remaining three pins being connected in the usual way.
\Vith the high-frequency valve, the
Hivac SGnOS\V, the grid and anode
contacts have been interchanged, so
that the. original bottom grid contact
now becomes the anode, while the conventional anode pin is used for the
screening grid.
Arrange all valveholders accordingly so that connecting
wires are made as short as possible.
\\'hen wiring up it really will pay to
ha,·c square \\·iring as shown in the
illustration, for it makes the components so much more easy to get at,
,,·bile any defects that may arise can
soon be located when the wiring is in
ship-shape order.
The bulk of the
carthv connections are made to the common ·earth bolt in the centre of the
chassis, but there are one or t\YO exceptions where it \\"Otild· mean making an
extremely long negative lead. For example, the earthy side of the filament
in the high-frequt>ncy stage is taken to
the fixing bolt for the valve-holder, a
nistance of under ~ in. By using a common earth terminal this wire will have
become 3 in. in length.

liable reception. So remember all these
points.
Some readers have asked for some
idea as to the approximate current
passed by the various valves and
whether there are any alternatives. The
main source of query appears to be the
output pentacle. As this receiver is in-

The few davs the receiver \\·as under
test several l,ing-clistance stations were
picked up and worked v1a my transmitter on 20 metres. Conditions were bad,
but amongst the stations worked were
PK1ZZ, Dutch East Indies, VEzDC: in
Canada, and COzJ G in Cuba.
A blueprint sho\ving point-to-poi'1 t
wiring at full scale is now avail<.ble
price 1S. The number is S\VZII .mel
can be obtained from the Bluep :·int
Dept., 'J'ELEVJ',JON ANI> SHOPT-W~VE
WORLD 0 Chansitor House, 37/38 Cr aneery Lane, London, \V.C.2.

Earthing
the Case
Only one contact need be made to the
dial light which goes to positive L. T.
for negative L. T. is connected automatically via the panel. One more

This illustration of the under-chassis lt'iril(!!, shou!d.~ire constructor.r a .~ood idea a.r to the component
layout.
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The Short-wave Radio World
Automatic Regeneration
Control
N interesting circuit shown in
Fig. 1 was found in Radio Welt,
and indicates quite a useful line
for experimenters to take. One of the
main drawbacks to the straight regenerative receiver for
short-wave
listening is tbe difficulty experienced in
keeping the receiver near to oscillation
point. As operators know, the reaction
control has to continually be adjusted
in sympathy with wavelength covered.
Radio ~Welt claim to have found a
system which eliminates, to a very great
extent, this trouble. The arrangement
consists of providing an alternative
path for the feed-back in addition to the
usual circuit through the reaction coil.
As shown in the circuit, the resistance
R represents a constant impedance
shunting the reaction coil Lz.

A

A Variable
Control
As frequency is increased the reactance of coil Lz is increased, so that the
feed-back current tends to pass more
through R than Lz. This counteracts
the tendency of a reacting circuit to increase in the feed-bad: current as the
frequency is increased. The value of R
has to be found experimentally for it

A Review of the Most Important Features of the World's
Short-wave Developments

rather an undue load on the average
cheap high-tension battery. A system of
obtaining bias from the mains has been
developed by \V8ILN and is shown in
Fig. 4. This grid-bias unit is unit is
suitable for fulfilling the requirements
of amplifiers, modulators and doublers
in high-power transmitters, while the
system is both simple and economical.
Refer to the circuit and it will be seen
that the high-voltage power supply sec-

A Resistance-capacity
Bridge
Amateurs are always interested in
simple test gear. So for that reason we
have taken the circuits in Fig. 2 and 3

Fig.

2 . - The

Fig. 3.-Tbe IOJv-Jrequency oscillator.

caparitv bridge.

....................................................................................................................................................................
tion is perfectly conventional, and similar to that used in most amateur statwns. The transformer T 1 is fitted with
a filament winding to supply the
primary of transformer Tz, which i;; a
small filament transformer connected
backwards, so that the usual primary
becomes a secondary, supplying voltage
to the half-wave rectifier; in this
instance a type 84 with the anodes
strapped.
The system provides an isolated and
steady source of grid ,-oltage which is
not affected bv ,-ariations in anode cur.
rent. A furtlier ach·antage is that the
,·oltage supply to tl1e rectifier is morE

from the Belgian publication, ConseilRadio. It sho\Y.S a circuit for a capacity
bridge and a low-frequency o'cillator
circuit. Fig. z, showing the capacity
bridge, can be simply built and is very
flexible. It has two toggle switches; one
for switching over from low-value resistances or condensers to components
of higher ,-aim's, and the other for
changing the circuit from a capacity
bridge to a resistance measurer.

Home-made
Scales

A 2o,ooo-ohms poter1tiometer callibrated by the constructor against known
values of resistance and capacity, serves
Fig. r . - Experimenters should find this reueneration
circuit oj'particular interest. It is .rttitable<for use in as the adjustable unit for balancing out
the signal from the apphcd A.C. source.
all types of straight receivers.
[ t is suggested that a paper scale be
made for this potentiometer so as to
increase the accuracy of the readings.
varies with coils and valves. It would,
The second unit shown in Fig. 3 is
of course, be possible to -make R vari- for the low-frequency oscillator, which
able or pre-set, and at the same time to is used for supplying the necessary
provide a variable action control.
alternating current for the bridge. All
The effect of compensation can be values are given in the circuit and for
further increased by connecting a small those readers who wish to use a British
capacity of about .0001-mfd. in series type of valve, a type Pz~o will take the
with the resistance R. This allows con- place of the type 30 specified.
trol to be increased to such an extent
It is suggested that the t\vo units be
that the reaction <,tctually falls off to- made in a single screened box with ,~
wards the high-frequency end of tlw cli,·iding screen between sections. If
band, a feature which has uses with this box is fitted with lugs the appara- Fig. 4.- An ingenious auto-bias circuit for tl•e
screened grid detectors.
tus can be mounted on a wall ready for
transmitter.
In order to make the most of this immdiate use.
arrangement the aerial should not be
nearly the correct value for bias suppl v
allowed to damp the circuit too heavily. Grid Bias for
I than the usual half-wa,·e system conSo to this end a small capacity con- the Transmitter
The high·current high-voltage bias nected to one side of the high-voltage
denser should always be connected in
required for the transmitter places power transformer. Such a system gives
series with the feeder.
1
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A Modulation Meter
usually 400 or 500 \·olts, need~ higher
voltage filter condensers, while a percentage of the rectified ,-oltage has to
be dissipated before it can be used as a
bias potential.
Up to go Yolts with 30 11/a can be
obtained from this circuit, while according to the designer, it is absolutely
snag-free. The American circuit shown
u?es a 6.3 volt to I 10 ,-olt transformer,
but if this is not a\·ailable a 250 \Olt
unit will be equally satisfactory, but, of
course, gi\·ing higher output. Amateurs

Beam Aerials

point in driving the Class C or modulated amplifier beyond the point of providing just under 100 per cent. modulation. The effectiveness of the signal will
be the same regardless of carrier power,
\Yith a given amount of audio power,
providmg modulation does not exceed
roo per cent.
The principal units in this meter,
shown in Fig. 5, are an o-I-milliammeter callibrated in 100 divisions, and
a 2oo-microammeter, to indicate modulation percentage. The o-I milliam-

peaks it is necessarv to reverse the lowpass filter by chari'ging over the A. C.
connections to the metal rectifier.
The unit can be left continuou~ly ia
circuit and be inductively coupled to
the tank coil in the P.A. stage. It is important that the coupling coil is only i!1
the tleld of the P.A. tank coil, for it
must not pick up any R.F. from prececding stages.
Full constructional details of this
modulation meter designed by vV2]CY
can be found in Radio News" page (JoL

A 10-metre Rotary Beam

GND.

A.C. LINE
•

200 MICROAMPS
MODULATION

o/o

CAJJBii'ATION li'ESISTOR-APPii'OX. VALVE

Fig. 5.-In.rtead ofguesring at percentage modulation, use this type of meter n·hich j!,iz•es uccurate direct
readings.

,,·ill readily appreciate that the system
is open to experiment \nth all types of
transformer.

An Effective Modulation
Meter
It is essential with modern transmitters with high output modulators to
have some effecti\·e means of measuring
the percentage of modulation. At the
moment American amateurs are bound
to use such equipment, and although
the English amateur is not so restricted,
it would be a Hry good idea indeed if
all stations were to include a modulation meter, not only for their O\Yn benefit, but to prevent over-modulation
causing unnecessary interference in the
band and increased interference to
broadcast listeners.

Checking
Percentage
Very often amateurs take for granted
that approximately 22 per cent. increase in aerial current is equal to IOO
per cent. modulation. This does not
always work out, while it is not easy
with a similar arrangement accurately
to check a lower percentage of modulation.
Under-modulation causes just about
as much waste of po,ver as o,·er-modulation causes interference. A phone
signal is no more effective than the
amount of audio po,ver a ,-ailable for
modulation.
It will be appreciated that there is no

meter is designed as a carrier reference
meter, indicating carrier shift. It also
serves to adjust the signal input to the
proper amount, so the modulation percentage meter will gi,·e an accurate
reading.
A type 76 triode is used to rectify the
power picked up from the transmitter,
but a suitable English valve is the
ACjHL, or "·ith high power transmitters, an ML4. This rectified current
then flows through the cathode and the
carrier reference meter, which indicates
the strength of the signal for the
coupling used.

It is not neces,;ary to enlarge on the
advantages of beam aerials, particular!\- \Yhen thev can be made rotan·.
\\"si3ZR writing in the June number c•f
QST describes a most effective rotarY
beam aerial \Yith reflector that ca ;1
easily be constructed by
Englioh
amateurs. It consists of a ha!f-\Ya 1·e
aerial, centre-fed through Q bars \Yith
a parabolic reflector sp<tced a quarter-wa,·e
from
the
aerial.
The
aerial and reflector are strung on
a wooden framework fitted to a
short length of piping, acting as a
support. According to \V sBZR, constructors wiii need a length of hard
wood, I 7 ft. long, 2 ins. square, "·ith a
hole approximately 1 I/ 16th in. in the
exact centre. The hole should be suitable for passing a ~in. pipe, which is
27 in. long, and acts as a support.
A 6oo ohm transmission line should
be used to feed the Q section. The line
should be terminated on two beehi,·e insulators on the Q section, allowing for
a length of slack so that the beam aerial
can be rotated.
The beam can be used for transmisswn as \Yell as receiving, the feeders

The
Circuit
The percentage of modulation meter
is electron coupled to the rectifier ,·alve
through a low-pass filter made up of
an R.F. choke, a .0003-mfd. and a
.001-mfd. condenser. This enables the
L.F. component to. fiass from the rectifier and through the filter, eliminating
the R. F. in this component. The L.F.
component then passes through a metal
rectifier which rectifies the audio wave.
For operation of the meter the amount
of audio wave is indicated in percentage
of modulation as the monitor is adjusted to a radio frequency input on the
carrier shift meter. Any audio that is
superimposed on the radio frequency
will be shown on the 200·microampere
unit.
As the monitor is connected it will
read positive peaks. To read negative
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Fig. 6.-Rotary beam aerials on{y become practicable
on 10 metreJ and under. Full dimensions of this
aerial are given in this illustration.

being switched from one to the other by
a double-pole double-throw pitch. Compared with a vertical beam of similar
electrical construction the horizontal
system has been found to give more
complete cut-off signals in the reverse
direction and in the forward direction
shows a definite gain o,·er a half-wan•
doublet.
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PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
"THE" RADIO MAlL ORDER HOUSE
GET OUR QUOTATION FOR YOUR SHORT WAVE AND TELEVISION GEAR
Offer the following Set Manufacturers' Brand New Surplus Goods at a Fraction of the Original Cost ; all goods
guaranteed perfect; carr. paid over 5/•; under 5/. postage 6d. extra. Orders under 5/• cannot be sent C.O.D.

All Post Orders to-

Jubilee Works, 167, Lower Clapton Rd., London, E.5
CALLERS T0-50, HIGH STREET, CLAPHAM, S.W.4. (Mac. 2381)
And 165 & 16Sa, FLEET ST., E.C.4 (Next door to Anderton's Hotell (Central2833)

FOR

AMATEUR

Phon~:

Amherst 4723

TRANSMITTERS!

Self-powered A.C.-D.C. 10 watt. C.W. 3 Tube Transmitter, using Pentode as Crystal Oscillator. Wired and Tested on Metal Chassis, with Meter Tubes, Crystal
(please state frequency required) and enclosed holder. With Key. Ready for immediate use, £4-4-0.
Details of new complete Speech Transmitter on request.
The New "Premier" Short Wave Micro-Variables with Trolitul Insulation. Certified superior to Ceramic. All-brass Construction. 15 mmfd. 1/4; 40 mmfd,
·
1 7; 100 ~mfd. 1/10: 160 mmfd., 250 mmfd. 2.6.
Have you bad our Giant Illustrated Catalogue and Valve List l Send 4d. in stamps for this amazing list of Bargains.
AMERICAN VALVES
SHORT-WAVE KITS
PREMIER H.T. KITS, all with Westinghouse rectifiers,
IDGH-GRADE TRIAD for which we are sole British
Distributors. The following types all 5/6 each : 2ES,
6ES, 2GS, 6GS, 6D7, 6E7. 6B6, IA6, IC6, 2A3, 2AS,
2A6, 2A7 2B7 6A4, 6A7, 6B7, 6C6, 6D6, 6F7 OOA, OIA,
II 12, IS, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24A, 26. 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39/44, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45. 46, 47, 51, 53, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59, 71A, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85,
89. V99, X99, 112A, IVO, SZ3, 12Z3, 25YS, 25ZS, 6A6,
185R.
Also 6BS, High Gain Triode, will ~ve IS watts per
pair in Push-Pull with onlY 300 anode volts, 5/6 each.
All the new Metal-Glass Octal Base tubes : 6N7. 6L7,
6N6, 6A8, 6K7, 6)7, 6C5, 6Q7, 6FS, 524. 6DS, 6B6, 6H6,
6Z6 (at 6/6 each) 210 and 250, 8/S each. 4-, 5-, 6- and
] ... pin U.S.A. chassis mounting valveholders, 6d. each.

Octal Bases, 9d. each.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES
Famous Europa 4 v. A.C. types, H.L.. L .. S.C .. Var.-MuS.G., H.F.-Pens., Var.-Mu-H.F. Pens .. I, 3 and 4-watt
A.C.

directly~heated

output Pentodes. Full-wave rectifiers,

250 v. 60 m.a. A.C./D.C. types. 20-,olt .18 amp. S.C.,
Var.-Mu-S.G., H., HL., Power, and Pentode. All 4/6 each.
Following Types.

Full-wave rectifiers. 350 v. 120 m.a.

taPped transformers and adequate smoothing.

All Kit

NEW 1937 1-VALVE SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER OR
ADAPTOR KIT 13 to 86 metres without coil changing.
Complete Kit and Circuit, 12;6. VALVE GIVEN FREEl
DE LUXE MODEL 14 to ISO metres, complete Kit with
Chassis. 4 Coils and all parts. 17/6. VALVE GIVEN
FREE!
SUPERHET CONVERTER KIT, 13/6.
DE LUXE MODEL, 18.'6,
S.W. SUPERIIET CONVERTER, for A. C. Mains

absolutely complete. 120 v. 20 m.a., 20/·; with t a. L.T
Cb
28/
5
3
25
h 1 L T Ch
arger, •. I 0 v. 0 m.a., I•; wit • a. . . arger
3116. 250 v. 60 m.a., with 4 v. 3 a. C.T .. 30/•.
SHORT-WAVE COMPONENTS
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6-pin types, 13-26,22-47,
41-94, 78-170 metres, 1/9 each, with circuit. Special set of
3 4-pin S.W. Coils, 14-150 metres, 4/• set, with circuit.
Premier 3-band S.W. Coil, 11-25, 19-43, 38-86 metres.

Receivers, 20/•. A.C. Valve given FREE I

Simplifies S.W. receiver construction, suitable anv type

A.C./D.C. S.W. SUPER-HET CONVERTER, 14-50 circuit, 2/6.
metres. Completely self~energised. Will operate with any COIL FORMERS, in finest plastic material, 1i in. low-lou
Receiver, 30/•. VALVE GIVEN FREE
ribbed, 4- or 6-pin, 1/- each.
NEW 1937 2-VALVE S.W. KIT, 13 to 86 metres without SHORT-WAVE CONDENSERS. All brass with integral
coil changing. Complete Kit4and Circuit, 19/6. VALVES slow motion, .00015 tuning, 3/9; .00015 reaction, 3/3.
GIVEN FREEl DE LUXE MODEL, 14 to ISO metres. British Radiophone 2-gang .00016, 5/6.
complete Kit and Chassis,
Coils and all parts, 25( •• H.F. CHOKES. S.W. 10-200 metres, 9d.; S.W. screened,
VALVES GIVEN FREEl
1/6; standard screened 180-2,000 metres, 1/6.
fiX~~ G~~ :~E s.G., Det. and Pen., 42/•. CERAMIC S.W. VALVE HOLDERS, 4- 5- or 7-pin.
1
Chassis type, 6d. ; B.B. type, 8d.
B AND-PASS TUNING PACK, comprising set of Telsen GLASS AERIAL INSULATORS, 4d. each.
3~gang iron~cored coils with switching, mounted on steel BEEIDVE STAND--OFF, 6d. each.
chassis with 3-K"ang condenser, illuminated disc-drive and SCREENED FLEX. sina-le, 3cL yd. Twin, 4d. yd.
~rul:E folders. 25/· the Jut. All Mains or Battery circuit.
METERS

and 500 v. 120 m.a. 2f: watt indirectly-heated Pentodes. 3-VALVE BAND-PASS KIT, 200-2,000 metres. Com· MOVING-IRON flush type milliamp meters in 2t-in.
FreQuency Changers (Octode).
plete kit of parts, including chassis, all components, valves, Bakelite Case, to read A. C. or D.C. Ranges, 10, 20, 30, 50,
Double Diode Triodes, all 5/6 each.
M.C. speaker and wiring diagram. Battery Model, SO/.. 100. ISO, 250 and 500 m.a.. also I, 3, 5 and 10 amps., 6,
2§ watt Directly Heated Triodes, 6/6 each.
A.C. Mains Model, 70/-.
16 volts all 5/9 each. 0-250 v., 8/6.
ALL-WAVE COILS, 12-2,000 metres. complete MOVING COIL METERS, 0-1 m.a., 21-in. flush Bakelite
BATTERY VALVES. 2 volts, H.F., L.F., 2/3. Power, LISSEN
with switching and wiring diagram. Special Offer, 6/11. Case, resistance, 100 ohms, 18/6. Super model, 31-in. case,
Super-Power, 2/9. S.C. Var.-Mu-S.G., 4- or S-pin Pen- 1936 TELSEN 3-gang iron-cored Band-Pass coils with 22/6.
lodes, H.F. Pens., Var.-Mu-H.F. Pens., 5/•. Class B, 5/•, integral switchin~. 200-2,000 metres, 12/6 set.
VOLTAGE MULTIPLIERS, any value,1/• each. Tapped
milliamp shunts for 10, 50, 100 and 200 m.a., 4/• each.
MOVING COIL SPEAKERS
PREMIER IDGH.FJDELITY P.A. AMPLIFIER KITS
All fitted with Output Transformers
200-250 v. Centre-tapped Filaments. Guaranteed one year. 3-WATT A.C 2-stage AMPLlFIER for Mike or Pick-up.
MAGNAVOX. Mains energised, "154," 7-in. cone,
H.T. 8 & 9 or H.T.lO with 4 v. 4a. C.T. and 4 v. I a. C.T., Complete Kit of Parts with 3 valves, 40/ ...
816, 250-250 v. 60 m.a. or 300-300 v., 4 v. I a., 4 v. 2 a. and 7-WATT A.C./D.C. 3-stage AMPLIFIER. High-Gain, 2,500 ohms 4 watts, 12/6 ; .. 152," 9-in. cone, 2,500 ohriUJ,
4v. 4 a .. all C.T., 8/6. 350.-350 v.120 m.a., 4 v. I a., 4 v. 2 a. Push~ Pull output. Complete Kit of Parts with 5 matched 17/6; " 152 Magna," 9-in. cone, 2,500 ohms 6 watb,
37/6. Magnavox P.M.'s-" 254," 7-in. cone, 16/6;
and 4 v. 4 a., all C.T. 10/6. Any of these transformers with valves, £4 4s.
engraved panel and N.P. terminals, 1/6 extra. 500-500 v. 10-WATT A.C. 3-stage AMPLIFIER incorporating Phase· " 252," 9-in. cone, 22/6.
150 m.a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3-4 a., all Inversion and Push-Pull Triodes. Enormous gain and ROLA latest type P.M.'s, 15/ •• GOODMANS' 8-in. mains
C.T., 17/6. Super model, 19/6. 500-500 v. 200 m.a., 5 v. 3 straight line reproduction. Complete Kit of Parts, including energised, 1,000 ohms field, 10,'6 each.
JENSEN P.M. Speakers,l0/6. R. and A. energised Speaker,
a.. 4 v. 2a., 4 v. 2 a., 4 v. 3-5 a.. all C.T., 25/- (for use with 83 5 matched valves, £5 Ss.
or 523 rectifier, cost only 5/6 to obtain 500 v. 200 m.a. 20-WATT A.C. 3-stage AMPLIFIER, suitable for largest 7!-in. diameter, 2,500 .n. field. Pentode Transformer,
500-SOOv.ISOm.a.,noL.T.'s,l2/6. 1,000-I,OOOv.ISOm.a. dance hall. Employs new Giant Speech Transformer to strongly recommended, 11/6.
UNIT for any above energised speakers,
no L.T. 's, 19;6.
S"~;;,~df~~fv~::£Sd8~~ion. Complete Kit of Parts with ENERGISING
10/-.
AUTO TRANSFORMERS, step up or down, 60 watts, Write for details of our new A.C.-D.C. Portable Amplifier. MAGNAVOX " 33," " 33 Duodes " and " 66 " Spealcen
7/6: 100 watts10i•.
can always be suppliecllrom stock.
SPECIAL OFFER PHILLIPS MAINS TRANSFORM.
PREMIER TRANSVERSE-CURRENT
SPECIAL OFFER ot large B.T.H. energised Moving
ERS 250-250 v. or 300-300 v. at 80 m.a., 4 v. 5 a. C.T. :
MICROPHONE
Coils. 10! in. diam., 1650 -0· field. Power or Pentode
4 v. 1 a. Tapped Primary 100-250 volts, 6/11. 450-450 v. Reisz pattern. Large output, esceptionally fine Transformer (~tate which required), 14.'6.
at 150 m.a. or 500-500 v. 100 m.a. 4 v. 4 a. C.T. : 4 v. frequency response with low hiss level. Frequency W.B. 1936 STENTORIANS, Standard model (list, 32/6),
4 a. and 4 v. 3 a. Screened Primary. Tapped input 100.. ran11e, 45-7,500 cycles, plus or minus 2DB, 30/-.
21/-. Senior model (list 42/6), 28/6, Brand new, in sealed
250 v., 12/6.
TranSformer, 5/-; Table Stand, 7/6; Ad;ustable Floor <'artons.
TELSEN 1937 P.M. MOVING COIL SPEAKERS with
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, Tapped Primaries, Sta!\d, 22/6.
·
200-250 v. All secondarios C.T. 4 v. 3 a., 7/6; 4 v. 5 a., ELECTROLYTICS. U.S.A.. 4 or 8 mfd. 530 v. peak. I 0 ratio matching transformer, 111 6.
8/6; 7.5 v. 3 a., 7/6; 6 v. 3 a .. 1i6; 2.5 v. 8 a., 7/6; 6.3 '· 1/9 each. Dubilier, 4 or 8 mid. 500 v.. 3/. ; 8 + 4
GRAMOPHONE MOTORS
3 a.. 7/6 ; ; v. 3 a., 7/6.
mf., 8/•; 8 + 8 mi., 5/-; 50 mfd. 50 v., 1/9; 10 mid COLLARO Gramophone Unit, consisting of A.C. motoi-,
SMOOTHING CHOKES, 25 m.a. 2 9 ; 40 m.a .. 4/• : 50 v., 6d.; 25 mfd. 25 v., 11· T.C.C. 8 mfd. 650 v., 4/-: 100-250 v. high-quality pick-up and volume control, 45/.;
60 m.a., 5/6; 150 m.a .. 10/6. 2 500 ohms, 60 m.a. Speaker IS mfd. 50 or 100 v.,1/•; 50 mfd. 12 v., 1/-. Paper Collaro motor only, 30/ .. ; Collaro Universal Gramophone
Replacement Chokes, 5/6. 250 m.a. Chokes, 21/•.
Condensers. W. E.,250 v. working 4 mf., 2/-: 2 mf., Motor, 100-250 v. A.C./D.C., with high quality pick-up
I mf .• 6d.; 350 v. working 4 mf., .2/6; 2 mf., 1/6. and volume control, 67/6 ; Collaro Universal Motor only,
PREMIER L.T. CHARGER KITS for A. C. mains, includ- 1/·;
Dubilier 500 v. working 4 mf., 4/• ; 800 v 4 mf. 6/•.
ina- Westinghouse Rectifiers and Tapped Mains Trans- Dubilier Oil-filled Condensers. Complete range in 49/6 ; EDISON BELL double-spring motors including
turntable and all fittings, 15/•; COSMOCORD Gramo.
formers. 8 volts at ~ amp., 14/6; 8 volts I a. 17/6; IS stock up to 3,000 volts working,
unit, comprising A.C. motor pick-up and volume control
volts I a., 19/·; IS + IS volts I a., 37/6; IS+ IS+ IS DIALS.-Ciarion Illuminated S.W. slow-motion Dial (list
55/-), 35/9. A.C.-D.C. Model, 52/6.
volts 1 8., so; .. : 8 volts 2 a .• 29/6.
with 2-in. knob, 2/•. Premier All-Wave 2-speed Dial, full COSMOCORD PICK-UPS, with tonearm and volume
TELSEN iron-cored screened coils, W.349. 4/• each.
vision straight-line, dual ratios 10-1 and ISO-I. 6/6, with control, 10;6 each.
Electric SOLDERING IRONS, 200-250 v. A.C./D.C., escutcheon. Utility 4-in. Cursor Micro-dial 100 : I. 6/3. PICK-UP HEADS only, 4/6 each.
Potentiometers by well-known makers. All values up to TUBULAR CONDENSERS, non-inductive, all valueo
2/3.
up to .5 mfd., 6d. each.
LOTUS JACKS (and Jack-switches), all types, 1/• each. I mew., 2/-; with switch' 2/6.
TRANSFORMERS,
latest type Telsen R.G.4 (list 12/6) Wire-end RESISTORS, any value, I watt, 6d.; 4watto,1/•;
Lotus Plugs, 1/... each.
219
Lis5en
Hypemik
Q.P.P.
(list
12/6),
3/6.
8
watts, 1/6 : IS watts, 2/• ; 25 watts, 2/6 each.
U.S.A. MIDGET 2-GANG (2 x .0005) CONDENSER
with trimmers 3 i in. wide. 2! in. long, i in. spindle, I in. OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS for Power or Pentode, Reliable MORSE KEYS with Morse Code engraved on
2/6 : Multi-Ratio, 416.
bakelite
base, 2/• each.
lon~. 3/6 each.
ELIMINATOR KITS for A.C. mains. 120 v. 20 m.a.. or Bakelite case BUZZERS, 1/6 ; Walnut case" Loud-tone,"
Ormond .0005 slow~motion log condensers, air spaced, 2/11. ISO v. 25 rr\.a., 15/., tapped S.C. det. and output. Complete 2/6 each.
COSSOR Parafeed Transformers, 11 • each.
kit with long-life valve rectifier (replacement cost only 2/-). Super Quality lightweight HEADPHONES, 3/9 pair.
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A Resistance-coupled
3-10-IDetre Receiver
ANY readers will probably have
wondered how American listening stations have been able to
log so consistently the transmission~ on
5 metres of CsB Y and G6DH.
The
ans\n~r lies in the receivers used, which
are invariably low-noise level, flatly
tuned super-het receivers. It has now
been established that these two British
stations have been heard in at least four
American districts, and in all parts of
Europe.

M

Long Distances
on the U.H.F.
At the present time the ultra-short
\\·ave band is most interesting in ,·iew
of the fact that the optical range bogey
is once and for all completely dead. In
the future amateurs can expect s-metre
signals of a DX type, providing they
have a suitable receiver.
We have taken particular interest in
a set designed by Epoch "·hich seems
to us to be one of the most simple and
effective receivers for under 10 metre
n:ception available. It is without reservation an ideal receiver for amateur
use.

We are glad to be able to publish some
details on the 5-valve ultra-short wave
receiver designed by Epoch. It has many
unique features
The onlv variable control other than
tuning in ~the detector circuit is the
variable scrcPrc voltage control Rz, so
that providmg the inductance Ll is of
the correct value the recein'r is entirely
fool-proof.
Two interm_ecliate-frequency stages
are employed, both using 6K7 pentacles
in a resistance-capacity circuit. Admittedly the two R.C. stages do not give
anything like the gain of (\YO transformer-coupled stages, but the output is
adequate, while tuning is sufficiently
flat to receive some of the poor wobbling
amateur signals, while at the same
time troublesome I. F. trimming is obviated.

High I.F. Gain
To give some idea of the efficiency
of these two stages, the designers have
found it necessary to include a cathodebias control, R7, in order to reduce gain
on the stronger signals.

ing has been omitted, which gives a.
very good idea of its simplicity. Owing
to its wide tuning coverage 5 and ro
metre amateur band,, <b \H:ll as tde,·ision and police bands, arc all co\-cred.
\Ve feel that am· amateur "·isl1ing to

Some idea as to the compactness of the receiver can
be obtained from this illustration. The pnver
pack is a separate part.

experiment seriously on ultra shortwaves would be well advised to consider a receiver of this nature.

British Emergency Stations
RELIJVIINARY tests of a Kational
emergency network of British
amareur stations is to take pllce
in the near fut.ure.
The plan, which originated after the
recent floods in the Fen country, will
ultimately link up the entire country
by radio, using 1 Go-metre and So-mEtre
amateur transmitting stations.
It is intended to have stations s' tuated at convenient positions and capable of covering an area of so miles '' ith
100 per cent. reliability. The scheme
was originated by the Scarborough
amateur station, GsCU, who asks that
any other amateur capable of operating
on 160 and So metres should get in
touch with him for further information.
The scheme has received very favnn::..ble consideration for in the event of an
air attack or some othu cause sevpring
the normal commumcation channels,
these amateur stations would be able
to provide some sort of sen-ice.
An idea as to the valuE' of :1n err.ergency network can be gauged from the
fact that during the recent Ameri•:an
floods when all normal means of communication \\CH:' discontinued, many
thousands of messages were handled by
amateur stations.
In the event of a power supply failure
these amateur stations would be able
to carry on, for the equipment used will
be independent of the normal po·.ver
supply. \\Then the scheme is tomplete
a full list of emergency stations "·ill be
available, and it is hoped that the entire
country will be completelv covered.

P

Onfy one tuned circuit is necessary in this receiver owing to the me of ingenious detector-oscillator
circuit whereby regeneration is obtained through cathode coif L3-actua!fy an R.F. choke.

First of all the photograph gives a
very good idea as to its size, compactne~s and layout, but it does not convey just how efficient the receiver
actually is in performance.
Considering that the receiver uses
five valves, the circuit is an unusually
simple one. It is shown in this page, so
make a particular point of examining
the arrangement. A 6]7 pentode is used
as a detector oscillator, but without the
usual complicated two-gang tuning circuit. Lz is a fixed aerial coupling coil,
while Ll is a plug-in coil of which three
are supplied, covering from approximately 3 to 10 metres. The whole secret
of the circuit lies in the special R. F.
choke by \Yhich regeneration is obtained, in the cathode of the 6J 7·

The fourth valve is a conventional
triode which is R.C. coupled to a 6F6
pentacle, giving approximately 3 watts
of audio output. The receiver can be
run from either A.C. mains or H.T. batteries, for the filament supply is (> volts
at 1. 5 amps, which can be obtained from
the accumulator or mains transformer.
If it is intended to use a power pack
then 200 volts at so Mfa are required.
Constructors can obtain a complete
kit of parts secure in the knowledge
that the receiver is as simple to build
as any conventional amplifier.
All
valve-holders are mounted in a line
with their associated condensers and resistances inter-connected by their tag
ends. The first impression of the completed receiver is that half of the wir-
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FROM EVES STOCK OF
TUBES AND POPULAR
COMPONENTS
TAYLOR'S FAMOUS T20
17·6
TAYLOR TSS (Carbon Anode)
45TAYLOR 866 Jnr.
76
TAYLORHEAVYDUTY866
... 11'6
TAYLOR T200
...
...
...
£6 Ss. Od.
RAYTHEON RK 39 Beam Power Tube
27/6
RAYTHEON RK 23 and 25 (Ideal Dbler)
27/6
RAYTHEON RK 34 (56mc. OSC).
26'·
RAYTHEON RK 35
...
50'·
RAYTHEON ACORNS 954 and 956
34'6
95S
26.'6
RAYTHEON 885 (Trigger Tube)
16'6
RAYTHEON 913 CATHODE RAY TUBE
37,6
RAYTHEON
METAL TUBES-FIRST
GRADE ONL Y-6L6, 6L6G, 6N7, 6F6
716
6CS. 6J7, 6L7, 6A8
6'6
RAYTHEON 59, 89, 536A6, etc. ...
6"SPECIMENS
AMERICAN

EVES RADIO LTD.

A.C.

move to

35'·

U.T.C. Modulation Transformers

METAL,SUB BASES-PANELS
Transmitter Rack Fittings.
Japanned Finish.
17!" x 12" x 2"

Strongly Made Black

Stock Sizes : -

each

17b" X 12" X 3"
19' X 12" X 3"

Motors.
Complete
with
pick-up and Volume Control.
To clear

Bigger
Premises

39,6

British Pick-up, complete with Tone Arm
and Volume Control

10'-

at
WILLEN HALL ROAD
WOLVERHAMPTON

ARRL World Maps . .

4/6

ARRL Calculators, all types

1/·

TOBE R.F. Power Line Filters.
R.F. waste through the mains

Prevent
8 6

FERRANTI D.C. Flush mounting Am-

VM I, 29/- ; VM2, 37/- ; VM3, 58/- ; Full Stocks.
THORDARSON TRANSFORMERS FOR
6L6 MODULATOR
Thor: T5741, 16/-; T8459, 18/6; T8470, 38;6.

Mild Steel Sub Bases.

Gramophone

New~Perfect-British.

AII other useful tubes in stock.

MAC ELROYS NEW SENIOR BUG
KEY ...

EVES offer of Surplus Stocks

3. 9
3/10
4!6

Mild Steel Black Crackle Finish Panels.
Stock Sizes. All 19" Long.
5" Wide 2 '5 each.
74" Wide 2/6 each.
2'8
8\'
2/7
9~" "
12"
II"
2/9 ,
3/16"
14"
3/6 "
3/9
DRILLING CHARGES

meters, ranges I, 2 and 3 amp.

COLOSSAL STOCKS OF
AMATEUR RADIO SUPPLIES

New List

35/- to clear

CALLERS
Visitors are always welcome during business
hours. You will meet a happy crowd of
Amateurs from all parts of the country at
G.2.N.O.'s.
PHONE ORDERS New Summer Orders
Telephone your orders and discuss problems
with G2N 0 personally.
Office Hours: Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Fri., 9.30
a.m.-7.30 a.m. Thurs. 9 a.m.-6.30 p.m.
Sat., 9 a.m.-1 p.m.
A Phone Call after 7 p.m. costs you 1/-.
Phone : Wolverhampton 20703.
CORRESPONDENCE
All technical queries are dealt with by an
efficient staff whlch in addition to G2NO
now includes G6PC and of course Ted
McElroy. Address your letters : G2NO, EVES RADIO, LTD.,
WILLEN HALL RD., WOLVERHAMPTON

12.6

MILLER PRE-SELECTORS
12 to 550 Metres two stage, own power pack

limited supply

£4 lOs. Od.

FIFTEEN ONLY 3-Valve "Gross" TRF
Battery Short-Wave Receivers.

12 to 250

Metres, to clear

...

each

55/-

Our new 1936 HAMMARLUND SUPER PRO
COMPLETE WITH POWER PACK, AUTO
TRANSFORMER AND 8" SPEAKER.
OUR
LIST PRICE £68. To clear

£45

2,000 AEROVOX 2 mfd. Condensers. Oil
immersed working voltage 2,000 D.C.
prices 16/6, to clear ...

List

9/6

Send Paper Template with your order. Meter
and other holes drilled for nominal charges.

INSTRUMENT COVERS
Mild Steel Black Crackle Finish Covers.
Make Sub Base and Panel into a complete
Dust-Proof Shielded Instrument.
Stock Sizes-l?j," X 12!" X 81" high
21/171}" X 12!" X 12" high
22/Specia! sizes of any item can be delivered within
four days.

TO MEET AMATEUR DEMANDS FOR
MAINS TRANSFORMERS AND CHOKES
EVES HAVE NOW PUT DOWN PLANT
FOR SPEEDY PRODUCTION OF SPECIAL
MODELS.
Every instrument is tested at 6,000 volt
between windings and core. All carry full
guarantee.
Stock Sizes : -

SWINGING CHOKES. 5 to 25 H.
100 Mils.
200 Mils.
300 Mils.
500 Mils.
FILTER CHOKES-20 H.
80 MA 10/6. 120 MA 13/6
200 MA 24/·. 300 MA 33.'·
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS

13/6
19/21/33/-

10/6
13/6
16/6

H.T. TRANSFORMERS
SOMA range :-200 volts.
300.0.300
400.0 400
450.0.450 at 120 MA
500.0.500 at 200 MA
600.0.600 at 250 MA
650.0.650 at 200 MA

13/6
15/19/22/6
27/33/33/-

•

with the help of TED McELROY WIJYN
OUR RESIDENT BOSTON BUYER, IS ABLE THROUGH EXTENDED
FACILITIES AND LARGER PREMISES TO CARRY GREATLY INCREASED STOCKS OF AMERICAN COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS
AND COMPLETE TRANSMITTERS
HALLICRAFTER.
The most popular type of amateur receiver :
THE NEW HALLICRAFTER SKY CHIEF.
Seven Tubes. One Stage of RF. 12 to
550 Metres
£12 I Os. Od.
HALLICRAFTERS NEW SKY
CHALLENGER.
EMBODIES ALL THE 1937 RECEIVER IMPROVEMENTS, including 10 metre Operation, Full AVC,
Pre-selector Stage, Accurately calibrated

Single winding
...
...
Two windings up to 30 watts
Three windings up to 40 watts

HEAVY DUTY HIGH VOLTAGE
TRANSFORMERS
750.0.750 volts at 200 MA ...
I ,000.0.1.000 volts at 200 MA
1,000.0.1 ,000 volts at 350 MA
1,000.0.1 ,000 volts at 500 MA
All other sizes on application.

H. R. ADAMS-G2NO

HALLICRAFTERS FAMOUS LITTLE
RECEIVER.
THE SKY BUDDY.
FIVE TUBES, MECHANICAL BANDSPREAD,
BUILT IN LOUD SPEAKER, 12 to 550 Metres,
£9 Os. Od.

4d.

EVES
WILLENHALL

STANDARD

MODEL CRYSTAL GATE
RME69
For 230 Volt Input ..•
... £38 I Os. Od.
RME 69 with built in Jones noise silencer (four
additional tubes)
£43 lOs. Od.
RME Preselector, Model DB20 ... £12 lOs. Od.

dial.

230 volt input. AMATEUR NET PRICE STANDARD MODEL
£23
Crystal Gate Model Challenger
£25

SEND

RME69. In the opinion of many users the
finest example of communication type instruments

FOR

HARVEY

which includes details of the little 10-20 watt
Price less power pack

RADIO

... £16 ISs. Od.

LISTS "T.S."

LTD.

WOLVERHAMPTON

Telephone : Wolverhampton 20703
439

TRANSMITTERS

UHXIO instrument. C®vers all wave bands from
5 to 160. All except 56 mc.are crystal controlled.

COMPLETE

RD.~

COMPLETE

Weekly consignments of these are being received
at Wolverhampton, yet we admit that we are
always behind on delivery. Every endeavour is
being made to obtain adequate stocks and orders
are filled in strict rotation. Send for new list
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For the Be;:inner

A Sinr:Ie-valve
R.F.P. 30 Trans01itter
Close to it are the
E have been maki?g a number Beginners, or those without experience of the illustr~tion.
of expenments wrth the new pentode valves, will find this single valve high-frequency chok~, grid resist8nce
medium input pentode manu- transmitter most useful. It will handle and by-pass condenser.
The small neutralising condenser,
factured by the 362 Valve Company,
up to 30 watts input with a fair degree which is pre-set, must be arr~nged so
and for our experiments have used a
of efficiency.
that the connection to the gnd of the
crystal controlled single valve circuit.
This experimental apparatus was not proof holder that will resonate in the pentode is as short as poss~Ue.
Pro,·iding· the anode c01l 1s \YOJnd
originally intended for publication, band required. In this case 160 metres.
being built in bre8d-board hook-up
fashion, but as several amateurs have
built the transmitter on similar lines
with .great success, we publish the unit
herewith in its original form.
Beginners still appear to like breadboard hook-ups, so for that reason this
The coil shou 'II in
simple equipment should prove poputhis
i!!mtrarion
lar. Despite the fact that only one
CO!'frs the r(o ,;;etre
valve is used, sufficient R.F. output is
band, but it c,Jfl be
generated to enable us to contact a great
modified for me on
number of European stations, both on
8o, 40 or 20 tmrrrs.
phone and C."'·· during the course of
our tests.
It is one of the cheapest transmitters
possible to build 8nd for those who alreadv have a small !ow-frequency am·
plifier giving 3 to 4 watts output, the
total cost will be little greater than that
of an ordinary short-wave receiver.
This is mounted close to the grid ter- with heavy "·ire of at least 18 gatge,
Pentode valves are not easy to get minal of the valve holder, as sho\\·n in the coil will be fixed by the wiring so
going unless the experimenter has althere is no need to mount it off the
ready had some experience of their
baseboard on stand-off insulators. \V:1ile
1
peculiarities. However, we can safely
on the topic of coils, for 160 metres apclaim that the minirr;um amount of
proximately 85 turns are required
1
trouble will be experienced with this
wound solenoid without gap on a 2 ins.
single-v8lve unit, which is practically
former. The coil is centre tapped as
foolproof.
shown in the theoretical circuit <:nd is
The basic circuit is adaptable for use
taken indirectly to high-tension p:;sion all of the am<ltcur bands from 20 to
tive.
r6o metres, but for the purpose of this
This centre tapping point is bydescription we are going to describe
passed
to earth by a .oo2-mfd. cone enthe transmitter on 160 metres, on which
lT
ser. In series with the feed line to the
band it is at present in use.
-?-------~-~-0
anode choke is connected a so Mj a.
First of all, there is no need to cramp
low.frequency choke for modulation
the components in order to reduce the
purposes.
length of wiring unless it is going to A pon•er pack of this kind is required for the
In order to obtain correct and maxibe used solely on the highc:r frequencies. transmitter. It gives a maximum of 500 volts at
mum modulation it is essential to moduObtain a reliable CIT'tal in a dust120 ,Hfa.
late both screen and the anode simultaneously, so for this reason the screen
is taken to H. T. positive through a resistance of IO,ooo ohms and tapped on
bet\\·een the high-frequency choke and
the low-frequency choke. In addition,
the screen is by-passed to earth by a
This simple circuit .002-mfd. condenser which is connected
includes all the components as well a.r directly from the valve pin.
In order to simplify the wiring and
the m o d u I a t i o n
thoke. The voltage to eliminate possible long leads, a 4applied should be
pin valve-holder has been mounted in
adjusted so that the the corner of the chassis and the power
maximum input is supply leads are terminated at this
ro watts.
holder.
Filament leads from the valve are
t\visted together and taken to the normal filament pins on this valve-holder,
but have shunting them two .or-mfd.

W
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Fundamentals of
TRANSMITTING
PENTODES
RFP. 30/50 PRICE £2. 5
Fil. Volts
4
Fil. Amps. ...
2
Anode Volts
650
Anode Current
75
Max. Anode Dis. 30
Anode Input
50
Anode Output
37
Anode Load
I0,000
I00 Pos.
Sup. Bias C.W.
Sup. Bias
Speech ...
100 Neg.
Speech Input
2

Sup. Load
Screen V.
Screen Current
Screen Rest
Grid Bias
RF Input
Grid Rest
Mut. Cond.
A-G Cap
A-F Cap
G-F Cap

VACUUM TUBES
By AUSTIN V. EASTMAN, M.S.
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
University of Washington

.0

438 pages

15,000
400
25
10.000
25
20
12,000

9 X 6

Illustrated

24/- net

I

N this new book on the basic theory of operation
of modern vacuum tubes, the author seeks to
steer a middle course between the purely descriptive text on the one hand and the highly mathematical on the other. In this respect alone the text
fills a definite gap in the literature of the subject.

5
.03
20
20

Intended primarily for senior electrical engineering
students and workers, the book discusses at length
the principal types of vacuum tubes-high vacuum
tubes, mercury vapour tubes, photo tubes and
several other special varieties. The laws underlying
each are fully treated and engineering analysis of
the more important applications are presented.

SPECIFIED FOR;THE

R.F.P. 30 TRANSMITTER IN THIS ISSUE
FULL DETAILS AND NEW BOOKLET ON APPLICATION

THE

Special Features:

RADIO VALVE CO. LTD.
324/6 Liverpool Road,
LONDO~,

Highbury,

1.

The book deals with the laws governing the
operation of the vacuum tube itself rather than
with a large number of circuits in which the
tube is used.

2.

The tubes have been treated in the order of
the number of their electrodes, the diode first,
then the triode, etc. Thus the various tubes are
taken up in the order of their complexity.

3.

In discussing each type of tube the author
deals first with the high vacuum tube and
second with the gas-filled tube.

4.
5.

Modulation and demodulation are treated
together in a single chapter.

6.

The book is strictly up-to-date, covering such
recent developments as inverse feed-back
amplifiers, beam power tubes, ignitrons, etc.
Graphical solutions for power amplifiers, both
exact and approximate design procedures for
class B and C amplifiers, and harmonic analysis
of output waves have also been included.

N.7.

TEL. : NORTH 1853.

"OCTAL"
VALVEH OLDERS
The latest add1t1on to the Cl1x range

Specified for the
10-WATT
PORTABLE
TRANSMITTER
If any difficulty in obtaining locally,
send P.O. direct to us.

In the case of the more complex mathematical
treatises, a verbal description precedes the
mathematical treatment so that the student
may understand the latter more readily.

Contents:

Octal Type

NOTE:-Ciix 4 and 5 pin Ceramic
Chassis type are also specified for the
THREE-VALVE RECEIVER described
in this issue.

A " close-up " view showing
Clix patented helically slotted

sockets which give perfect,
full surface contact withC any
valve pin.

t;:::an

1

Preface
List of Tables
Introduction
Electronic Emission
Symbols and Notations
Diodes-Rectifier Action
Triodes-Class A Amplification
Triodes-Relay Action
Triodes-Class B and C
Amplification

IOd. each

n~

BRITISH MECHANICAL PRODUCTIONS LTD .•

I

79a Rochester Row,
London, S.W.I.

,.., ,.,

U~

Triodes-Oscillators
Triodes-Modulation and
Demodulation
Multielement Tubes
Photo-sensitive Cells
Special Types~of Tubes
Appendices
Authorl!ndex
Subject Index

Me Graw - Hill Publishing Co., Ltd.
ALDWYCH HOUSE
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N eu tralising
condensers in :.;cries and one 6o-ohm
resistance centre tapped.
The anode lea:J of the valve is taken
directly to the stator plates on the main
tuning condenser and to one side of the
tuning coil. The opposite end of the
tuning coil is then connected to the
rotor plates of the tuning condenser and
to the remaining side d the neutralising condenser.
At this point it \HJuld be well to explain the reason for this neutralising

1

Key Connections

modulator valve in the amplifier circuit, but if the transmitter is being used
for C.\V. then this condenser and its
associated choke can be omitted.
In such circumstances it is advisable
to connect the key in the suppressor or
screened grid circuits, and to include
across it the usual type of key click
filter. l t is advisable to test the transmittc>r \1 ith comparatively low voltage.
For Pxample, 250 volts on the anode
and 200 volts on the screen will be

If the valve is
mounted in this 1my
the bulk of the
connecting leads are
kept short. Tbe
11a/ve socket in tbe
top left corner is
for
tbe
pmnr
supply.

condenser. Even beginners l·no\Y t~1at
since the introcluctioii of the pentode
and screen·grid vah es, there bas not
been the need for neutralising in radio
receivers.
This generally applies to
transmitting apparatus, but in this
particular case, unless there is slight
feed-back from anode to grid, the circuit will refuse to oscillate, owing to
the complete sc1eening offered by the
third grid.
In order to OH'!Tome this the neutralising condenser hac; been Embodied and,
although this is left at minimum capacity, the residual capacity of the condenser, ab6ut 6-mmfcl., is sufficient to
allow the circuit to oscillate.
If the transmitter is being used for
phone work the third grid, that is the
centre pin on the valve-holder, should
be taken to earth via a small bias voltage obtainable from a miniature hightension batterv.
Bias to the. control grid is obtained
in the usual automatic method by means
of grid current across a series grid resistor. The value of this resistor varies
with the R.F.P.3o from between w,ooo
and so,ooo ohms. How to obtain the
correct value will be explained later.
It will be noticed from the photograph and circuit that one ~;ide of the
2-mfd. condenser in the modulation circuit is left unconnected. This blank
terminal is taken to the anode of the

ample to tell whether or not the apparatus is \\·urking satisfactorily, and even
at this low voltage the input will be
approximately ro watts.
The wattage can be reduced ;mel efficiency increased if the grid resistor has
the correct value of between w,ooo and
so,ooo ohms. .\¥her,ever possible tse
the highest value of resistor for it will
give greater efficiency, although should
there be any tendency for the valve to
oscillate very roughly, it is quite permissible to reduce the value of grid
resistor, even belo\\· the recommended
ro,ooo ohms.

....

Wattage

All fixed condensers must be su ;table
fur handling a voltage twice that to be
used. For example, if the power supply is limited to 300 then use co::~clen
sers having a \Yorking voltage of 6oo.
The power pack is quite straightforward, using a mains transformer giving
an output of either 400 or soo vo: ts as
required to a UU4 high vacuum rectifier. Ample smoothing is obtained with
only one lcm·-frequency choke and t\YO
il-mfd. electrolvtic condensers.
The
filament supply; in addition to that of
4 volts 2. 5 amps. for the rectifier, should
be capable of feeding 4 ,-olts 2 <cmps.
to the R.F.P.3o.
It is quite in order to use this o'alve
up to so watts, such as is clone by quite
a number of continental amateurs. In
,;uch circumstan<;es, the following data
and the valve characteri:itics \\·ill probably help.
l\Iaximum anode voltage, Cso.
Maximum anode curre•1t, 75 Mfa.
}.Iaximum anode input, so watts.
Maximum anode disoipation, 30 \\·a ts.
i\Iaximum anode output, 37 \Yatts.
Suppressor bias for C.\\"., 1oo \'olts
positive.
Suppresscn bias phone, 100 volts negative.
Speech input, ~ \\·atts.
Screen ,-oltage, 400.
Screen current, 25 Mia.
Screen resistance, 1o,ouo ohms.
Cricl bias, 25 volts negative.
, Generally speaking, this valve is excellent for low power working and for
the beginner who is limited to an input
of 10 watts, then anode modulati'm is
to be preferred owing to the high modulation levt>l and high ettciency it is
possible to obtain.
' :\ suitable modulator is one P2 ving
as an output valve the P P /5400 or Do26
type of valve, while a pair of high :ilope
pentocles in push-pull will also be suitable.
Construct01 s must obtain a Post
Office permit.

Components for
A SINGLE VALVE RFPJO TRANSMITTER.
BASEBOARD.
I - Wooden, 9 in. by 9 in. by! in.
CHOKES, HIGH FREQUENCY,
2-Type SW68 (Bulgin).
CHOKE, LOW FREQUENCY.
r-6o M/a. type WWCr (Sound Sales).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
4-.oo2·mfd. type 620 (Dubilier).
2-.or·mfd. type 4421/E (Dubi!ier).
I-2·mfd. type LEG (Dubilier).
CONDENSERS, VARIABLE.
r-Type TC4o (Raymart).
-Type NCrs (Raymart).
CRYSTAL.
::iittndard type with enclosed holder (Q.C.C.).
r-Type 1027 (Eddystone).
HOLDERS, VALVE.
r-s·pin type 950 (Eddystone).
r-4·pm type 949 (Eddystone).
RESISTANCES, FIXED.
2-Io,ooo-ohm 3 watt (Erie).
2-30 ohm humdingers (Claude Lyons).

442

SUNDRIES.
I-Aluminium screen to specification.
r-Coil Quickwyre (Bulgin).
VALVE.
r-Pentode type RFP3o (362).
POWER SUPPLY.
CHASSIS.
r-Metal, 6 in. by 6 in. by 3 in. (A.P.A.).
CHOKE, LOW FREQUENCY.
r-6o Mja. type WWCr (Sound Sales).
CONDENSERS, FIXED.
2-B·mfd. type 0281 (Dubilier).
HOLDER, VALVE.

SW~;f~HE~~ (Ciix).
1-SBoT (Bulgin).
r-Sn6 (Bulgin).
TRANSFORMER.
1-To specification giving 400-0-400 volts, -' volts
C.T., 4 volts C.T. (Eves Radio).
VALVE.
r-Type UU4 (Eves Radio).
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ON A FRAGILE

WHY RELY
I

WHEN

FILAMENT,
A

METAL RECTIFIER
WILL GIVE YEARS OF
Trouble-free SERVICE
Send 3d. to Dept. T. for a copy of" The

Metal Way, 1937."

WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO., LTD.
82,

SOUND SALES
CHOKES

FULLY DESCRIBED IN
THIS ISSUEAlso-metal work for "A
2-watt Twin Pentode
Receiver for 7 metres ''
and "An A. C., D.C.,
E.C.O. Unit."
Useful list of stock metal
parts and aids to construction free on request.

In Short-wave and Television work, have the most
exacting duties to perform.
See that you choose only components having a reputation for high merit
performance-such as possessed by Sound Sales products listed below.

15/15/-

SOUND

SALES

London,

N.l.

CABINET
P A N E L
SCREEN
CHASSIS
by

ANYTHING
IN

METAL

57/6

31/6

Write or
'Phone:

LIMITED

Marlborough Road, Upper Holloway, London, N.l9
Phone: Archway 1661-2-3

Cross,

for

14/-

40 HENRY TYPE 40 S.S.
Ind. 40 Hys. D.C. Res. 600 ohms. Max. cur. 60 m.a.
10/The aboe~e is specified for the RFP 30 TRANSMITTER
TRANSFORMERS.
Mains Transformer lor A.V.C. Type M.S (A.V.C.).
Primary 210, 230, 250 v., 50 cycles.
H.T. Sec. 400-0-400 v. at 120 m.a.
4 Tappings at 2-0-2 at 6, 3.5, I and 2 amp.
...
...
...
Special Output Transformer for quality reproduction. Model
PPS. Primary inductance, 69 Henrys. Primary resistance
only 300 ohms
...
...
...
...
...
...
..•
Have you had our latest illustrated Folder " T.S." Free !

King's

THREE VALVE RECEIVER,,

TRANSFORMERS

r--,

Road,

''A SELF-CONTAINED

and

CHOKES.
30 Henry Type "W.W." C. I.
Ind. 20 Hys. and D.C. Res. 210 ohms. Max. cur. 140 m.a.
10 Henry Type 10 D.C.
Ind. 10 Hys. D.C. Res. 118 ohms. Max. cur. 270 m.a.
...
60 Henry Type 30 V.
Ind. 30 Hys. D.C. Res. 400 ohms. Max. cur. 100 m.a.
...

York

(Contr. to G.P.O., etc.)

+43

METALWORKS
171c, Battersea Park Road,
London
- S.W.B
MACAULAY 4840
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"A Miniature CathodeRay Oscilloscope,"
(Continued from page 427)

from switch are kept as short and as
clear as possible. Also, the leads to
the dellector plates must be taken
through the correct holes in the
screen. This is checked by the position of the amplifier, and it will be
found that the correct plate is ::he one
nearest the anode condenser.

Testing

The Bulgin Bulletin is more than just another
House Organ. It is a miniature radio mae·
azine of four pages, containing articles,
circuits, notes on lab.work, advance Inform a~
tion on new components and similar Items

of Interest to technicians, traders and amateur
constructors alike. It is posted free to those
on our mailing list. If you are not getting
your copy, fill in and st>nd the coupon below.

& co., Ltd.
sULGIN )(.
Messrs. Fi<.JNG £SSE. ·for future
o
BARnarne o~ you_rnhst
Please pu\:lYMonthiY Bullet• .
. ......................... ···••
issues of t .

1'

Name...................

Address ...... ·"........

M

..................

.. ......... ..

.. ......

......... '(6'LC)cK. LETTERs'.' pl_'EASEl.

CERAMIC
MICROVARIABLES
for Receiving
and
Transmitting.

vVithdraw the tube from its socket,
and switching on, test the polarity of
the H.T. voltages and the continuity
of the tube resistance chain. It will
be noted that a fixed resistance of
I ,ooo ohms has been specified in
series with the grid potentiometer.
This prevents the grid being reduced to the potential of the cathode
when the bias control is full off, but
in some tubes it may be necessary to
alter this value if too much bias is
obtained.

If everything is correct, the tube
should show a line on the screen when
put in its holder and allowed to heat
up. The line is, of course, due to the
ISo-volt supply to the plate, and on
pulling out the left-hand plug a spot
should appear. The tube should be
focused on the line, however, and the
controls should permit the complete
cutting off of the beam and the passing right through the focus point. If
the latter is not the case, the value of
RI and R2 may have to be altered.
A further article will describe one
or two attachments for the unit, and
will show how a linear time base can
be used \vith the tube.

These micro-variables are of all-brass construction with
heavy gauge vanes, the whole being rigidly mounted on
one •• RMX " Ceramic plate. Smooth in operation.
All receiving types can be ganged. See details in our
Catalogue.

" Designing a lUnlti-range
Milliammeter and Voltmeter "

SPECIFIED FOR RFP 30 TRANSMITTER.
RAYMART TRANSMITTING TYPES.
NCIS Neutrallsing:
TC40 Tuning:
15 mmfd., spacing .07",2/9 40_mmfd., spacing .07", 3/6

For finer wires it is better to wind on
a slotted former which can be built up
with round wood washers and bakelite
end cheeks bolted together. Alternately
transformer bobbins from miniature
type transformers are quite suitable.
For higher voltage ranges wirewound resistances become bulky, and
unless extreme accuracy is required,
ordinary precision type resistances are
quite satisfactory. It is most unlikely,
however, that these re?istances will be
of the correct value for the purpose required, so that the best system is to obtain a resistance slightly lower than the
value required, and to make up the difference with a home-constructed resistance. Alternately resi?tors of the solid

SPECIFIED FOR 10-WATT TRANSMITTER.
Raymart Coil Forms.
1/8 each.
4-pin threaded type CT4
Raymart Microphone.
25/One double button type DBM
Raymart Insulators.
Stand-off insulators type SG
8d. each.

RAYMART SHORT-WAVE MANUAL
48 pages in all, 32 on receivers, transmitters, aerials,
circuits, etc., and 16 on a splendid range of short·wave
components, 6d., or post free, 7td.
SHORT-WAVE CATALOGUE, 16 pages, l}d.

GSNI (BIRMINGHAM) LTD.
44,

HOLLOWAY HEAD, BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone : Mid. 3254.

(Continued from page 432).

type-not those in which the resistance
compound is deposited on an imulator
-can ~e filed down until the resistance
is increased to the correct value.
The adjustment of the resistance? to
correct value is most easily dc·ne by
checking the instrument against another
of approximately the same range But
should this not be possible, the instrument can be calibrated over a Lmited
portion of its original calibration.
For calibrating a milliammeter a lowvoltage accumulator will give a steady
source of supply and can be used. The
meter should be connected in series with
a suitable variable resistance across the
accumulator and the resistance adjusted
to give full scale deflection. The shunt
is then adjusted until the meter reads
half, or quarter, of its original deflection.
This procedure can be repeated to
calibrate a further range, but it is not
good practice to do this more than twice
because the accuracy with which the
meter can be set to a quarter of its full
scale reading is not very high, so that
the final accuracy of n:ading is re:luced
on each succeeding range.
\Vhere another milliammeter is available for calibration purposes the two
;;hould be connected in parallel ar d the
shunt adjusted until the two meters
read the same .
A voltmeter can be calibrated in the
same way. The best source of vc•ltage
for checking a voltmeter is eith·:r an
H.T. accumulator or /lew H.T. battery.
If a voltmeter is not available with a
range as high as that as the me1 er to
be calibrated the next best thing is to
mea;3ure the voltage of the battery between its various tapping points ar d adjust the meter to read the total vo.tage.
Such tests, ho"·ever, call for an H.T.
battery with a \·ery low internal resistance.

"Programmes for
Short-wave Listeners"
(Continued from page 429).

The O'Neills radiate every wee:z-day
and have been doing so now for several
years. They come on the air at 4 p.m.
through Pittsburgh. Make a poi:lt of
hearing this programme. A specia·. feature for July 2 is Irene Rich at 1 a.m.,
for thi? will be the first of a series of
special programmes featuring film :>tars.
Donald Dickson made his debut over
the air in Saturday Night Party, and is
now a regular artiste in this programme,
which also includes James Melton, Tom
Howard, George Shelton, and the New
Yorkers Chorus, and is radiated Saturday nights at 1 a.m. over the N B.C.
Red network. When you listen each
evening to Lowell Thoma? keep a
rpentill picture in front of you of the
man who is the foremost newsreeler in
America. His photograph is !;'iven on
an earlier page.
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Short·wave Stations and Wavelengths
\Vavelength
30.21
30·43
30·7))
31
31.01
31.02
31.00

Frequency
9930
986o
9740
968o
9675
9670
966o

3!.09
31.09
31.1
31.I
31.13
31. I4
3!. 19
3 I. 22
3 I. 25
3 !. 2 5
31. 27
31.28
3!.28
3!.28
31.3 2
3 !.32
31.34
31.35
3 !.36
31.38
31.38
31.45
3!.45
31.46
3!.48

9650
965o
9645
9645
9635
9630
9620
9615
9600
96oo
9595
9590
9590
9590
958o
958o
<J575
9570
9565
956o
9555
9540
9540
9535
953°

Call
sign

csw
EAQ
COCQ
CTIAA
DZA
Tl4~RH

LRX
YDB
DGU
HH3W
YNLF
2RO
rlJ2ADD
H_T1ABP
HPsJ
RAN
CB96o
HBL
PCJ
VKzJ\IE
W3XAU
GSC
VK3LR
HJzADC
W1XK
VUB
DJA
HJ 1ABB
DJN
VPDz

JZI

WzXAF

Location
Lisbon
1\1 ad rid
Havana
Lisbon
Zeesen
Heredia
Buenos
Aires
Soerabaja
Nauen
Port-au-Prince
l\fanagua
Rome
Bucaramanga
Cartagena
Panama City
l\1oscow
Santiago
Geneva
Huizen
Sydney
Philadelphia
Daventry
Melbourne
Cucuta
Springfield
Bombay
Berlin
Barranquilla
Berlin
Suva
Tokio
Schenectady

3 1·49
3!.49
3 I. 5 I
3 r. 55
3 I. 55
3 I. 57
3 r.

ss

31.58
31.61
3 r.65
3!.68
3!.78
31·78
3 r.8
32.09
32. 15
32.26
32.88
33· 5
34·92
35·71
J6.63
37·33
37.62
38.07
J8.2
38·47
39·74
39·95
40.65
41.55
4!.67
.f2.25
I 42.88
43

95 2 5
9525
9520
95IO
95!0
9505
9500
9500
9490
9480
9470
9440
9440
9428
9350
9330
<)300

9I25
8gso
858o
8.~00

8190
8o36
7975
788o
7854
7799
7550
7510
7380
7220

7200
7100
6996
6g76

Hong kong
1 44.12
ZDW3
1
LKJr
Jeloy
HJ 4ABH Armenia
4-f.26
VK3r-IE Melbourne
Daventry
GSB
144·44
HJ IABE Cartagena
44·58
Buena ventura
HJU
44·64
PRFs
Rio de Janeiro 44·71
XEFT
Vera Cruz
4).28
EAH
Madrid
45·74
XEDQ
Galiseo
FZF6
Fort de Francel4).8
HC2RA Guayaquil
. 47·76
COCH
Havana
48
Bangkok
HS8PJ
. 48. I2
OAX4} Lima
YNGU Managua
48. IS
HAT4
Budapest
48. IS
Quito
HCJB
48·47
YNLG
Managua
48.s
HC2C:W Guayaquil
48.61
XEME Merida
48·7
CNR
Rabat
48.78
HCzTC Quito
48.78
JYR
Chiba-Ken
48.8
HC2JSB Guayaquil
48.8
HBP
Geneva
48.S6
TI8WS Punta Arenas
48.9
JVP
Nazaki
48·9
XECR
Mexico City
48·94
I-IKE
Bogota
48·94
YNAM Managua
48.94
F08AA Papeete
48·94
PZH
Paramirabo
48.')4
HCETC Quito
4S.98

-

68oo

HI7P

677o

HlH

6;so
6730
6po
6710
6625
6558

JVT
HI3C
PMH
TIEP
PRADO
HI4D

6sso
6282
6243

XBC
COHB
HIN

6235
6230
6230
6190
6r85
6171
6I6o
6I50
6rso
6147
6147
6140
6135
6135
6130
6130
61.)0

HRD
YV1RG
OAX4G
HI8Q
HI1A
XEXA

6r ::;o

VEqHX
LKL

6130
6!2)

vuz

CSL
CJRO
ZEB
COKG
W8XK
H}LI\BB
HisN
TGXA
COCD

ZGE

Ciudad
Trujillo
San Pedro de
Macoris
Tokio
La Romana
Dandoeng
San Jose
Rwbamba
Ciudad
Trujillo
Vera Cruz
Sancti Spiritus
Ciudad
Trujillo
La Ceiba
Valera
Lima
Trujillo
Santiago
Mexico City
Colombo
Lisbon
Winnipeg
Dulawayo
Santiago
Pittsburgh
Barranquilla
Santiago
Gautemala City
Havana
Kuala Lumpur
Halifax, N .S.
Jelov
Montevideo

PIEZO
QUARTZ CRYSTALS
"ALVE

=-===r

A certificate of calibration giving the
actual frequency correct to pi us or
minus 0.1% is supplied with each
crystal.

BRITISH

anode volts).

15/·

POWER TYPE-(For use
with up to 500 anode
volts).

20/·

The valves are of most rigid
construction, therefore their excellence of performance is consistently maintained.

I 00 Kcs.Quartz Bars within plus or minus 25 cycles.£!

Q.C.C. CRYSTALS ARE SPECIFIED FOR
10-WATT PORTABLE TRANSMITTER
1.7mc. Standard Type, 15/·.

Two of these special valves are
SPECIFIED FOR THE
3-VAL VE RECEIVER
which is fully described in this
issue.

Enclosed Holder, 8/6.

SINGLE VALVE RFP.30 TRANSMITTER
One Standard Type, 15/·.

Enclosed Holder, 8/6.

Q.C.C. QUARTZ CRYSTAL HOLDERS.
Type A.-An open type holder, for general
experimental use, Keramot base.
Price 4/6
Type B.-A totally enclosed dustproof holder of
the plug.in type.
Instantly interchangeable.
Price, with base
8/6
Postage paid to all parts of the world.
Our Catalogue of THE QUARTZ CRYSTAL CO. LTD.
Short·wave Components.
63 & 71 Kingston Rd.,NEW MALDEN, Surrey, Eng.
I td. post free.
Telephone : No. : MALDEN 0334

MADE

Because these special Hivac Shortwave valves have the grid connections
at the top, the Jay-out of short-wave
battery receivers can be greatly
improved. The fitting of frequentite
bases in place of standard. moulded
bakelite ones is a further aid to
efficiency in short-wave practice.

1.7mc., J.Sm.c., and 7mc. Bands.
STANDARD TYPE(For use with up to 300

.....

**
Note the Top Grid connection
and Frequentite base as employed in the special range of
Hivac valves for Short-wave
work.

HIVAC SG220SW

12/6

HIVAC D2JOSW

5/6
Full details of these and fifty other
types of Hivac valves will be
sent free if you write for Hivac
charts " T. & S."

HIGH VACUUM VALVE CO. LTD.,111·117 FARRINGDON RD., E.C.1
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By Kenneth Jowers
The Power AJDplifie••
Sta;:e ()ireuits to Use
This is the third in a series of articles explaining in a simple
way how the various stages work in an amateur transmitter.
N the May and June issues I gave a
1road outline as to the uses of the
crystal oscillator and frequency
doubler
or
frequency
multiplying
stages in a transmitter. It will l::e appreciated that these two stages in themselves constitute a complete transmitter

I

c•
I

i

c3

I

'------It-----'--·----'

Fig.

I.

put from the driver stage feeds into the
grid of the triode throush a buffer condenser, while the output from the coil in
the anode circuit is coupled to an aerial.
Condenser CI has a fairly low capacity calling for a coil of a relatively
high inductance. It is important that
this ratio be observed in all amplifier
circuits of this kind in order to keep
the efficiency at a high level.
For
guidance the follo\Ying condenser capacities are good average values for different frequencies.
160 metres
.00015-mfd.
So metres
.oooo75-mfd.
40 metres
.ur.oo4-mfd.
.oooo2-mfd.
20 metJes
The various other factors govern this
capacity, but if these values are used

Simplest radio frequenry amplifier using a
neutralised triode valve.

of small output, but it is to boost this
small output that a third stage is generally required.
This third stage amplifies a signal
at a given frequency. By that I mean
that the frequency of the signal in the
anode is the same as the frequency of
the signal applied lo the grid, but
owing to the amplification, of much
greater strength. For that reaso'l. the
sub-amplifier 'or power amplifier can
be taken as the same circuit with the
exception th~1t \vhen the amplifier is
used directlv to feed the aerial there is
usually a ·larger v;;tlve and :f.igher
voltage.

Triode Amplifiers
The

simplest

amplifier

circuit

is

sho,Yn in Fig. 1 where a triode valve

is usE'd with an untuned grid circuit and
parallf'l 'tuned anode circuit. The in-

In Fig. 2 a va1iation of the original
circuit is sho\\·n.. In this hook-t:p the
anode tuning condenser is of the split
stator type h;wing two set:i of fixed
plates and one common set of variable
plates. The rotor plates are taken to
earth and pr.JVide the correct anode bypass capacity. As the capacity of C2
is decreased with tuning, so the capacity of the by-pass condenser is re:!uced
in sympathy with it. For this reason
the circuit in Fig. 2 is to be preferred
to the arrangement shown in Fig. '·

Amateurs bt'"ing limited to lo"· oower

Fig. 2. A neutralised triode with split stator
condenser omitting the fixed l;y-pass condenser.
,

beginners will find results very satisbctorv. \Vhen the transmitter is being
used ~n o;everal wavebands employ a
condenser suitable lor the lowest '"avelength. Condenser C3 has a low capacity of bet\Yeen 5 and 20 rnmfd., and
i:; used to neutralise the anode grid
capacity of the power amplifier valve.
Naturally this capacity will vary according to the design of the valve. Certain valves, such as the ultra-high frequt>ncy type with grid and anodes

(Continued on page 447)

Fig. 3. Greater radio frequenq output fo" a given
input can be obtained from a pentode t•a!vt in this
type of circuiI.

Amateur Radio's
Southern l'entre

MIDWEST

We specialise in Communication Receivers, including National,
Patterson, Hammarlund, Hallicrafters, Tobe Deutschmann and
R.M.E.69, and all mo'dels are laboratory tested, and "hotted up '
before despatch.
We also have a selection of re-conditioned models, including the
world renowned All-Wave Scott and McMurdo Silver Masterpiec1~,
and believe we offer an unrivalled range of the finest OX-getting
receivers marketed, with a price range to suit most pockets.
In additio'n we offer a range of Transmitters, from a DX.IO a
£I 0 I Os. Od. to a Collins 4SA at £125, and can construct any equipmer t
to special order, and supply every possil~le accessory, component or
valve required.
Why not look us up, write or phone ? (Trunk call only I -after

THE ONLY ALL-WAVE
RECEIVER
COVERING
4! TO 2,400
METERS
Magnificent alike in its conception, design
performance, this latest 18 valve Midwest
Receiver brings the world to your fireside. With
its.. 6 tuning ranges it gets •• e\<erything on the air." Its
distinctive features in circuit design are not just " talking
points;' as a comparison will 'prove, but basic advantages which will appeal to all
radio enthusiasts and all who appreciate real quality of performance.

An outstanding feature of this receiver is the waveband covering 41 to 12 metres
on which Television broadcasts can be received at full loudspeaker strength.
Write or phone for our fully descriptive 4Q.. page illustrated Art Catalogue, which contains
particulars of Midwest II, 14, 16 and 18 valve models.

7 p.m.)

A.~.S.

Demonstrations at our showrooms Mondays to Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. (except
Tuesdays. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.).
MIDWEST RADIO LTD., Showrooms & Factory 16, OLD TOWN,

CLAPHAM, LONDON, S.W.4.

A Balanced Circuit

Pentodes

You will not find such a full
measure of power, quality and
dependability in any other
Receiver.

1937

widely spaced, 1 cquire C'nly the very
smallest neutralising capacity.
\Vith this circuit :• by-pass condenser
from the centre tap oE the coil to a
negative point is essential, an <\verage
value being .ooz-mfd. This value, if
maximum efficiency is to be obtained,
should decrease "·ith a corresponding
decrease of capacity in C I, but cannot
always be arranged with this type of
circuit.

Ltd.

G2NK~

52/4, Widmore Road, Bromley, Kent.
Technical Manager.
Phone: Ravensbourne 0156/7. Open until 8 p.m. except Wed. I p.m.

'Phone: Macaulay 5005
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(Continued from page 446)

transmitters are alwavo keen to obtain
a circuit that \Yill g{ye the maximum
radio frequency output for the lowest
possible D.C. "·attage input. Assuming
that the input is limited to 1 o \Yatts it
will be readily ~tppreciatccl that a valve
having an efficiency of so per cent. \vill
not be so good as one having an efficiency of 7 5 per cent., for the latter
valve would provide 25 per cent. more
radio frequency in the anode circuit.
For this reason amateurs are inclined
to favour the multi-electrode type of
valve which with its high slope provides greater R. F. in the anode circuit
for a given input than does the ~·verage
triode.
The circuit for such a valve is very
similar to that of the triode with the
exception that owing to the inclusion of
a third grid so reducing the inter-electrode capacity to a negligible quantity
there is no need to use any txternal neutralising condenser.
This in itself is a great feature for it
reduces still further the number of controls the operator has to use. A typical
H.T.+

GALPINS
ELECTRICAL STORES
75, LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM,
LONDON, S.E.Il
TELE. : LEE
TERMS CASH WITH
GREEN 5240
ORDER OR C.O.D.
ALL GOODS SENT ON 3-DAYS APPROVAL
AGAINST CASH
WESTINGHOUSE H.T. RECTIFIERS, output 500
volts 250m/A .. as new, 25/. each.
MOVING COIL METER MOVEMENTS for recalibrating into multirange, all-test Meter, 2!-in. dial, by
well-known makers,
each.

s;.

EX·G.P.O. MAGNETIC RELAYS, working current
approx. 2m/A.. 7/6 each: post 6d. "Sullivan" Moving

Coil Relay, in perfect working order. new condition, 45/•·
ELECTRIC LIGHT CHECK METER, kilowatt hour,
type, 200/250 volts, 50 cycles, single phase, for subletting
garages, etc., in new condition, 6/• ; post

1/-.

Shilling

Slot type, by Met Vic. 17/6. C/F.
SULLIVAN TRANSMITI1NG VARIABLE Condensers, .0005 m.f .. glass case type, 12/6 each.
EX·R.A.F. MORSE KEYS, fully adiustabl.,, 2/6.
Post 6d.
WESTERN ELECTRIC MICROPHONES, solid back
type, very sensitive, 2/6 each.

MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS, high ratio, finest
quality, 2/6 each.
R.A.F. CHARGING CUT-OUTS, also fitted voltage
regulators, fully adjustable, suitable for !2- to 20-volt

~O~~&Iftx::'R.A.f.tvt'i.T~PURPOSE

VALVES, as new, 3 for2/6. Western Electric2 m.f. Condensers, 9d. each. T.C.C. 2 m.f. Condensers, 1/•. Microphone 'Buttons, 9d. 20-30 H. Mains Chokes, 40-60 and
80 m/A.. 1/•, 1/6, 2/6 each. 1,000-ohm Earphones, 1/3
each : 2/• per pair 1.000-ohm Bobbins, 6d. per pair.
Small Horseshoe Magnets, 3d. each. Ex-R.A.F. Remote
Control Panels, useful for components.

1/•

each.

Ex-

R.A.F. Cut- outs 20 v. 3 a.• with voltage regulator. 1/9
each. Belling 1 kW Elements, 2/6.
LARGE BAKELITE CASED 1 M.F. CONDENSERS,

portant pu:,h-pull triodes can be used
to advantage. Generally opeaking, the
output from l\YO tl iodes is a pproximately 8o per cent. greater than that of
one triode ,,-hen used in a balanced circuit such as illustrated in Fig. 4·
:\ otice in this circuit that there is no
tuned grid input, balance being obtained bv two identical chokes connected across the grid, the centre point
being taken to earth via a resistance
and bias battery

Semi-auto
Bias
These latter two components are not
always essential for if the resistance is
omitted bias can be obtained from the
battery, while if the battery is omitted
grid current flow across the resistance
will be sufficient in mauy cases to bias
the valve to the normal part of its curve.
However, a combination of grid leak
and battery bias is most satisfactory for
it reduces the size of the bias battery,
and in case of accidents, there is always
.:t certain amouTJt of bias applied automatically across the grid 1 t:sistance.
The only disadvantage of push-pull
circuits is the minor one that in the
majority of instances a double coupling

2,000 volt working, 3/6 each ; ditto, metal case, 4,000 volt

working, 6/• each, t M.F. 2.500 volt test, 2/6 each.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS, input 200/500 volts. output
350/0/350 v. 120 m/A. 4 v. 5 A.. C.T. 4 v. 2 A., new

Fig. 4·

Push-pull triodes are very popular, giving
high output with good stability.

circuit for a pentode po1Yer amplifier i,
shown in Fig. 3· This circuit is suitable for all types of multi-electrode
valve having three grid,.
This, of
course, excludes valves of the 6L6
tetrode type.
Valves of the 59 type having an indirectly heated cathode can also be used
in this manner for the cathode is merely
tied directly to earth. The resistance
in series with the scre•~n has a value
sufficient to reduce the maximum applied high-tension voltage to the value
recommended bv the makers. For example, an R.F.~P.3o with soo volts on
the anode would need a resistance of
approximately 10,ooo ohms in series
with the high-tension voltage and the
screen. ~ otice also that the screen is
by-passed to earth by a fixed capacity,
an average value for which is .002-mfd.
vVith a pentode valve the same remarks apply as regards the capacity of
Cz and the tapped anode coil.

Push-pull
\\-here wattage input 1s not

~o

im-

condition, 7/6, post 1/-.
MARK Ill Star crystal set, carborundum and perikon
detector, 300 to 2,000 metres. Buzzer tuned as new, 45/-.
EX..C.P.O. TELEPHONE BELL BOXES, complete
with twin gong bell, transformer condensers. etc. 3/6.
Post 6d.
LARGE ROTARY CONVERTOR, 220 v. D.C. input
and two D.C. outputs giving 12 v. at 60 amps. and 8.25 v.
I,500 watts in perfect condition, £5. C/F.
B.T.H. VARIABLE RESISTANCES, 250 ohms. 1 to
3 amps., 15/-. C/F.
PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING COIL SPEAK·
ERS by well-known makers, fitted volume tone control,
magnificent reproduction, ideal for extension speaker,
8/6 each. Post free. Complete in walnut cabinet, 14/ •.
Post free. A few only with slightly damaged cones, 4/ •
each.
MORSE KEY AND BUZZER SETS, complete.
mounted on mahogany base, complete with sharp note
buzzer, solid brass construction. high-grade long wearing
contacts. 5/· each. Post free.
ZENITH VITREOUS RESISTANCES, 3.000 ohms,
200m/A., 2/•: 2,000 ohms, 100 m/A .• 1/•: 20,000 ohms,
50 m/A.. 1/6: 1,000 ohms, 200 m/A.. 1/3: 120 ohms,
l amp., 1/•. Post 3d.
DYNAMOS, all fully guaranteed for lighting or charging_
12 volt 8 amp., 15/·: 12 v. 12 a., 17/6; 20 v. 5 a.. 25/·;
20 v. 8 a., 32/6 ; 35 v. 6 a., 27/6 : 25 v. 25/35 a., four
pole, compound wound, slow speed, as new, 90/·: 100 v.
10 a., 70/•: 50/75 v. 6 a .. 70/•. Carriage forward.
CHARGING RESISTANCES or Shunt Regulators.
Stud, switcharm type, 12/6 each, to suit your requirements.
C.A V. AUTOMATIC CHARGING CUT-OUTS,
suit any voltage, 7/6 each.
MOVING COIL and MOVING IRON Switchboard
Meters. By well~ known makers. Various readings, volts
and amps .. 12/6 and 15/• each.
MOTOR BLOWERS, h.p. D.C. Blowers, 4-in. inlet
and outlet, 110 v. D.C.. 35/•: 220 v. D.C. 45/•BULKHEAD ELECTRIC FANS, 12-in. Blade. nickel
plated, 100 volt only, laminated pole piece, condition as
new, 10/... each.
"NEWHOUSE" VACUUM DESICCATORS, Complete in case with gauge, 40/ •·
ROTARY CONVERTORS, 1,500 watts. 110 v. D.C.
input, HO v. A.C., 50 cycle single-phase output, 90/-.
WESTINGHOUSE ROTARY CONVERTOR liS v.
D.C. to 100 v. A.C. I ph. 50 cycle, 1,500 watts. Windings
guaranteed, but less brushes and slip rings. Need repair,
30/·. C/F.
LARGE SPARK COIL, 16-in. In good condition.
guaranteed in working order. complete on stand, £3/15/•,
C/F. Ditto, S... in. complete on stand with condenser, 50/· ;
also 2-in. coils, complete with condenser in solid teak case,
17/6, C/F.
X-RAY TUBES to work from 2-in. coil or larger,
slightly used, 12/6; brand new, 15/·; with platinum
targets, brand new, 22/6, C/F., packing free.
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Fig. 5. This circuir prevents D.C. z!o/tage being
applied to the condenser, C I. The ef!icienry depends
on the R.F. choke.

coil is needed accurately to couple the
anode coil to the feeders. However,
this can be overcome by the use of a
link coupled aerial circuit or untuned
lines using a single turn pick-up coil.
\Vhen high voltage is used there is
a great danger of flash-over 2cross condenser C I or Cz, and this can be overcome reasonably well by the use of a
parallel tuned circuit. For example,
Fig. 5 is a variation on Fig. 1. Instead
of the high-tension volt~tje being applied to the centre point of the coil it
is tapped on through a radio frequency
choke.
For all intents and purposes the
anode circuit is isolated as far as D.C.
is concerned from the anode, so that
only H..F. is in the condenser Cr and
coil circuit. In one respect this is a
big advantage, but in another a slight
disadvantage.
The etliciency pf the
circuit depends to a very great extent
on the characteristics of the radio frequency choke, and if this is not of the
correct impedance the gain in the stage
decreases' very quickly.
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This method of supplying high-tension voltage to the a1rode is kno\Yn as
the parallel feed system because the
radio frequency and D.C. anode ci:·
cuits are in parallel. Providing the
R.F. choke has a sutliciently high impedance at the operating frequency, so
that none of the radio frequency generated by the valve can ltak back to the
power supply, the circuit Ttas much to
recommend it.

Fig. 6.

To obtain smooth operation take all earth
ret11rns to a common point as shmvn.

A point to remember is that an inefficient R.F. choke will enable the current
in the anode circuit to fdter away across
the choke instead of being fed into the
coil circuit through the .ooz-mfd. condenser.

Earth
Contacts
For stable operation there is one important point that must always be rememl~ered in the design of ·a power
amplifier, in h.ct, any stage of a
transmitter.
Refer to Fig. () and notice how it has
been drawn. ,\]] of the earthy returns
are taken to a common point, which is
the mid tap in the filament circuit.
\\Then building this stage connect the
two condensers and two resistances
directly across the filament terminals
on the valveholder.
Arrange for a
common earthing point close to the
centre of the t\YO resistors and take to
this the earthy sides of all condensers,
etc.
Assuming there are several stages in
the transmitter, this system should be
emploved throughout, and when the
equipment has been completed the
various earth points can be connected
together by a heavy gauge wire. The
svstem of anode neutralising is very
well-known amongst amateurs, but for
some reason or other, tlw grid neutralised circuit, as shown in Fig. 7 is rarely
employed. This type of circuit closely
follows the anode neutralising arrangement except that tl1e neutralising voltage is obtained from an input coil and
then fed to the anode of the valve. It

will be noticed that with this type of
circuit the grid coupling condemer is
large in comparioon with the valve and
neutralising condenser capacities in the
average circuit. But this, to my way of
thinking, is rather an advantage, ·:or it
allows for more simple and accurate
adjustment.
The main advantage of grid neutralising is that the whole of the anode coil
in a single ended circuit is in use, so
giving higher efficiency. With ~.node

+

H.T.

f
Fig. 7. A grid neutralised circuit of this 1';ind is
very effective, while the tuned circ11it permits if eav
co11p!ing Ia the previo!ls stage.

neutralising only half the anode coil is
in use, so greatly reducing the inpedance.

THE

TELEVISION SOCIETY
President: Sir AMBROSE FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.
Fotmded In 1927 for the furtherance of Study and Research In Television o.•d
allied Photo-electric Problems.

RECEIVER DESIGN

Ordinary Fellows are elected ·on a Certificate of Recommendatlt>n
llcned by Two Ordinary Fellows, the Proposer certifying his persoFlal
knowledge of the Candidate. The Admission Fee for Fellows Is half·•·
culnea, payable at the time of election, the Annual Subscription Is i"l,
payable on election, and subsequently in advance on January Ist In ea:h
year, but the Annual Subscription may be compounded at any time r,y
the payment of Ten Guineas.
Any person over 21, Interested In Television, may be eligible lor tile
A ..oclate Membership without technical qualifications, but must cite
some evidence of Interest In the subject as shall satisfy the Committee.
For Associate Members the Entrance Fee Is 5/-, payable at the time of
election, with Annual Subscription 15/-, payable In advance on January In
In each year.
Student Members.-The Council has arranged lor the entrance of
persons under the age olll as Student Members, with Entrance Fee 2/6
and Annual Subscription 10/-, payable as above.
The Ordinary Meetlnp are held In London on the second Wednesday
of the month (October to May Inclusive) at 7 p.m. The business of the
meetings Includes the reading and discussion of papers. A Summur
Meeting Is usually held, and affords Members the opportunity of 1,..,
specting laboratories, works, etc. A Research Committee and the
preparation of An Index of Current Literature are active branchM
of the Society's work.

The JUNE issue of the T. & R. BULLETIN
contains important articles dealing with
the Design and Construction of Receivers
suitable for ultra-high frequency operation.
In the same issue appear contributions from
leading amateurs on such widely different
subjects as Television, Home-Made Recorder,
Low Power Transmitters, Windom Aerials,
Lower Atmosphere Ionisation, 56 Me. Relay
Tests.
The regular features include Uncle Tom's
masterpiece: "Soliloquies from the Shack."
Monthly Commentary of DX Conditions.
The 28 and 56 Me. Bands.
District and

Empire~ Notes.

The Journal of the Television Societ)f

Write to-day for a copy of the current issue I!(post free). Full membership details will be
enclosed.
The Secretary :

is published three times a year.

annual subscription of 15/- post free.
Forms of proposal for Membership, and further in(ormatlolt
regarding the Society, may be obtained on application to the
General Secretary, ). J. Denton, 25, Lisbume Road, Hampstead,
London, N. W.3.

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN
53,

VICTORIA STREET,
S.W.I.

All members are entitled

to a copy ; and it is also sold to Non-Members, at an

LONDON,
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CONVERTERS~
AND

PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING PLANTS
Tho generating plants are available with AC or DC out•
puts, suitable for operating amplifiers, radios. etc.,
whilst they have undoubted advantages over a rotary
c:ooverter and batteries, where a large output is required
for PA work.

SURPLUS-TELEVISION"APPARATUS
MIRROR DRUM CASTINGS, 6" dia.,l/6 post.
I.F. VISION TRANSFORMERS, l/3, post.
S. W. CHASSIS for 5 valves, 2/6, post.
CHASSIS for Power Pack, etc., 2/6, post.
CONDENSERS, S.W.IS, Microdenser, 2/9, post.
LOUDSPEAKERS.
P.M. and Mains Energised,
7/6, post 6d.
·CHASSIS ASSEMBLIES with Condensers and
Resistances, suitable for Reconstruction, from 3/6.

MAHOGANY CABINETS, new 10/- each, carriage
forward.
LIQUID AIR DEWAR FLASK, 40 x 7cms., 20/·.
Send us your requirements. Callers can select at
own prices. High definition apparatus, Light Cells,
etc., always In stock.
H. E. SANDERS & C0.,4,GRAY'S INN ROAD,
LONDON, W.C.I.
Phone: Chancery 8778.

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

The JANETTE RttTAIY CONVERTER
These machines are in use throughout the wodd.
and possess an unrivalled reputation for reliability
and efficiency. We have practically every normal
type in stock. with inputs from 32 volts upwards.

They are avalJable with allwwave filter, suitable for
operating a radio receiver from 5 metres upwards.
Sole Distributor :
46,FarringdonSt.LONDON,EC.4
• •
Tel : Holborn 9703.

CHAS f WARD

FOYLES

BOOKSELLERS TO THE WORLD
Stock of aearly tbree million new and second·
hand volumes. Catalogues free on mentionlnc
yeur tnterests.
119-125 Chartne Cross Rd., London, W.C.l.
Tlllpllotu: G.,a,ll Sb6o(u liM~)

International Dx'ers Alliance
The London Chapter of this Society
are now publishing a journal entitled
"Ama-Touring." which is supplied free
to members. No less than five contests
are now open to British members, for
which trophies and awards a·re being
donated. The London Chapter, which
has three transmitting members, holds
informal monthly meetings at Chequers
Restaurant, Essex Street, Strand, details of which can be obtained from the
Secretary, Mr. J. Knight (2AA), 6 Fleetwood Street, N .16 ..
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TELEVISION.
A NEW COURSE OF INSTRUCTION,

•

We have pleasure In announcin& that our new u Televl1lon" Course
has met with remarkable success. The enormous demsnd for the
Course has shown, beyond any shadow of doubt, that It fills that lonl·
felt need which we anticipated when we went to such trouble and
expense in its preparation.
·
We shall be happy to send full details of this special " Telavlslon "
Course on request. Particulars are also available of other Courses
in all branches of Wireless, Television, Talkinc Picture Encineerlnc,
etc., and of the easiest way In which to prepare for the A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.W.T., A.M.I.R.E., etc., Examinations.
We teach by correspondence, and auarantee u N 0
PASS-NO FEE." Our Technical Consultant Is
Professor A. M. Low.
Send for full particulars to-day. Free and without obllcatlon.

TBI BRITISH INSTITUrE OF ENGINEERING TECBNOf.OGY
JJ7, SHAKI!SPI!ARE

HOUSI!, 17/lt, STRATFORD PLACI!,
LONDON, W.l.

The charge for advf"rtisements in these
columns is 12 words or less 2/~, and 2d. for
every additional word.
All advertisements
must be accompanied by remittance. Cheques
and Postal Orders should be made payable to
Bernard Jones Publications Ltd., and crossed.
and should reach this office not later than the
15th of the month previous to date of issue.

MEASURING INSTRUMENTS ON LOAN. In
response to numerous requests we would remind
experimenters of our Loan Service of Measuring ID·
struments such as Wheatstone Bridges, Meggen,
Standard Resistances, Sub-standard Condensers etc.,
at very low rates. Send us your requirements: H. R.
Sanders & Co., 4, Grays Inn Road, London, W.C.r.
'Phone : Chancery, 8778.
FOR SALE-North London District. So-watt C.W.
25 watt phone rack built enclosed transmitter for 7 &
1"t Me.
W.A.C. Complete with modulator, microphone ~~rl Bug key £25. Hire purchase if required.
View after 7 p:•n. Box I2.
FOR SALE-Rotary convertor 230 volts D.C. to
230 volts A.C. Output 83 watts.
Complete witll
smoothing arrangements £3. Box X 25.

PATENT AND TRADE
MARK AGENTS
GEE & CO. (Estab. 1905) patents and trade mar lui
throughout the world (H. t. P. Gee, Mem R.S.G.B.,
A.M.LR.E., etc.), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London,
W .C.2 (2 doors from Government Patent Othce.)
·Phone : Holborn 4547 (2 llneo).
Handbook free.
KINGS PATENT AGENCY LTD. (B. T. Klnt,
Patent Agent) 146a, Queen Victoria Street, London,
~j,~-:~ eft~~~~~~ Handbook and CoDOUltatlooo fr-

.

Tottenham Short-Wave Club
This Society has recently celebrated
its second anniversary and the newlyelected president is Mr. Batt.
The Society has arranged a programme of field days during the
summer, while there will be a special
s-metre section.
Club meetings are
well attended and lectures with practical experiments in transmittings are
being given by the secretary. Full
information as to fees and meetings,
etc., can be obtained from the Hon.
Sec., 57 Pembury Road, Bruce Grove,
Tottenham, N.17.

AMATEUR RADIOTELEPHONY.

•

s. d.
Latest work by Frank Jones (Author of Jones
Radio Handbook) ...
...
...
... 33
I 0
Radio Amateur Newcomer
Jones Radio Handbook (You can't afford to
6 6
be without this one)
"Antenna Handbooks." Full of hot dope
26
on antennas that bring results
50
Radio Maps of the World (A.R.R.L.)
I 8
Log Books (A.R.R.L.) ...
This book is a
Hints and Kinks (A.R.R.L.)
2 6
time and money saver
All the above post free.
GSKA, 41, Kinfauns Road, Goodmayes, Essex.
Dept. "T."
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